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Abstract 

 

Out-of-Autoclave (OOA) prepreg processing is a promising candidate for replacement of 

autoclave (AC) processing, which is the current standard for manufacturing primary structural 

parts in the aerospace industry. However, its success is dependent on the ability to produce high 

quality parts with low porosity. This thesis develops an understanding of porosity in this process 

by studying the evolution of the voids during processing. 

 

Characterization of voids in partially cured laminates is challenging due to the soft nature of the 

prepreg matrix. A method for preparation of partially cured samples for optical microscopy and 

porosity measurement is developed and validated by comparison with results from the ASTM 

standard density method. It is also shown that thickness can be used to estimate porosity for the 

no-bleed prepreg system used in this study but that the accuracy is lower than microscopy and 

density methods. 

 

The evolution of voids during different processing cycles and process conditions was studied 

using the aforementioned optical microscopy on partially cured laminates made of MTM 45-

1/5HS carbon/epoxy prepreg. Fiber tow geometry and gas permeability were also measured to 

determine fibre tow compaction and the gas transport capability throughout the cure process. It is 

shown that gas transport, fiber bed compaction and resin infiltration govern void evolution 

during the process.  

 

ii 

 



Porosity is governed by multiple chemical and transport phenomena, among which gas transport 

through vacuum evacuation plays a crucial role. An understanding of gas transport in OOA 

prepreg processing is developed by examining the time scales for gas transport by Darcy flow 

and molecular diffusion and comparing those to experimental gas permeability and porosity data. 

Darcy flow is shown to be the primary means of gas removal during the process. The study 

shows that the dominant direction of gas transport is dependent on the aspect ratio of the 

laminate, the prepreg material and the processing history as both in-plane and through-thickness 

permeability vary throughout the cure cycle. Based on these observations, a simple debulk map 

that gives the minimum recommended room temperature debulk time for OOA laminates as a 

function of in-plane and through-thickness dimensions is presented. 
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Glossary 

 

Prepreg: Prepreg is a form of raw composite material in which the fibers (woven or uni-

directional) are pre-impregnated with an uncured but catalyzed thermoset resin which will cure 

at elevated temperatures. Prepreg can also use thermoplastics as a matrix, but it is less common. 

Laminate: A laminate consists of several layers of prepreg laid-up and stacked on top of each 

other.  

Cure: Cure refers to a thermo-chemical reaction that thermoset polymers go through during 

processing. Thermosets change from low viscosity polymers to rigid polymeric structures during 

the cure process. The cure reaction gradually advances during the process under a pre-

determined temperature cycle. The laminates are partially cured during the cure process and 

become fully cured by the end of the cure process. A part has to be fully cured to obtain the 

properties that are required for service conditions.  

Five Harness Satin (5HS) weave pattern fabric: 5HS refers to a weave pattern in which the 

warp thread runs under four weft threads in a repeated pattern. In this thesis each thread is a fiber 

tow. 

Fiber tow: Fiber tow consists of a large number of fibers expressed by fiber count (1k (1000 

fibers), 2k (2000 fibers), etc). The fibers used in this thesis are carbon fiber and their diameter is 

about 7 µm. 

 Matrix: In this study refers to the continuous polymeric phase (resin) that embeds the 

reinforcement fibers in a composite material. 
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Resin: An organic polymer or pre-polymer which serves as a matrix to embed the reinforcement 

fibers in a composite material. The matrix may be a thermoplastic or a thermoset, and may 

contain a wide range of additives or components. 

Void: A laminate consists of three phases: fibers, resin and voids. Void refers to a space filled 

with gas or vacuum.  

Porosity: Porosity refers to the volume fraction of voids or the void content. 

Autoclave (AC) processing of prepregs: In this method laminates are made through prepreg 

layup, vacuum bagging and autoclave curing. An autoclave is a pressurized vessel in which 

vacuum bagged laminates can be cured under high pressure (~ 6 atm) and temperatures (~ 200 

°C). 

Out of Autoclave (OOA) processing of prepregs: OOA processing of prepregs is similar to 

AC processing of prepregs. The difference is that in this process vacuum bagged laminates are 

cured in an oven under atmospheric pressure (~ 1 atm). Temperature and vacuum conditions are 

similar to AC processing. 

Vacuum Bag Only (VBO) process: VBO process is another name for Out-of-Autoclave 

processing of Prepregs. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

The use of polymer matrix composites in the aerospace industry is increasing. It began in non-

critical, secondary, applications but now critical primary structural components such as fuselages 

and wings are made of carbon fiber composites in large civil aircrafts [1]. The use of composites 

in structural aerospace parts is reliant on cost-efficient manufacturing. Composite structures can 

be expensive compared to aluminum, however their manufacturing methods reduces the need for 

joining by allowing manufacturing of larger monolithic structures which offers significant cost 

savings. Currently, autoclave (AC) processing of prepreg laminates is the main processing 

method for production of structural composite parts in the aerospace industry. Autoclave 

processing is a robust method that gives high quality parts that meet industry specifications in a 

fairly reproducible manner. However AC processing may not be able to meet the production 

rates in a cost effective way as market demand increases. The demand for composite aero 

structures is expected to increase for the next few years. The continued increase in production of 

the Boeing 787 and Airbus A350XWB dominates the growth and is the driving force for an 

accelerated demand over the next three years [2]. Limitations of autoclave processing include 

large initial capital investment, high operating costs and part size limitations. Consequently there 

is an interest in aerospace to replace AC processing with lower cost out of autoclave (OOA) 

processing methods such as OOA processing of prepregs which is the topic of this thesis. The 

successful use of this production method depends on its ability to produce high quality parts at a 

low cost. 
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1.1 Porosity in Out of Autoclave Processing of Prepregs 

Prepregs are a form of raw composite material in which the fibers (woven or uni-directional) are 

pre-impregnated with an uncured but catalyzed thermoset resin which will cure at elevated 

temperatures (Figure 1-1). Prepregs can also use thermoplastics as a matrix, but it is less 

common. 

 

 

Figure 1-1 Schematic of prepreg microstructure before and after cure. 

 

In prepreg processing the composite part is made by stacking the required number of prepreg 

layers on the mould in predetermined directions to obtain the desired mechanical properties. In 

the next step, the part is covered with a vacuum bag and processed under a defined temperature 

and pressure cycle. Compaction pressure and temperature are two important processing 

parameters which control the part consolidation, cure and final quality. Compaction pressure, the 

pressure difference between vacuum bag interior and exterior, creates the driving force for fiber 

bed compaction and resin impregnation in processing. Vacuum pressure helps with gas removal 

and porosity reduction throughout the process. The temperature cycle facilitates the flow of resin 

into the fibers and promotes the cure reaction. Initially, at room temperature, the prepreg resin is 

a high viscosity gel (e.g., 104 Pa.s) with short polymeric chains. As the cure cycle starts and 

temperature increases, the resin viscosity drops due to the increased mobility of the polymer 
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chains. Low viscosity enables the resin to flow and impregnate the fibers. Later in the process, 

the viscosity and degree of cure increase as the process advances and a fully cured solid laminate 

is obtained. In the case of AC processing, parts are cured in an autoclave under high compaction 

pressure (typically 6 atm). High compaction pressure improves part consolidation and reduces 

porosity by decreasing void size down to acceptable limits resulting in high quality parts. In 

OOA processing, parts are cured in an oven under atmospheric pressure. The reduced pressure 

generally leads to high porosity level (e.g., 5 - 10%) which does not meet the requirements of 

primary structural parts in the aerospace industry (1 – 2%) [3]. This problem has led to the 

development of a new generation of prepregs, called OOA prepregs, designed to enhance 

porosity reduction [4, 5]. Research studies have been performed aiming to improve the 

understanding of the interaction of process parameters and their effect on defects in OOA 

processing of prepregs [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. However more work needs to be done to 

address the porosity issue in this process and extend its use for production of structural parts in 

the aerospace industry. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

 

2.1 Out of Autoclave Processing of Prepregs 

 

2.1.1 Prepreg 

Composite materials can be categorized into three groups based on their matrix: polymeric, 

metallic and ceramic matrix composites. The matrix is the continuous phase that surrounds the 

reinforcement phase in a composite material. Polymeric matrix composites (PMCs) have the 

widest range and largest quantity of applications among composites. There is a large variety of 

PMCs depending on the employed polymers and reinforcements. The polymer matrix can be 

thermoplastic or thermoset. Reinforcements come in different forms of fibers and particles. 

Technologically, fiber reinforced composites have the highest importance among PMCs as they 

offer high specific strength and modulus. Glass, carbon and aramid fibers are among the 

common types of fibers used in PMCs. Carbon fiber is widely used as high performance 

reinforcement in advanced applications [15]. Prepreg is the most common form of continuous 

fiber reinforced raw material used in manufacturing of high performance structural composites. 

It is a fiber form that is pre-impregnated with a known amount of partially cured thermoset resin 

or thermoplastic. The fibrous phase can be in the form of uni-directional or woven fabric (Figure 

2-1). Two of the main advantages they offer are controlled resin content and good fiber 

alignment.  
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Figure 2-1 Prepreg a) roll, b) surface (woven fabric) and c) micrograph of a laminate cross-section made from 

a prepreg with 5HS woven carbon fiber embedded in epoxy matrix. 

 

Prepreg manufacturing methods include: hot-melt impregnation, resin filming and solvent 

impregnation [3]. Prepregs have a limited out-time at room temperature, beyond which they 

cannot be used due to inferior properties, as the resin undergoes a slow cure reaction at room 

temperature. As a result they have to be shipped and stored in a freezer (≈ - 18 °C). Prepregs are 

expensive compared to many other forms of composite materials and are mainly used in the 

aerospace industry. The prepregs used in this study are MTM45-1/CF2426A and MTM45-

1/GA045 (Advanced Composites Group (ACG), now Cytec Industrial Materials), with a 

toughened epoxy matrix and carbon fiber reinforcement in woven and uni-directional forms. 

 

2.1.2 Prepreg Processing 

Composites are processed with a wide range of manufacturing methods, which is a consequence 

of the numerous forms of raw materials. The processing methods for aerospace structural 

composites can be divided into liquid composite moulding composites (LCM) and prepreg 

processing methods. In these processes parts are manufactured under prescribed pressure and 
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temperature conditions. Liquid composite moulding generally involves resin infiltration of a dry 

preform in a one or two sided mold with the aid of pressure, vacuum or both. Depending on the 

resin cure temperature, the curing step is done at room temperature or at elevated temperature 

using specialized moulds or ovens. In either case it is critical to adjust the processing parameters 

to have the mould filled with resin before the cure advances and gelation occurs. There are many 

variations of the LCM process including resin transfer moulding (RTM), vacuum assisted resin 

transfer moulding (VARTM) and resin film infusion, all with their specific characteristics. RTM 

is the most widely used LCM manufacturing method in aerospace currently. Some of the main 

advantages of this method are dimensional stability, capability of complex part fabrication and 

good surface finish. Fiber displacement, dry spots and resin race tracking are some of the 

shortcomings of RTM [3]. 

 

In prepreg processing, pre-impregnated fabrics or uni-directional tapes are used for fabrication of 

high performance thermoset composite structures. As for LCM the main processing parameters 

in this method are pressure and temperature. Prepreg processing generally consists of three 

manufacturing steps: lay-up, vacuum bagging and cure (Figure 2-2). First, prepregs are cut into 

the required number of layers and sizes to form the right part thickness and shape. Prepreg layers 

are stacked on top of each other manually or using automated techniques. Intermediate debulking 

steps are performed to improve the conformation of the layers to the mold by application of 

vacuum at room temperature. Once the part has reached the required thickness it is vacuum 

bagged. Figure 2-2 c shows a typical vacuum bagging arrangement. 
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Figure 2-2 Schematic of Prepreg Processing a) Prepreg roll, b) Laminate Lay-up, c) Vacuum bagging, d) 

Curing, e) Cured laminate. 

 

This bagging arrangement consists of a release agent coated mold, a laminate with glass tows or 

peel ply at the edges as breathing pathways, a Teflon layer to prevent resin bleeding, a breather 
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to distribute the vacuum, a vacuum bag sealed by tacky tape on top of all layers and a vacuum 

port that connects the bag to the vacuum pump. Details of the bagging can be customized 

according to the individual needs. The next step of the process is the cure stage, during which the 

vacuum bagged part is processed under a predetermined temperature and pressure cycle. 

Depending on the process, cure can be done in an autoclave under high compaction pressures (up 

to 6 atm) or in an oven under atmospheric pressure. In addition to the common temperature 

control methods such as autoclaves and ovens, there are a variety of other methods to cure a 

composite such as microwave, heated moulds, ultra-violet and infrared light [17, 18]. Figure 2-3 

shows a typical cure cycle, defined by temperature and pressure cycles for processing a carbon 

fiber-epoxy prepreg in autoclave.  

 

 

Figure 2-3 Typical cure cycle for a carbon fiber reinforced prepreg [19]. 

 

A typical cycle consists of one or two heat-up ramps followed by isothermal holds. The resin 

viscosity profile is superimposed on the cure cycle. The resin is semi-solid at room temperature, 
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but the viscosity decreases sharply during the heat up ramp. This portion of the cure cycle is 

intended to facilitate resin flow and volatile off-gassing in the low viscosity region. Later, during 

the isothermal hold, the resin polymerization portion of the process starts to take off. As 

polymerization and cross-linking progresses the resin viscosity increases. During the cross-

linking process the low viscosity resin transforms into a three-dimensional solid network. This 

transition stage is called gelation. After gelation, the degree of cure (α) continues to increase as 

cross-linking advances and reaches full cure, providing high glass transition temperature (Tg) and 

mechanical properties. For some epoxy systems cure is followed by a post cure at elevated 

temperature, which increases the degree of cure, the glass transition temperature, and thus 

service temperature. Post-curing completes the polymerization reaction and further develops 

high temperature mechanical properties for some epoxies. 

 

Pressure is the other processing parameter during the cure cycle. Laminates are cured under 

compaction pressure, which is defined by the pressure difference between the vacuum bag 

interior and the autoclave or oven environment. In autoclave cure, high compaction pressures (6 

– 7 atm) are commonly used, while in an oven parts are cured under atmospheric compaction 

pressure. The compaction pressure improves ply compaction, resin infiltration and void 

suppression during the process. 

 

2.1.2.1 Out-of Autoclave versus Autoclave Processing 

Aerospace composite structures are extensively manufactured through prepreg lay-up and 

autoclave cure. In autoclave cure, high compaction pressures are attainable (e.g., 6 - 7 atm), 

which results in high fiber volume fractions, good compaction, and small amounts, of voids and 
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porosity [3, 20]. Despite the advantages offered by autoclaves, there is a strong desire in the 

aerospace industry to replace it with lower cost Out-of-Autoclave (OOA) processing methods, 

such as resin transfer molding (RTM), vacuum assisted resin transfer molding (VARTM) and 

vacuum bag only (VBO) processing of prepregs, which is the subject of current study [7, 21]. 

The advantages of OOA methods over autoclave processing are less initial capital investment, 

improved energy efficiency, cheaper tooling and elimination of part size limitations imposed by 

autoclave size [7, 22]. However, OOA methods can replace the autoclave only if parts produced 

by this method offer equivalent properties compared to their autoclave made counterparts. Voids 

and porosity are among the main problems in composite part manufacturing [3, 20]. In autoclave 

processing, high applied pressure suppresses voids and keeps volatiles dissolved in the resin, 

resulting into low void content (e.g., 1–2%) [3, 7]. However, in the VBO process, where the 

pressure is low (atmospheric pressure or less) the void content can be much higher (e.g., 5-10%) 

and it is challenging to produce void free parts with VBO processing methods [3, 7]. In order to 

address this issue, a new generation of prepregs was specifically designed for out of autoclave 

processing, named “out of autoclave prepregs” (OOA prepregs). Resin chemistry and fiber 

impregnation play a key role in OOA prepregs [23, 24]. These prepregs use addition-cured 

thermoset resins, which do not off-gas while curing [25, 26]. Another feature of these resins that 

decreases off-gassing and void formation is that they can be cured at lower temperatures 

compared to autoclave prepregs [25, 27]. These resins are also less tacky at room temperature, 

which reduces the probability of air entrapment during the lay-up [27]. Out of autoclave prepreg 

manufacturers employ different impregnation strategies, but they all impregnate the fiber 

preforms partially [23, 24]. Some prepregs are impregnated with resin on both sides while others 

are impregnated on one side or with a perforated pattern [23, 24]. The un-impregnated zones of 
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these prepregs are dry pathways through which entrapped gases can be evacuated from the 

prepreg, resulting in lower porosity [28, 29]. These pathways are called Engineered Vacuum 

Channels (EVACs) [23]. Another feature of OOA prepregs is their higher resin content. These 

prepregs are no-bleed, which ensures specific resin content for design purposes [23]. The 

development of OOA prepregs has moved the industry one step forward in the manufacture of 

void free parts through vacuum bag only processing, however a better understanding of void 

formation and evolution in this process is essential as high porosity is still a challenge in OOA 

processing of prepregs. 

 

2.2 Porosity in Out of Autoclave Processing of Prepregs 

 

2.2.1 Porosity 

 

Voids and porosity are a concern in composite part processing [3, 20]. In this document, voids 

are defined as empty spaces within the composite material, that are not filled with resin or fiber, 

and porosity or void content is a measure of the volume fraction of voids. Porosity can be 

divided into surface and bulk porosity. As the name suggests surface porosity is a type of void 

located on the part surface and has aesthetic importance. Bulk porosity is located inside the bulk 

of the part and has a negative effect on mechanical properties of composites [30, 31, 32]. Matrix 

dominated mechanical properties such as inter-laminar shear strength, flexural and transverse 

strength are decreased as porosity increases [15, 32]. A 2% porosity increase causes an 

approximate 20% reduction in both flexural and inter-laminar shear strength [33]. The focus of 
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the current study is bulk porosity. In primary aerospace structures a certain amount of porosity (≈ 

1 – 2%) is acceptable, below which strength and other property specifications are met [34]. 

 

The void content of a laminate is affected by many factors including: process conditions 

(temperature, vacuum, and pressure), type of prepreg (chemistry, fiber architecture), ply 

orientation, ply terminations, lay-up method, debulking, laminate size and shape, detailed 

geometry (curvature and radius), tooling (male or female) and bagging details [34]. 

 

Void formation phenomena in prepreg processing is complex and not yet fully understood [3, 

34]. However, there are some basic principles that are fairly well understood [20, 35, 36]. Void 

formation can occur by mechanical entrapment of air (during lay-up, resin mixing, at ply 

terminations, etc), heterogeneously at resin-reinforcement interfaces or homogeneously within 

the resin [35]. Voids can also be formed during the process via off-gassing of volatiles and 

moisture, unintentional bag and tool leaks or incomplete wetting of the fiber bed by resin. Once a 

void is formed in the resin, its internal pressure equals to resin hydrostatic pressure plus the 

surface tension forces at equilibrium (eq. 2-1) [3, 20, 37]. However it should be noted that as 

soon as the resin viscosity increases and gelation occurs, the void morphology will be locked and 

no further porosity changes will occur [37].  

𝑃𝑔 − 𝑃𝑟 =  𝛾𝐿𝑉
𝑚𝐿𝑉

      (2-1) 

Where Pg: gas pressure, Pr: resin pressure, γLV: liquid resin-void surface tension, mLV: ratio of 

void volume to its surface area. 
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Gas pressure is controlled by several parameters including gas type, amount and temperature. 

Resin pressure is a function of the compaction pressure, and flow and compaction phenomena 

(distribution of compaction pressure between fiber bed and resin). Void growth can occur via 

diffusion of moisture, air, or other volatiles into a void, temperature increase or coalescence of 

neighboring voids [35, 38]. If the diffusion gradient is reversed or the resin pressure is increased, 

the void shrinks or collapses [3, 7]. Kardos investigated void growth based on diffusion of water 

vapour in to a spherical air void surrounded by resin in the autoclave process [35]. The results of 

his study showed that the prepreg’s initial relative humidity and the external pressure during the 

cure cycle (e.g., autoclave pressure) are two important parameters that control the final void 

diameter [35]. Gruenfelder and Nutt have investigated the effect of initial relative humidity on 

void content and showed that for VBO processed laminates, the void content increased 

substantially with initial relative humidity, while this was not the case in autoclave processing 

[7]. These results confirm the strong impact of autoclave pressure on dissolution of voids and the 

ability to produce void free parts. The high resin pressure attainable in AC processing is the main 

means of void reduction either by size reduction or gas dissolution. In VBO processes and in the 

absence of high resin pressures, an effective approach for void reduction is to reduce the pressure 

of the gas inside the voids. This can be done via evacuation of entrapped gases in the laminate 

through vacuum application [34]. While there is general knowledge of void formation and 

evolution, the influence and effectiveness of other factors such as sample size and geometry, 

vacuum level, etc which are dependent on the detailed process conditions, are not fully 

understood [7]. Systematic study of these factors will result in improved understanding of void 

formation and evolution phenomena, and thus optimization of process details to achieve low 

porosity parts. 
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2.2.2 Gas Transport in Out of Autoclave Processing of the Prepregs 

In AC processing, the high compaction pressures generate high resin pressure and consequently 

reduced void size or dissolution of gaseous species in the resin. In OOA processing, the main 

means of void reduction is reducing the pressure of the gasses inside the voids. Gas removal is 

necessary but not sufficient for void reduction as some of the void spaces are rigid (surrounded 

with fiber or semi-solid resin) and once evacuated, they need to be compacted and/or filled with 

resin before the system gels. Gas evacuation can occur through diffusion or advection 

mechanisms.  

 

2.2.2.1 Diffusion 

Diffusion is the molecular movement of species in the bulk of the material, under concentration 

gradients. Fick’s first law of diffusion is written as [40]  

𝐽 =  −𝐷 𝑑𝐶
𝑑𝑥

      (2-2) 

Where 𝐽 (kg/m2s): diffusion mass flux, 𝐷 (m2/s): diffusion coefficient, 𝐶 (kg/m3): concentration 

and 𝑥 (m): distance. 

 

Moisture is known as one of the primary sources of voids in OOA prepregs [3, 7, 41]. Void 

growth can happen through diffusion of moisture from the resin into a void [19, 20]. Researchers 

have investigated air and moisture diffusion in epoxy prepregs and have developed models that 

predict void growth and collapse via diffusion based on processing parameters such as pressure 

and temperature [7, 35, 42, 43]. Kardos model is the most commonly cited diffusion based void 

growth model [35]. Kardos model predicts the effect of resin moisture content on the void 

diameter [7, 35]. In this model it is assumed that a spherical void is located in an infinite 
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isotropic resin medium and its growth happens through water diffusion from the surrounding 

resin [7, 35]. Using this model the evolution of isolated resin voids through diffusion can be 

predicted. 

Dtd β4=       (2-3) 

g

voidbulk CC
ρ

β −
=      (2-4) 

Where d: void diameter (mm), β: growth driving force, D: diffusion coefficient of water in the 

resin (mm2/hr), t: time (hr), Cbulk: concentration of water in the bulk resin (gr/mm3), Cvoid: 

concentration of water at the surface of the void (gr/mm3), ρg: gas density (gr/mm3).  

 

2.2.2.2 Advection 

Advection is another means of gas transport, which refers to continuum or bulk flow of gas. Gas 

advection in porous medium is widely analyzed using Darcy’s law [44], which states that the 

superficial gas velocity (v) is directly proportional to the gas permeability of the porous medium 

and the pressure gradient of gas phase in the direction of the flow. In one dimension, this can be 

expressed by 

𝑣 =  − 𝐾
𝜇

𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝑥

      (2-5) 

Where 𝐾 (m2): gas permeability, µ (Pa.s):  gas dynamic viscosity, P (Pa): gas pressure, 𝑥 (m): 

distance. 

 

Darcy’s law is applicable to laminar flow. The Reynolds number (Re) determines the boundary 

between turbulent and laminar flow regimes. The transition from laminar to turbulent flow 
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regime is determined by Reynolds number (Re) and occurs in the range of 1 to 10 [45]. In low 

pressure or low permeability medium there is a transition from laminar flow to Knudsen 

diffusion or free molecular flow. Gas advection in porous medium can be thought of as flow 

through many capillary tubes. In the case of large capillary tubes, the mean free path for gas 

molecules is much smaller than tube radius and thus continuum flow occurs. As the size of the 

capillaries gets smaller and close to the gas molecular mean free path, free molecule or Knudsen 

diffusion occurs [44]. Knudsen showed that at low pressures, the mass flux reaches a minimum 

and then increases as the pressure decreases. This increase is a result of free molecular flow or 

slip phenomenon in which the gas velocity is not zero at the wall [44]. This effect is also known 

as the Klinkenberg effect [44]. 

 

A prerequisite for advective or Darcy flow in a porous medium is the presence of a continuous 

network through which the bulk movement of gas can occur. A partially impregnated prepreg is 

a porous medium that has a complex microstructure which changes during the process. This 

porous network consists of both connected and isolated void spaces that are surrounded with 

resin and fibers. Darcy flow occurs through the interconnected network of voids as long as they 

are open and not filled with resin. The pressure inside the interconnected network of voids can be 

reduced via Darcy flow and vacuum application, whereas the pressure inside isolated voids can 

only change through gas diffusion mechanisms, under constant void volume conditions. The 

interconnected porosity network in prepreg laminates consists of their un-impregnated zones 

called Engineered Vacuum Channels (EVACs) [23, 28, 29]. The morphology of the EVACs 

change throughout the process, as they become infiltrated with heated low viscosity resin. 
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2.2.2.2.1 Permeability  

Permeability quantifies the porous medium resistance to advective flow and depends on 

geometrical characteristics such as porosity, surface area and tortuosity [46]. Permeability is not 

measured directly, it is calculated based on an assumed flow model and measured flow related 

data (e.g., flow rate, pressure) [44]. For this reason, permeability measurements have meaning 

only in the context they are measured. This is why permeabilities measured for different flow 

geometries or different scales may give different values [44, 47]. Below, some of the available 

methods for measurement of air permeation in porous medium are reviewed. 

 

Permeability is determined by application of pressure gradient across a porous medium and 

measurement of the resultant air flux. Air permeability in porous medium has been extensively 

studied in the fields of soil science, oil and gas extraction and filtration. Both steady and non-

steady state methods are employed. The non-steady state or pressure decay method is commonly 

used for low permeability materials where steady-state flow condition can not be achieved in a 

reasonable time. The steady state method is commonly used in laboratory settings. In this test a 

steady state gas flow (Q) is produced by applying a constant pressure gradient across the sample. 

Permeability, K, is determined by solving the one dimensional Darcy flow equation for a 

compressible ideal gas at constant temperature [34, 46] 

𝐾 =  2𝜇𝐿𝑄1
𝐴

𝑃1
𝑃1

2− 𝑃0
2     (2-6) 

Where µ: gas viscosity, L: length of the sample, A: cross sectional area of the sample, P1: the 

inlet pressure, P0: outlet pressure. 
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The porous medium in prepregs is fibrous in nature. An important characteristic that 

distinguishes fibrous porous medium from granular medium is their relatively high porosity. 

Fibers form stable structures with high specific surface area and with relatively low resistance to 

flow [48]. However, in the case of prepregs the fibrous structure is partially impregnated with 

resin and during the cure cycle the porous structure changes as resin infiltrates into it which in 

turn affects the permeability of the laminate. 

 

Prepreg gas permeability has been studied in the past [10, 11, 49, 50, 51]. Through-thickness 

permeability of prepregs was measured based on falling pressure technique by Tavares et al. 

[51]. In-plane and through thickness permeability at ambient and heated conditions was 

measured by Arafath et al. [34] with a steady-state experimental set-up based on work by Seferis 

et al. [50]. Studies have shown that gas permeability is anisotropic and generally significantly 

greater in in-plane compared to through-thickness at ambient conditions for prepregs that are 

created by applying a resin film to the surface of the dry fibres [11, 53, 54].  

 

2.2.3 Void Characterization 

 Different methods are used for void characterization of composites including ultrasonic imaging 

[6, 55, 56, 57, 58], thermal imaging [59, 60], micro computed tomography (µCT) [61, 62, 63], 

microscopy [64, 65, 66], and the density method [16, 60]. The most suitable method is dependent 

on the component to be evaluated and on requirements of the study. Infrared thermography and 

ultrasonics are non-destructive methods which are commonly used in industry due to their speed 

and ease of use [67, 68]. The main drawbacks of these two methods are their low resolution 

(hundreds of microns) and the uncertainty associated with indirect measurements (e.g., 
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quantification of defect location). Ultrasonic methods work based on ultrasonic sound wave 

attenuation. This method is usually used for planar samples in through-transmission or back 

scattering modes. Degradation of the feature contrast by shadowing of strong scattering features 

located above the area of interest [59, 67] and the requirement of a coupling medium between the 

transducer and composite part are some of the limitations of this method. Infrared thermography 

detects features of interest based on small changes in thermal diffusivity caused by 

inhomogeneities in composite materials [59]. In this method the composite is heat irradiated and 

thermal patterns are produced. Defects change the heat flow and the thermal pattern of a 

defective zone is very different than the undamaged portion of the composite. This creates the 

required contrast for flaw detection [67]. Sensitivity of IR thermography is generally restricted to 

defects near the surface [67]. 

 

Micro computed tomography (µCT) is a high resolution (tens of microns) non-destructive 

method which provides rich three-dimensional information about the internal microstructure of 

the laminate (Figure 2-4). The main limitations of this method are small sample size, high cost 

and long data acquisition and reconstruction times. In this method a series of X-ray attenuation 

measurements are generated with a µCT scanner and are used to create three dimensional 

computed reconstructed images of an object. This method has been used for defect 

characterization in fiber composites [61, 62, 63, 69]. To get an image with acceptable contrast, 

reinforcement and matrix should ideally be from different materials with high atomic numbers 

[64]. 
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Figure 2-4 µCT of porous CFRP laminate, a) two-dimensional slice, b) three-dimensional microstructure. 

 

Optical microscopy is a well-established and widely used method for microstructural 

investigation of materials. This method provides high resolution (≈ 0.2 µm) morphological 

information about void size, shape, distribution and content in a cross section. Optical 

microscopy is a destructive method and the results are from two-dimensional cross section of the 

sample as opposed to its bulk (Figure 2-5). An unbiased cross-section which is representative of 

voids in that sample is required. This method involves a lot of routine handwork and only partial 

automation is possible [16, 66, 64]. 
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Figure 2-5 Optical microscopy image of CFRP laminate (voids are black). 

 

The density method is the only standard method for porosity measurement in polymeric 

composites. In this method porosity is calculated based on the difference between the measured 

density of sample and its theoretical density. This method can only be used when the void 

content is required and morphological information is of no interest [23, 32, 37, 49]. This method 

is simple and fast and the measurement is based on the bulk of the material. However it is a 

destructive method and cannot be used as a reference method as it does not have numerical 

precision and bias statement [70].  

 

The void characterization methods described in this section are well established and can be 

employed on fully cured rigid polymeric composites, but characterization of porosity in uncured 

or partially cured prepregs is challenging due to the soft (partially cured) nature of these 

laminates. In Chapter 4: of this thesis porosity of partially cured prepregs is investigated using 

optical microscopy and density methods. 
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Chapter 3: Thesis Objectives 

Table 3-1 is an overview of the scientific literature about porosity in prepreg processing.
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Table 3-1 Overview of the scientific literature on porosity in prepreg processing. 

 Prepreg Type Laminate Porosity 
Characterization 

Fiber Tow 
Impregnation 

Effect of Processing 
Parameters on Porosity 

Gas Permeability Measurement 
(During Process) Porosity vs. 

Permeability 
(During 
Process) 

 In-Plane Through-
Thickness 

Principal 
Investigator 

Auto
clave OOA During 

Process 
After 

Process 
During 
Process 

After 
Process 

During 
Process 

After 
Process 

Contin
uous1 

Interr
upted 

Contin
uous 

Interr
upted 

J. L. Kardos [35]   [62]    [42, 62]      
B. 

Thorfinnson 
[28, 
29]       [28, 29]      

S. G. Advani  [49]   [49] [49]    [49]   [49]2 

P. Hubert  
[10, 
71]  [71] [61] [61]  [71]   [10]   

S. Nutt  [7]  [7] [6] [72]  [72]      
J.-A.E. 
Manson  [51]         [51]   
Z. Zhang  [54]  [54]     [54]  [54]   

J. C. Seferis [50, 
73]        

[50, 
73]     

G. Fernlund  
[21, 
74]      [13] [21, 

74]  
[21, 
74]   

Green Cells represent fields where work has been presented in the literature. Red cells represent fields that are the subject of this thesis.  
1 In Appendix A it is shown that continuous and interrupted measurement of permeability gives different results due to effects on sample microstructure. 
2 This study investigates the relationship between resin impregnated area (not total porosity) and in-plane permeability [49]. 
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This project started in 2009 and Table 3-1 shows that at that time the literature about porosity in 

OOA prepreg processing was limited. However, since 2009 more research focused on this topic 

has been undertaken and published which is reviewed throughout the thesis. These studies cover 

a wide range of topics, including the effect of various processing parameters on porosity and 

fiber tow resin impregnation in carbon epoxy laminates made from OOA prepregs [13, 49, 61, 

71, 72], gas permeability measurements [10, 21, 49, 51, 74, 78] and  porosity characterization 

methods for fully cured laminates [7, 71]. The focus of this project is on the areas that are shown 

in red in Table 3-1, which includes detailed investigation of porosity, permeability and their 

relationship. The main difference between this study and previous work is that it is done during 

processing of OOA prepregs with the actual vacuum bagging set-up, as opposed to most other 

studies in which only the final porosity is measured. By studying the evolution of voids and 

permeability during processing a better understanding of the fundamental mechanisms of gas and 

resin transport is developed, which serve as a basis for comprehensive physically based porosity 

models.  

 

3.1.1 Objectives  

Porosity is a concern in OOA processing of prepregs and the literature and understanding of 

fundamental mechanisms is limited in this field (Table 3-1). The goal of this thesis is to develop 

a fundamental understanding of porosity evolution during OOA processing of the MTM45-

1/5HS prepreg. This material is representative of typical OOA carbon/epoxy prepreg system for 

primary aerospace structures and the findings from this system can be applied to other similar 

materials systems. To achieve this goal, the following objectives were defined: 
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1. Development of a robust method for porosity characterization of uncured and partially 

cured prepregs. 

2. Determine the nature of void evolution in OOA processing of MTM45-1/5HS prepreg 

under different processing conditions. 

3. Investigate the time scales for gas transport and vacuum debulk in OOA processing of 

prepregs on small lab scale samples and extrapolate results to large parts. 

4. Develop a simple manufacturing aid that relates porosity to debulk time and other process 

parameters in support of better processing of these material systems. 

To achieve these objectives a series of tests and analyses were performed which are summarized 

in Table 3-2. 
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Table 3-2 Summary of performed tests and analyses in the thesis. 

Objective# Test or Analysis Chapter # 

1 
Characterization of porosity in partially -cured laminates using optical microscopy, 
density and thickness methods. Partially-cured laminates were made by stopping the 
process during the cure cycle. 

4 

2 Characterization of porosity and void distribution during 80 °C cure cycle using optical 
microscopy methods. 5 

2 
Investigation of the effect of different processing 
conditions on porosity during the process using optical 
microscopy methods. 

Debulk time (hr): 0, 0.23, 4, 
13.5 5 

Hold temperature (°C): 80, 
120 5 

Relative humidity (%): 23, 
75, 98 5 

Gas evacuation direction: 
In-Plane, Through-
Thickness 

5 

Vacuum release time: 0, 
0.23, 1.23, 2.23, 4.23, 6.23, 
8.23, 16.23, 22.23 

6 

2 
Characterization of gas transport during 80 °C cure cycle using permeability tests in in-
plane and through-thickness directions (in both continuous and interrupted gas flow 
measurement modes) 

5 

3 

Determination of gas transport mechanisms in OOA prepreg processing by examining 
time scales for gas transport via Darcy flow and molecular diffusion and comparison 
with experimental gas permeability and porosity data. Gas transport time scales during 
the process are estimated based on one dimensional Darcy flow and Fickian diffusion 
under a constant pressure gradient for laminates of different thickness and lengths. 

7 

4 

Development of a simple debulk map that determines the minimum required debulk 
time for a laminate with fixed geometry and permeability to achieve a target porosity 
level. This map is developed based on an existing one-dimensional model [34] for 
Darcy flow in a laminate with fixed porosity during debulk. 

7 

 

In the following chapters details of these tests and analyses are presented. 
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Chapter 4: Void and Porosity Characterization of Uncured and Partially-

cured Prepregs 

 

4.1 Introduction 

There are well established methods for void characterization in fully cured polymeric 

composites, but characterization of porosity in uncured or partially cured composites is 

challenging. One of the main problems is the soft nature of the polymer matrix that may result in 

alteration of the void morphology during sample preparation by smearing of the matrix. There is 

scarce information about void characterization of uncured and partially cured prepregs in the 

literature. Void characterization has been used to better understand different phenomena in 

composites manufacturing. Centea et al. [61] studied the resin impregnation level in partially 

cured carbon epoxy prepregs using the micro computed tomography method (µCT). Thomas et 

al. [6] successfully used ultrasonic imaging in C-scan mode for detection of through-thickness 

resin flow through a composite laminate. Cender et al [76, 77] tracked resin film infusion in 

fabric prepregs using a CCD camera by placing the vacuum bag arrangement on an acrylic tool. 

Martin et al. [78, 79] used optical microscopy for characterization of uncured prepreg 

microstructure, but did not provide details of the sample preparation technique used. While these 

studies provide useful case specific methodologies, there are no established and validated 

techniques for evaluating porosity and void morphology of uncured or partially cured 

composites. 
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This chapter is focused on void characterization of partially cured carbon fiber epoxy prepregs. 

Porosity of partially cured prepregs is investigated using optical microscopy and density methods 

and the results are compared. Special sample preparation techniques were developed to enable 

the application of these methods to partially cured laminates. The possibility of porosity 

estimation based on thickness measurements as a robust, nondestructive method was also 

investigated. Additional studies are done on fully cured laminates to serve as a benchmark for 

partially cured laminates and to clarify potential uncertainties involved with porosity evaluation 

of partially cured prepregs.  

 

4.2 Methods 

 

4.2.1 Materials 

MTM45-1/CF2426A prepreg manufactured by Advanced Composites Group (ACG), now Cytec 

Industrial Materials, was used in this study. MTM45-1 stands for the toughened epoxy matrix 

and CF2426A stands for HTS40 E13 6K carbon fiber reinforcement (Toho Tenax Europe GmbH 

company) with a five-harness satin weave pattern. The resin content of this prepreg is 36wt% 

and the fabric areal density 375 𝑔𝑟
𝑐𝑚2. Two rolls of this partially resin impregnated prepreg were 

used in this study. The two rolls were different in terms of the resin impregnation level and 

therefore their initial ply thickness, initial porosity and gas permeability (Table 4-1). These two 

rolls of prepreg are named MTM45-1/5HS-Thin and MTM45-1/5HS-Thick, referring to their 

initial thickness. The results of this project suggest that the difference between prepreg rolls is 

consistent and intentional and not due to manufacturing inconsistencies. 
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Table 4-1 Specifications of the MTM 45-1 (ACG) prepregs used in this study 

Name Weave 
pattern 

Reinforcement Resin 
Content 
(wt%) 

Areal 
Density 
(gr/m2) 

Ply thickness (mm) 

After debulk1 After cure 
average STDEVA average STDEVA 

MTM45-1/ 
5HS 
“Thin” 

5HS  HTS40 E13  36 375 0.46 0.015 0.395 0.004 

MTM45-1/ 
5HS 
“Thick” 

5HS  HTS40 E13  36 375 0.53 0.016 0.395 0.004 

1 After 7 minutes of debulk for each four layers 
 

4.2.2 Sample Preparation 

The main goal of this study was to determine the porosity of “partially cured” laminates 

throughout the cure process. For this purpose a series of laminates were made by stopping the 

cure cycle at different times during the process (Figure 4-2 a) and evaluating the void 

morphology and porosity at that time in the process. Each laminate consisted of 8 prepreg layers 

of 127 mm × 127 mm and laminates were bagged according to the manufacturer’s 

recommendations (Figure 2-2 c) [52]. A room temperature debulk was performed for 7 – 10 

minutes for every 4 layers under full vacuum (absolute pressure < 4.0 kPa). The laminate was 

then placed on a release coated tool plate and peel ply strips were put on the edges to serve as 

breathing pathways as recommended by the prepreg manufacturer. The laminates were then 

covered with a non-perforated teflon release film and a breather layer, and the whole 

arrangement was vacuum bagged. The vacuum bagged laminates were placed in a Thermotron 

oven for the cure process (Figure 4-1). The cure cycle consisted of a 0.5 ( °𝐶
𝑚𝑖𝑛

) heat up ramp to 

80 °C, a 20 hour hold at 80 °C, followed by a two hour post cure at 180 °C. This cure cycle 

conforms to the manufacturer’s recommended cure cycle (MRCC), except the heat up ramp 

which was selected to be lower than the recommended range (1 – 3 ( °𝐶
𝑚𝑖𝑛

)). The lower ramp rate 
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was chosen to provide a larger time span for the void evolution study. Full vacuum (absolute 

pressure < 4.0 kPa) was applied during the entire cure process. The cure times for laminates 

made of MTM45-1/5HS-Thin were 0 (as-laid up), 0.23 (debulked), 1.23 and 22.23 hours. The 

cure times for MTM45-1/5HS-Thick laminates were 0 (as-laid up), 0.23 (debulked), 0.73, 1.23, 

1.73, 2.23, 4.23, 6.23, 8.23 and 22.23 hours. The laminates were cooled down using a fan. Some 

rebounding occurred in as laid up and debulked samples (thickness data suggests it can 

contribute to porosity by maximum 4%). However, rebounding was negligible for partially cured 

laminates (Appendix I). In the case of rebound (as laid up and debulked), samples were taken for 

optical microscopy after reaching the rebound plateau. 

 

 

Figure 4-1 Vacuum bagging steps. 
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A series of “fully cured” samples were also made to serve as a bench mark for the study of 

partially cured laminates. These fully cured porous laminates were made by releasing the 

vacuum at different times during the process, but letting the samples continue to full cure 

through the complete temperature cycle (Figure 4-2 b). The fully cured laminates were made of 

MTM45-1/5HS-Thin prepreg and they had the same size and used the same bagging procedure 

and processing cycle as the partially cured laminates. The vacuum was released after 0 (as-laid 

up), 0.23 (debulked), 1.23, 2.23, 4.23, 6.23, 16.23 and 22.23 hours during the process.  

 

Two to three replicate samples were made for both fully and partially cured laminates. The 

porosity of a “fully cured” laminate where vacuum was released at time “t” is different than a 

“partially cured” laminate that was removed from the oven at time “t”. For “fully cured” 

laminates, the compaction pressure is removed at time t, but the heating is continued to the end 

of the temperature cycle, which can potentially result in fiber bed rebound and creation of 

porosity after the vacuum is released, which is not seen in partially cured samples that at time t 

are removed from the oven.  
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Figure 4-2 a) Processing cycle for “partially cured” laminate: In this test, both temperature and compaction 

pressure are stopped at time t and the sample is removed for further analysis. b) Processing cycle for “fully 

cured” laminate: In this test, compaction pressure is released at time t, while temperature cycle is continued 

to the end of the cycle. Then the sample is removed for further analysis. 

 

4.2.3 Optical Microscopy 

Optical microscopy and image analysis was used to determine porosity of partially and fully 

cured laminates. The first stage was surface preparation. Fully cured laminates were prepared 

based on standard procedures (ASTM E2015 - 04 “Standard guide for preparation of plastic and 

polymeric specimens for micro-structural examinations”) [83]. Surface preparation of partially 

cured samples for optical microscopy needs special care, as the partially cured epoxy is still soft. 

The soft epoxy does not offer enough support during the surface preparation steps (cutting, 

grinding and polishing) which can potentially damage the surface and alter the surface 

morphology. In this study a new method was developed to create more support for partially 

cured samples during surface preparation (Figure 4-3).  
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Figure 4-3 Preparation of partially cured samples for optical microscopy. 

 

First, the location of the surface of interest (OM cross section) was determined. Then a 25.4 mm 

wide strip around that cross section was cut using a diamond saw (step a). The dried strip was 

mounted with a special low viscosity (0.55 Pa.s), room temperature curing resin (Epo color, 

Buehler). The mounted sample was cut into half with a slow speed cutter (step b). The cut cross 

section was then infiltrated with degassed Epo-color resin to fill the exposed voids (step c). After 

the Epo-color was fully cured, the surface was ground and polished using 320, 600 and 1200P (≈ 

6 – 9 µm abrasives) grit papers and six and one micrometer polishing suspensions (step d). The 

aim of steps b and c is to provide enough support for the laminate during the cutting and surface 

preparation steps. A similar method has been used by Dillon et al. [84] to support fiber networks 

in uncured prepregs during polishing. 

 

Once the surface is ready, 100X magnification mosaic images were taken automatically from the 

entire cross section in bright field mode for fully cured laminates and both bright-field and dark-

field modes for partially cured laminates. A Nikon optical microscope (EPIPHOT 300) equipped 

with motorized stage and Clemex software were used for digital mosaic image acquisition from 

the laminate cross section (Figure 4-4).  
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Figure 4-4 Part of an OM mosaic image (Vent time: 0 hour). 

 

In partially cured laminates, voids are filled with Epo-color resin that has the same color as the 

epoxy matrix of the laminates in bright-field mode, which makes it hard to distinguish the filled 

voids from the matrix. However, the Epo-color mounting resin is dye enhanced and has a high 

contrast with the epoxy matrix in dark-field mode, so the voids can be distinguished from the 

epoxy matrix (Figure 4-5). 

 

 

Figure 4-5 Use of Epo-color mounting resin for distinguishing the resin filled voids from the resin matrix by 

comparison of bright-field and dark-field images, a) Bright field, b) Dark field. 

 

The area fraction of voids was used as a measure of porosity and the image – J software was 

used for image analysis and area measurements [85]. Voids were selected manually via 

comparison of bright field and dark field images (Figure 4-5). Image analysis was done on the 

whole laminate cross section (≈ 110 mm × 4 mm) to make sure that an accurate representation of 

the voids was captured. Two to three replicate samples were analyzed for each data point. 
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4.2.4 Density Measurements 

The only standard test method for determination of porosity in polymeric composites is ASTM 

D2734 "Standard test method for void content of reinforced plastic" [70]. In this method porosity 

is calculated based on the difference between the measured density of the sample and its 

theoretical density. 

𝜑 (%) =  𝜌 (𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙)− 𝜌
𝜌 (𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙)

× 100   (4-1) 

Where 𝜑 (%): porosity, 𝜌 (𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙)(
𝑔𝑟

𝑐𝑚3): theoretical composite density, 𝜌 ( 𝑔𝑟
𝑐𝑚3): measured 

composite density. The theoretical density of fiber reinforced composites can be calculated using 

the following equation 

𝜌𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 =  100 × 𝜌𝑅 × 𝜌𝐹
%𝑅 × 𝜌𝐹 + %𝐹 × 𝜌𝑅

   (4-2) 

Where 𝜌𝑅 ( 𝑔𝑟
𝑐𝑚3): resin density, 𝜌𝐹 ( 𝑔𝑟

𝑐𝑚3): fiber density, %𝑅 (weight percent): resin in composite, 

%𝐹 (weight percent): fiber in composite. 

 

Table 4-2 Required parameters for calculation of composite theoretical density 

𝝆𝑹 ( 𝒈𝒓
𝒄𝒎𝟑) 𝝆𝑭 ( 𝒈𝒓

𝒄𝒎𝟑) %𝑹 (wt%) %𝑭 (wt%) 𝝆𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒐𝒓𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒍 (
𝒈𝒓

𝒄𝒎𝟑) 
1.18 [52] 1.76 [86] 36 [52] 64 [52] 1.4953 
  

The theoretical density of the prepreg used in this study (MTM45-1/5HS) is 1.49 ( 𝑔𝑟
𝑐𝑚3) (Table 

4-2). The sample density is determined based on test method A of D2734, "standard test method 

for density and specific gravity (relative density) of plastics by displacement" (ASTM D792) 

[87]. In this method the density is determined based on Archimedes law via measurement of the 

sample weight in air and water. 
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𝜌 =  𝜌𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟

1− 𝑚𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟
𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑟

       (4-3) 

Where 𝜌𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 ( 𝑔𝑟
𝑐𝑚3): density of distilled water at test temperature, 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑟 (gr): mass of sample in 

air, 𝑚𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 (gr): mass of sample in water. The density of air free (boiled) distilled water at the 

test temperature (21° C) is 0.9979 ( 𝑔𝑟
𝑐𝑚3) [87].  

 

Five samples (30 mm × 30 mm × 4 mm) were used to generate each porosity data point. A 

Pinnacle series analytical balance from Denver instruments with a precision of 0.1 mgr was used. 

The surface of the sample has to be smooth and free of geometrical irregularities that tend to trap 

air bubbles. Some of the samples used in this study had surfaces with exposed porosity, which 

can be a source of error due to air bubble entrapment and water penetration. The surface of these 

samples was coated with an air drying polyurethane coat, M-Coat A (Vishay Company) [88]. A 

correction to account for the added layer of coat is required [89]  

𝜌 =  𝑚𝑢𝑎 ��𝑚𝑐𝑎−𝑚𝑐𝑤
𝜌𝑤− 𝜌𝑎

� −  �𝑚𝑐𝑎−𝑚𝑢𝑎
𝜌𝑐− 𝜌𝑎

� �
−1

+  𝜌𝑎   (4-4) 

Where 𝜌 ( 𝑔𝑟
𝑐𝑚3): measured composite density, 𝑚𝑐𝑎 (gr): mass of coated sample in air, 𝑚𝑢𝑎 (𝑔𝑟): 

mass of uncoated sample in air, 𝑚𝑐𝑤 (gr): mass of coated sample in water, 𝜌𝑤  ( 𝑔𝑟
𝑐𝑚3): water 

density, 𝜌𝑎  ( 𝑔𝑟
𝑐𝑚3): air density, 𝜌𝑐  ( 𝑔𝑟

𝑐𝑚3): coat density.  

 

The density of dry air at 20 °C and atmospheric pressure is 1.2041 (𝑘𝑔
𝑚3) and the density of the 

coating material is 1.05 ( 𝑔𝑟
𝑐𝑚3). All partially cured samples and fully cured samples with porous 

surfaces (vacuum release time = 0, 0.23, 1.23, 2.23, 4.23 hours) were coated. 
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4.2.5 Thickness Measurements 

The thickness of the samples was measured with a Pro-Max digital caliper from the Fowler 

company (accuracy: 0.02 mm). The reported thickness of each laminate is the average of twelve 

measurements. Measurement points were located 25.4 mm away from the laminate edges on the 

127 mm × 127 mm × 4 mm laminates. 

 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

Characterization of porosity during processing of prepregs is a challenging task and very limited 

work is available in the literature. In the following section, the possibility of using optical 

microscopy and density methods for characterization of porosity in partially cured laminates is 

evaluated. In the section after that prediction of porosity based on thickness measurements is 

investigated. 

 

4.3.1 Optical Microscopy and Density Methods 

The ultimate goal of this study is to develop a methodology to characterize porosity in partially 

cured samples using optical microscopy and density methods. The As a first step, porosity is 

studied for fully cured samples to serve as a benchmark for partially cured samples. A series of 

fully cured laminates were made for this study and all laminates were exposed to the same 

temperature cycle. The difference between them is the time when vacuum was released, and 

thereby the compaction pressure on the sample. The porosity of these laminates was measured 

via optical microscopy and density methods.  
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4.3.1.1 Fully Cured Samples 

In the optical microscopy method porosity of a laminates is calculated based on the area fraction 

of voids in a mosaic image covering the entire cross section of the laminate. Figure 4-6 shows an 

optical microscopy mosaic image from the cross section of a sample that has been fully cured 

without vacuum (vacuum release time = 0 hour). A mosaic image from the entire cross section of 

the laminate enables investigation of porosity, porosity distribution and also provides a thorough 

representation of void morphology. This provides us with direct and detailed information about 

the type, shape and size of voids which is valuable information for understanding porosity in 

these material systems. For example two types of voids can be seen in Figure 4-6. The first type 

is located inside the fiber tows and the second is the large elongated voids between plies. It has 

been suggested that the first group play a key role in in-plane gas evacuation and porosity 

reduction in OOA prepregs [39]. These voids originate from the partial resin impregnation of the 

fiber tows, while the large elongated ones are the air pockets entrapped between the layers during 

the layup stage. 

 

 

Figure 4-6 Part of a mosaic OM image of a laminate fully cured without vacuum (vacuum release time = zero 

hour). 
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The porosity of the fully cured laminates is also calculated using the density method [70]. This 

method has the advantage of investigating the porosity in the bulk of the material, compared to a 

two dimensional cross section used for optical microscopy. The density of each sample is 

calculated based on Archimedes law using weight measurements in air and water. Samples with 

exposed pores were coated to prevent water penetration into them. The weight of these samples 

was measured before and after coating in air and after coating in water (Table 4-3). 

 

Table 4-3 Density of fully cured laminates and the required weight measurements for their calculation. 

Sample vent time (hr) mass in air (gr) mass in water (gr) ρ ( 𝒈𝒓
𝒄𝒎𝟑) 

before coating after coating 
Average STDEVA Average STDEVA Average STDEVA Average STDEVA 

0 3.9487 0.1682 4.1290 0.1839 0.5392 0.0355 1.1528 0.0084 
0.23 3.9911 0.0687 4.1771 0.0719 0.5163 0.0171 1.1432 0.0044 
1.23 4.0164 0.0959 4.1541 0.1072 0.6294 0.0249 1.1811 0.0077 
2.23 3.9951 0.0601 4.2044 0.0816 0.7496 0.0496 1.2248 0.0187 
4.23 3.9511 0.1239 4.1077 0.1380 0.7898 0.0557 1.2443 0.0166 
6.23 3.9711 0.1082 

Not coated 
1.2856 0.0362 1.4756 0.0017 

16.23 3.9098 0.1298 1.2722 0.0443 1.4792 0.0021 
22.23 3.8750 0.2653 1.2638 0.0880 1.4808 0.0015 
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Figure 4-7 Comparison of measured porosity of fully cured laminates (MTM45-1/5HS-Thin) obtained from 

optical microscopy (OM) and density methods. Optical microscopy (OM) porosity at 22.23 hrs is 0.3% and 

not visible in the figure. 

 

Figure 4-7 shows the porosity of fully cured laminates obtained from optical microscopy and 

density methods. The porosity values from these two methods are similar, with absolute 

deviations less than 3%. This level of deviation is not surprising as each of these methods have 

their limitations. In optical microscopy porosity is calculated based on information from a two 

dimensional cross-section and not the bulk of the material. The density method is the only 

standard for determination of porosity in polymeric composites, however as mentioned in ASTM 

D 2734, "This method does not yet contain a numerical precision and bias statement and it shall 

not be used as a referee method in case of dispute". Also, this method cannot be used on 

laminates with porosity less than 1% [70]. Ghiorse [16] did a comprehensive study on porosity 

measurement using these two methods in cured carbon epoxy prepregs. He reports a good 

relative agreement between results obtained from these methods but with an absolute deviation 

of up to 4% [16].  
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4.3.1.2 Partially Cured Samples 

Optical microscopy and density methods are well established methods, traditionally used for 

determination of porosity in fully cured laminates [16, 65]. However, these methods cannot be 

applied to partially cured laminates in their original form. In this section the porosity of a number 

of partially cured laminates are studied using modified sample preparation techniques for optical 

microscopy and density methods. Four groups of laminates were prepared for this study: as laid-

up, room temperature debulked, one hour partially cured and 22 hours fully cured laminates. 

Figure 4-8 shows section of a mosaic optical micrograph of an as laid up laminate (processing 

time = 0 hour) used for porosity measurement via the optical microscopy method. Table 4-4 

contains the density and weight measurements in air and water for porosity calculation via the 

density method.  

 

 

Figure 4-8 Part of a mosaic OM image of an as laid-up, uncured laminate (processing time = zero hour).  
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Table 4-4 Density of partially cured laminates and the required weight measurements for their calculation. 

Sample vent time (hr) mass in air  (gr) mass in water (gr) ρ ( 𝒈𝒓
𝒄𝒎𝟑) 

before coat after coat 
Average STDEVA Average STDEVA Average STDEVA Average STDEVA 

0 4.2999 0.0800 4.7093 0.0938 0.8755 0.0262 1.2458 0.0155 
0.23 4.3015 0.1515 4.6486 0.1941 0.9512 0.0475 1.2747 0.0148 
1.23 4.3489 0.1445 4.5632 0.2141 1.1303 0.0509 1.3436 0.0186 
22.23 3.8750 0.2653 Not coated 1.2638 0.0880 1.4808 0.0015 
 

To perform density test on partially cured samples, the samples have to be coated with a sealant 

to cover the exposed voids on the surface. The necessity of coating the surface of partially cured 

samples is illustrated by doing a density test on uncoated as laid-up samples. The uncoated 

samples have a higher measured density and lower apparent porosity (ρ = 1.3228 𝑔𝑟
𝑐𝑚3, φ = 

10.63%) in comparison with coated as laid-up samples (ρ = 1.2458 𝑔𝑟
𝑐𝑚3, φ = 15.82%) due to 

penetration of water into their exposed pores. The measured porosity of partially cured samples 

are presented in Figure 4-9. 

 

 

Figure 4-9 Porosity of partially cured samples obtained from OM and density methods (MTM45-1/5HS-

Thin). 
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Porosity from optical microscopy and density methods are in close agreement with deviations 

less than 1% absolute. This means that using the sample preparation techniques developed in this 

study, these two methods can be used for determination of porosity in partially cured prepreg 

laminates. Optical microscopy can be used to gain more insight into the evolution of laminate 

microstructure including voids during the process. However, the drawback is that the sample 

preparation technique is time consuming and destructive. In the next section porosity estimation 

based on non-destructive thickness measurements is investigated.    

 

4.3.2 Thickness as a Proxy for Porosity 

The laminate thickness varies during the process. Factors such as porosity reduction, thermal and 

chemical shrinkage and resin bleed are potential sources of thickness reduction in prepreg 

processing. Net resin prepreg systems are designed to have insignificant resin bleed. Weight 

measurement in this study shows resin bleed to be in the range of 0.3 – 1 wt%. Thermal and 

chemical shrinkage is estimated to be about 4% at maximum [90, 91], and it can be assumed that 

porosity reduction is the major contributor to thickness reductions of more than 5% during the 

process.  If porosity reduction is the only cause for laminate thinning, porosity (φ) can be 

estimated from the difference between instantaneous laminate thickness (𝑡𝑖) and thickness of a 

fully cured zero porosity laminate (𝑡0)  

𝜑 =  𝑡𝑖−𝑡0
𝑡𝑖

× 100     (4-5) 

 

To investigate the validity and accuracy of porosity estimations by the "thickness method", 

porosity estimates using this method are compared with porosity values obtained from optical 
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microscopy and density methods (Figure 4-10). This comparison uses the available porosity data 

obtained from optical microscopy and density tests results for MTM45-1/5HS-Thin in section 

4.3.1 (Figure 4-10 a, b). Another set of optical microscopy porosity data is taken from the work 

in section 5.3.1.3 on laminates made of MTM45-1/5HS-Thick prepreg (Figure 4-10 c). The 

porosity values estimated by the thickness method are calculated from the average thickness of 

the laminates measured by caliper (𝑡𝑖) and the baseline thickness (𝑡0). The baseline thickness 

(𝑡0) is calculated based on the average cured ply thickness of fully cured zero porosity laminates 

processed under the same conditions as the laminate of interest (CPT0). The average CPT0 for 

laminates made from MTM45-1/5HS-Thin and Thick prepregs processed with an 80 °C cure 

cycle and measured with caliper is 0.41 mm. The difference between MTM45-1/5HS-Thin and 

Thick prepregs is in their initial impregnation level and porosity. Figure 4-10 shows porosity 

estimates from thickness measurements compared to porosity values obtained from optical 

microscopy and density methods. 
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Figure 4-10 Porosity estimated from the thickness method compared with porosity from optical microscopy 

and density methods, a) fully cured laminates (MTM45-1/5HS-Thin), b) partially cured laminates (MTM45-

1/5HS-Thin) and c) partially cured laminates (MTM45-1/5HS-Thick). 
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Thickness based porosity values shows the same trend as porosity measured by the other 

methods in all data sets (a, b and c). The absolute deviation from porosity values obtained from 

the other two methods is less than 5% for fully cured laminates and less than 2.5% for partially 

cured laminates. The thickness based porosity is higher than the other methods in fully cured 

laminates (Figure 4-10 a) but lower in partially cured laminates (Figure 4-10 b, c).  A plausible 

explanation is that the thickness measurements of fully cured samples are higher than laminates’ 

actual thickness as the samples used in this study had a rough bag surface (Figure 4-6) and the 

caliper sits on the rigid protrusions on the surface during measurements. Thickness 

measurements of partially cured samples may underestimate the actual thickness because these 

samples are soft and can elastically deform under moderate caliper pressure. This 

underestimation can result in a calculated negative porosity in the case of low porosity samples, 

which clearly does not have a physical meaning (Figure 4-10 a and c). Overall it can be 

concluded that the thickness method can measure porosity in each data set with less than 5% 

absolute deviation. The relationship between porosity estimated from the thickness and other 

methods is shown more clearly in Figure 4-11. As mentioned earlier, there is a difference 

between data sets belonging to fully cured and partially cured laminates. 
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Figure 4-11 Correlation between porosity from thickness method versus optical microscopy and density 

methods. Thickness based porosity is above the line of equality for fully cured laminates and below it for 

partially cured laminates. A plausible explanation is that the thickness measurements of fully cured samples 

over estimates the actual thickness as the samples used in this study had a rough bag surface (Figure 4-6) and 

the caliper sits on the rigid protrusions on the surface during measurements. Thickness measurements of 

partially cured samples may underestimate the actual thickness because these samples are soft and can 

elastically deform under moderate caliper pressure. 

 

Estimation of porosity based on laminate thickness is a quick, robust non-destructive method. 

However the results from this method are only good for rough estimations as they show up to 5% 

absolute deviation from the results by optical microscopy and density methods. This method is 

useful for porosity estimation in cases where high accuracy is not required, and when other 

methods are not feasible due to time and cost constrains.  Each of the three methods investigated 

in this study have their own pros and cons and the most appropriate void characterization method 
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depends on the requirements and constraints of each study. Advantages and disadvantages of 

these methods are listed in Table 4-5. 

 

Table 4-5 Advantages and disadvantages of three methods used for porosity determination in this study 

Method Advantage Disadvantage 
Optical 
Microscopy 

Direct1 method 
Image provides a rich source of 
information (void shape, size, 
distribution, tow geometry, …) 

Labour intensive 
Destructive 
The results are from two-dimensional cross section of the 
sample as opposed to its bulk. An unbiased cross-section 
representative of the sample is required.  

Density  Bulk of the sample is investigated 
Standard Method (ASTM D 2734) 
 

Concerns with precision and robustness [70] 
Indirect method  
Destructive 

Thickness Fast 
Non-destructive 

Lower accuracy 
Indirect method 
Results are affected by 
Resin bleed 
Surface profile/roughness 
Thickness measurement method/device 
Zero porosity baseline value (CPT0) 

1 The characterization is done directly on the feature of interest. 
 
 

4.4 Summary 

A sample preparation technique was developed which enables optical microscopy for void 

and porosity characterization of soft, partially cured prepregs. In this method the soft prepreg is 

mounted and infiltrated with a low viscosity room temperature cure resin that provides the 

required support during the cutting and polishing stages. It is shown that by using this sample 

preparation technique, porosity of partially cured laminates can be determined by both optical 

microscopy and density methods. The results from these methods are in good agreement with 

deviations of less than 1% absolute for partially cured samples and less than 3% absolute for 

fully cured samples. Measured laminate thickness gave a good indication of porosity for these 

no-bleed prepreg samples. The correlation between porosity obtained from thickness 

measurements and from optical microscopy and density methods was evaluated. Porosity 
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calculated from laminate thickness deviates less than 5% absolute from porosity values obtained 

from optical microscopy and density methods 
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Chapter 5: Experimental Study of Void Evolution in Out-of-Autoclave 

Processing of MTM45-1/5HS Prepreg 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Void formation in autoclave processing has been the subject of several studies in the past [35, 3, 

28, 41], and more recently for OOA processing [10, 12, 14, 75, 72, 71, 92]. Other important and 

relevant work in this field has been done in liquid composites molding (LCM) [77, 93, 94]. 

Porosity, or void content, is the volume fraction of voids in the material. To manage porosity in a 

part from a practical perspective we can think of it as a balance between void sources and void 

sinks, or void removal mechanisms. Void sources include air entrapped in the laminate during 

lay-up, prepregging or other processing steps (between layers, inside tows, etc), unintentional 

bag and tool leaks and volatiles released from the resin during processing [34]. Moisture is 

known as potential source of voids in composites processing and Kardos et al. [35] have done 

extensive research on void growth and void dissolution as a result of moisture diffusion in 

autoclave processing. They developed a model that predicts the void diameter as a function of 

processing parameters such as temperature, pressure and relative humidity. Grunenfelder et al. 

[7] compared the effect of relative humidity on porosity in autoclave and out of autoclave 

processes using a similar approach. Their results show that it is possible to produce void free 

parts even at high relative humidity in an autoclave, however the out of autoclave process is 

more sensitive to moisture and relative humidity levels higher than 75% can result in high 

porosity.  
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Due to the absence of high pressure in OOA processing, the main void sink, or void removal 

mechanism available to the process engineer, is vacuum evacuation of gases that are entrapped 

or generated inside the laminate [34]. Vacuum also provides the driving force for resin 

infiltration and fiber bed compaction for partially impregnated prepreg [9, 71]. Gas transport is 

promoted by using prepregs designed for OOA processing [25, 26], by improving laminate edge 

breathing [23] and by improving through-thickness gas transport via suitable consumables on top 

and bottom surfaces of the laminate [23, 25]. 

 

In OOA prepregs parameters such as fiber bed impregnation and resin chemistry are designed to 

improve their performance in terms of porosity. The un-impregnated zones of these prepregs are 

believed to provide dry continuous pathways through which entrapped gases can be evacuated 

from the prepreg, resulting in lower porosity. These pathways are often called Engineered 

Vacuum Channels (EVACs) [23]. EVACs are present in some autoclave prepregs too, but their 

importance is less than in OOA processing due to the effectiveness of the autoclave pressure to 

collapse and reduce the size of any entrapped or generated air [28]. Prepreg manufacturers have 

designed the OOA prepregs such that the EVACs can be used more effectively. The viscosity 

profile of OOA prepregs is designed to let the EVACs stay open for a longer time, providing the 

system with more time for gas removal [95]. The gas permeability of prepregs can be used to 

evaluate the performance of the EVACs in convective transport of entrapped air. Prepreg gas 

permeability has been studied in the past (see section 2.2.2.2.1) [10, 11, 50, 51]. Gas 

permeability in prepregs is anisotropic and at ambient conditions it is generally significantly 

greater in in-plane direction compared to through-thickness direction [11, 53, 54]. 
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This chapter characterizes the evolution of voids, gas permeability and fiber tow compaction 

during OOA processing of small flat laminates. Several processing cycles are used: a long room 

temperature debulk, an 80˚C cure cycle, a 120˚C cure cycle with laminates conditioned at 23% 

(ambient) and 75% relative humidity conditions. The amount and distribution of voids as well as 

the tow geometry is studied throughout the cure cycles. The relationship between porosity 

evolution, gas permeability, resin infiltration and fiber tow compaction is investigated to 

establish the mechanisms for gas transport and void removal during cure. 

 

5.2 Methods  

 

5.2.1  Materials 

The material used in this study is the out-of-autoclave carbon-epoxy prepreg MTM45-

1/CF2426A produced by ACG (now Cytec). Two rolls of this partially resin impregnated prepreg 

were used in this thesis, MTM45-1/5HS-Thin and MTM45-1/5HS-Thick referring to their initial 

thickness (see section 4.2.1). The studies in this chapter are all done on MTM45-1/5HS-Thick 

prepreg. The resin viscosity during the different cure cycles was calculated using the Raven 

software (version 3) [19]. The software uses cure kinetics equations based on extensive 

calorimetric testing.  

 

5.2.2  Sample Preparation and Partial Cycle Tests 

Partial cycle tests were designed to study the evolution of voids during processing. 12.7 cm × 

12.7 cm × 8 layer samples were made using a vacuum bag and oven cure according to the 

manufacturer’s recommendations [52]. Laminates were laid up on a release coated aluminum 
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tool plate. A non-perforated FEP release film (A5000 high performance Violet) was placed on 

top of the laminate to prevent resin bleed in the thickness direction. Four strips of peel ply were 

placed between the laminate and the FEP film to improve the edge breathing. A breather layer 

covered the whole laminate and finally the entire assembly was sealed with a vacuum bag and 

tacky tape. Four different processing cycles were used in this study and each test was repeated 

three times. 

 

Cycle 1: long debulk at room temperature. In this cycle laminates were laid-up, bagged and held 

under hard vacuum (absolute pressure < 4.0 kPa) at room temperature.  The cycle was 

interrupted after 0, 0.23, 4 and 13.5 hours, and laminates were examined with optical 

microscopy.  

 

Cycle 2: 80˚C cure cycle. This cycle included a seven minute room temperature debulk for every 

four plies in the laminate during lay-up, a 0.5 °C/min ramp to 80°C, a 20 hour hold at 80°C, 

followed by a 2.5 hour post cure at 180 °C [52]. A low temperature hold (80°C) and a slow heat 

up rate (0.5 °C/min) were chosen to minimize resin flow so that void evolution can be studied 

more easily. The laminates were under full vacuum (absolute pressure < 4.0 kPa) through the 

entire process. The cure cycle was stopped at times of interest and samples were taken out and 

cooled down and prepared for microscopy evaluation. Interruption times were 0 (as laid up), 0.23 

(debulked), 0.73, 1.23, 1.73, 2.23, 4.23, 6.23, 8.23, 22.23 and 31 hours. All cure cycle details are 

according to the manufacturer recommended cure cycle (MRCC) [52], except the 0.5 ˚C/min 

heating ramp, which intentionally was chosen to be slower than the MRCC recommendation (1 - 

3 ˚C/min) to provide longer time for void evolution during heat up. 
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Cycle 3: 120˚C cure cycle. This higher temperature cycle was chosen to study the effect of 

temperature on porosity evolution. The cycle has the same debulk time, vacuum level and ramp 

rate as cycle 2. It has a four hour hold at 120°C and the additional interruption times in this cycle 

were 2.23, 2.56, 3.23, 3.56, 4.23 and 7.56 hours. These times were selected to capture more 

information in the 80°C -120°C region during the heat-up ramp. 

 

Cycle 4: Effect of humidity - Effect of 75% and 98% relative was studied. 

75% Relative Humidity: Laminates were conditioned in a closed container at 75% relative 

humidity until equilibrium was reached (five days). The conditioning container contained 

NaCl/H2O salt solution and was prepared based on ASTM E104-02 “Standard Practice for 

Maintaining Constant Relative Humidity by Means of Aqueous Solutions”. Hsiao et al. [12] 

conducted experiments to determine the time required to reach equilibrium moisture content at 

75% relative humidity for this material system. They showed that five days conditioning is 

sufficient for laminates to equilibrate. Conditioned laminates were cured according to cycle 3 

and interruption times were 0, 0.23, 1.23, 2.23, 3.23, 4.23 and 7.56 hours. 

98% Relative Humidity: Laminates were conditioned in a closed container at 98% relative 

humidity until equilibrium was reached (five days). The conditioning container contained 

K2SO4/H2O salt solution and was prepared based on ASTM E104-02. Conditioned laminates 

were fully cured according to cycle 3. Due to material and time constraints, no porosity evolution 

study was performed for 98% relative humidity. 
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5.2.3 Sample Preparation for Directional Breathing Tests 

To evaluate the effect of the gas transport direction on porosity, samples with different sealing 

configurations were made from MTM45-1/5HS-Thick prepreg (Figure 5-1). 5HS laminates were 

made of 8 layers of 12.7 cm × 12.7 cm prepreg, cured ply thickness (CPT ≈ 0.39 mm). The 

laminates were prepared based on the sealing configurations shown in Figure 5-1. After edge or 

surface sealing, a room temperature debulk (laminate held under full vacuum under a vacuum 

bag at room temperature) was performed for 0.23 to 0.5 hours. 

 

 

Figure 5-1 Sealing configurations: a) surface and edge breathing, b) edge breathing only, c) surface breathing 

only. 

 

Configuration (a) is the manufacturer’s recommended bagging procedure in which the laminate 

is free to breathe from all sides except the surface that is in contact with mold. In configuration 

(b) the laminate is sealed at top and bottom surfaces and is only able to breathe in the in-plane 

direction. In configuration (c) the laminate is sealed at all edges and breathing is limited to the 

through-thickness direction. After sealing the laminates with standard sealant tape, bagging 

materials were placed sequentially according to the manufacturer’s recommendations (Figure 5-

2) [52]. Edge breathing dams were used at the edges of the laminates with configurations (a) and 
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(b). All laminates were covered with non-perforated release film and a larger breather layer on 

top of that. Strips of peel ply were placed around the edges of the laminates to allow air paths 

under the release film into the breather (to provide an air path between the breather and the top 

surface of the laminate). A vacuum bag covered the whole arrangement and was sealed with 

sealant tape to the Aluminum tool. Figure 5-2 shows the laminate preparation steps. Once the 

samples were prepared they were cured in a Thermotron oven (Holland, Michigan, USA) with 80 

°C cure cycle. Details of the 80 °C cure cycle are presented in section 5.2.2. In edge breathing 

tests, samples were taken out after 0 (as laid up), 0.23 (debulk), 1.23, 2.23, 4.23 and 22.23 hours. 

In surface breathing test samples were taken out after 0 (as laid up), 0.23 (debulk), 1.23, 2.23, 

6.23, 8.23 and 22.23 hours. The times were chosen based on the in-plane and through-thickness 

permeability graphs (Figure 5-15) to enable evaluation of the relationship between porosity and 

permeability. Three repeats were done for samples with “edge and surface breathing” and all the 

fully cured samples (22.23 hr). One repeat  was done for partially-cured samples in “edge 

breathing only” and “surface breathing only” tests. 
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Figure 5-2 Laminate preparation steps in edge breathing and surface breathing tests. 
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5.2.4 Void Characterization 

It is necessary to measure and characterize voids during the process to gain a thorough 

understanding of void evolution and underlying mechanisms. In this study several methods 

including µCT, density and optical microscopy were evaluated but optical microscopy (OM) was 

chosen as the primary characterization method due to the level of detail required from the 

images. Optical microscopy was used to characterize porosity and tow geometry in partially and 

fully cured laminates. A Nikon stereo microscope (SMZ745T) in reflection and transmission 

light modes was used to investigate the surface morphology of uncured prepreg. X-ray micro 

computed tomography (µCT35-Scanco Medical) was employed for studying the three 

dimensional micro structure of the laminate before processing. An X-ray voltage of 70 kV and 

intensity of 154 µA were used to achieve a 3µm/pixel resolution. A 7.62 cm × 6.35 cm 8 layer 

laminate of MTM45-1/5HS-Thin laminate was laid up at room temperature and a 5 mm × 28 mm 

section of this laminate was cut and scanned. The scanned data was processed and reconstructed 

using the µCT35 scanner software creating two dimensional slices and three-dimensional 

information about the porous structure of the laminate. 

 

Optical microscopy and image analysis were the main tools used to characterize porosity and tow 

geometry of semi-cured and cured laminates. The first step was surface preparation of the 

samples. Fully cured laminates were prepared according to conventional procedures [83]. The 

preparation of semi-cured samples for optical microscopy requires special attention, as the 

partially cured matrix is still soft (see section 4.2.3). The samples were therefore mounted with a 

special low viscosity, room temperature curing resin (Epo-color Buehler) that filled the pores and 

vacant spaces of the laminate.  The cured mounting resin supported the soft composite material 
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during the subsequent grinding and polishing steps and reduced surface damage [83,84]. Surface 

preparation and image acquisition steps are described in section 4.2.3. Two to three replicate 

samples were analyzed for each data point. To characterize voids and the geometrical features of 

fiber tows, the mosaic images were analyzed using the Image – J software [85]. The area fraction 

of voids is used as a measure of porosity. The voids are categorized into three groups: inter-

laminar, fiber tow and resin voids. Details of different void types and their origins, are presented 

in section 5.3.1.1. The area fraction of each type of voids is measured individually and their sum 

is reported as void content or porosity.  

𝜑𝑇 =  𝜑𝐼 +  𝜑𝐹 +  𝜑𝑅   

Where: φT (%): Total porosity, φI (%): Inter-laminar porosity, φF (%): Fiber tow porosity, φR 

(%): Resin void porosity. 

 

In partially cured laminates, direct area measurement of all voids located inside fiber tows is 

impractical because many of the smaller voids are located between the individual fibres and are 

of the size of the individual fibres or smaller. In previous work on this prepreg system, only the 

area fraction of larger size fiber tow voids were reported, which gives an underestimate of the 

total fibre tow porosity in the laminate [39, 96]. In the current work, the total fiber tow porosity 

of partially cured laminates is calculated based on measurements of the total area and subtracting 

the inter-laminar and resin void areas and the area of the final cured porosity free laminate. The 

location and coordinates of different voids were also measured and used to study their 

distribution within the laminate. The geometry of individual elliptically shaped tows were 

studied and characterized by measuring their minor and major axes. 
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5.2.5  Gas Permeability 

Gas permeability is a measure of the ability of a material to transport gases under a pressure 

gradient, and void evolution of a laminate is related to the gas permeability. Permeability tests 

were performed to investigate the relationship between void evolution and gas transport during 

the process. The prepreg used in this study is reinforced with a woven fabric (five harness 

weave) and has anisotropic gas transport properties. The in-plane and through thickness 

permeabilities were measured at 0, 0.23, 0.73, 1.23, 1.73, 2.23, 3.23, 4.23, 5.23, 6.23, 8.23, 17.23 

and 22.23 hours during the cure cycle to directly correspond with the samples used for optical 

microscopy. For each data point three repeats were performed. Samples were laid up, sealed on 

all sides except vacuum and vent sides, and vacuum bagged. The dimensions of the in-plane test 

samples were 5.08 cm × 10.15 cm × 8 layers and the through thickness samples 8.25 cm × 

8.25cm × 8 layers. Gas flow occurs in the L = 5.08 cm direction in the in-plane test and in the 

thickness direction in the through thickness test (Figure 5-3). The set-up was placed in an oven 

and the sample was cured with the 80˚C cure cycle described in section 5.2.2.  Further details of 

the permeability test set-up are presented in reference [74] and Appendix B  .  
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Figure 5-3 Permeability test set-up, a) in-plane b) through-thickness. 

 

Under steady-state flow conditions, gas permeability can be calculated by measuring the gas 

flow rate on the vent (ambient pressure) side, the cross sectional area, the length of sample, and 

atmospheric and vacuum pressures. Assuming that the flow obeys Darcy’s law and the gas (air) 

obeys the ideal gas law [34]  
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Qa is the volumetric gas flow rate measured at the vent side (m3/s), A is the cross sectional area 

perpendicular to the transport direction (m2), K is the gas permeability (m2), µ is the dynamic 

viscosity of the gas (Pa.s), L is the length of the sample (in the transport direction) (m), Pa is the 

atmospheric pressure (vent side) and Pv is the vacuum pressure (Pa).  
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To determine the permeability at the specified times the sample was vented temporarily on one 

side as the other side was kept under full vacuum. A few minutes after the sample was vented, 

the airflow through the sample reached steady state and the air flow was measured with high 

precision mass flow sensors. The gas permeability K was subsequently calculated using equation 

(5-1). The dynamic viscosity of gas has a temperature dependency, which is considered in the 

calculations [45].  The dynamic viscosity of air at standard ambient temperature and pressure 

conditions is 1.82 × 10-5 Pa.s.  

 

Through-thickness permeability of the FEP release film and the porous brick used in through 

thickness permeability measurement of the laminates were also measured to ensure they will not 

affect the gas flow, as they are placed in parallel with the laminate in through-thickness test set-

up. The test set-up and measurement method is the same as the through thickness permeability 

test of laminates (Figure 5-3). In each test , the edges of the sample (brick or release film) was 

sealed with tacky tape and then the rest of the bagging materials were placed on it and bagged as 

shown in Figure 5-4. In the brick test, the brick was covered with non-perforated release film as 

opposed to perforated film which was used for laminate permeability test. The width and length 

of brick and release film was 78 mm and their thickness is listed in Table 5-1. In the brick test 

flow rate measurements was done with rotameter (37288 omega scientific rotameter, glass ball) 

as they were higher than digital mass flow sensor capacity (maximum flow rate = 1 L/min). 

 

Table 5-1 Thickness of brick and release film samples used in through-thickness permeability test 

 Brick Release Film 
Thickness (mm) 6.2 0.025 
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Figure 5-4 Through-thickness permeability test bagging sequence for laminate, brick and release film 

permeability measurements (top view). 

 

5.2.6 Flow Measurement 

This test was done to measure the gas flow rate during the long room temperature debulk test. An 

eight layer laminate of 124 mm × 124 mm × 4.7 mm was laid-up and bagged using the same 

procedure described in sample preparation section 5.2.2. Then the laminate was debulked under 
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full vacuum (absolute pressure < 4.0 kPa) at room temperature for a period of 10 hours. The flow 

rate of the gas out of the laminate during debulk was measured by the same mass flow sensor 

used in permeability studies (section 5.2.5). The mass flow sensor was placed in line with the 

vacuum line, between the laminate and the vacuum pump.  

 

5.2.7 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) 

Thermogravimetric study was performed to evaluate the amount of off-gassing in three different 

temperature cycles (Table 5-2) and two humidity levels (ambient and 75% relative humidity). 

Test was done according to ASTM D3530/D 3530M, “Standard test method for volatiles content 

of composite material prepreg”. The Discovery TGA (TA Instruments) was used for weight 

measurements.  

 

Table 5-2 Temperature-time cycles used in TGA test 

Cycle Heat up ramp (°C/min) Hold  
Temperature (°C) Time (hr) 

80 °C cycle 0.5 80 4 
120 °C cycle 0.5 120 4 
200 °C ramp 0.5 200 0 
 

Five samples were made from MTM45-1/5HS-Thick prepreg for TGA measurements. All 

samples had four layers and a diameter of about 7 mm. The initial weight of the samples was in 

the range of 75 mgr to 95 mgr. All tests were carried out in Nitrogen atmosphere with a flow rate 

of 25 mL/min. One repeat was done for each test.  

 

Humidity conditioning at 75% relative humidity was done by placing the samples in a close 

conditioning container contained NaCl/H2O salt solution for five days (ASTM E104-02) (see 
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section 5.2.2.). For ambient humidity conditioning samples were placed in an open container at 

ambient conditions for five days (Figure 5-5). The relative humidity and temperature of the 

ambient condition and NaCl/H2O salt solution was measured for five days using a Fisher 

scientific hygrometer (Table 5-3). The exposure time of the samples during their transition from 

conditioning chamber to the TGA, was minimized. 

 

 

Figure 5-5 Humidity conditioning containers, a) ambient condition, b) NaCl/H2O salt solution (RH = 75%). 

 

Table 5-3 Temperature and relative humidity of conditioning containers. 

Conditioning 
container 

T (°C) 
  

RH (%) 
  

Average STDEVA Average STDEVA 
Ambient 21.5 0 31.5 2.7 
NaCl/H2O salt 
solution 

21.2 0.4 69.9 1.2 
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5.3 Results and Discussion  

 

5.3.1 Void Evolution Studies 

 

5.3.1.1 Void Morphology before Processing 

Figure 5-6 shows the surface morphology of the uncured prepreg. The distribution of resin film 

on the dry fiber tows is non-uniform and patchy; the protruding regions of the fabric are covered 

with resin film while the depressed regions are dry. We can visualize how when prepreg layers 

are placed up on top of each other, gaps will form between them as a result of the patchy resin 

application on the surfaces as well as the undulation of the fiber tows in the woven system. In 

Figure 5-6 b one layer of prepreg is imaged under a transmitted light condition to show the open 

spaces – pin holes - at the intersections of warp and weft tows. These pin holes are potential 

pathways for through-thickness gas transport at room temperature [10]. More information about 

the surface morphology of the prepreg can be found in Appendix C. A typical microstructure of a 

laminate after lay-up is shown in Figure 5-6 d. The epoxy matrix is light gray; the carbon fiber 

tows are white and voids are black. The voids have a complex morphology with a wide range of 

shapes and sizes and are categorized into three groups based on their location. Inter-laminar 

voids are large and elongated and their initial shape is dictated by the fiber bed architecture and 

resin application, and are the result of entrapped air between the layers during lay-up. Due to the 

non-uniform distribution of resin film on the prepreg surface (Figure 5-6 a), inter-laminar voids 

are surrounded with both resin film and dry fibres. Resin voids are entirely embedded in the resin 

and are generated during resin mixing, prepreging or potentially by resin off gassing during the 

cure process. Fiber tow voids are located inside the un-impregnated regions of fiber tows and are 
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the result of partial resin impregnation and lack of fibre tow compaction (Figure 5-6 d). Figure 5-

6d shows regions with high and low fiber volume fractions within a tow for this undebulked and 

uncompacted laminate. Micro computed tomography (µCT) was performed to get a three-

dimensional understanding of the porous structure of the prepreg (Figure 5-6 c). In this figure 

resin and fiber are red and voids green. Inter-laminar and resin voids are isolated from each-

other, while fiber tow voids appear to have a continuous structure extending across the laminate. 

These images provide a fairly clear picture of the nature of porosity in un-processed, as laid up 

laminates. In the next sections, the evolution of voids under different processing conditions is 

investigated. 
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Figure 5-6 Initial state of an undebulked and uncured laminate. Stereo microscopy images of a) laminate and 

b) prepreg surface, c) Three-dimensional µCT image of laminate, d) Optical microscopy image of a laminate 

cross section. 
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5.3.1.2 Porosity Evolution during a Long Room Temperature Debulk 

A room temperature debulk is one of the main processing steps in OOA processing in order to 

remove entrapped air and achieve low porosity. Some OOA prepreg manufacturers suggest 

debulking times as long as 16 hours or more for large complex parts [97]. In this study a room 

temperature debulk is performed for 13.5 hours and the microstructure and porosity of the 

laminate is evaluated at four different times during this period (Figure 5-7 a). 

 

 

Figure 5-7 Void Evolution during a) Long room temperature debulk and b) Heated 80°C cure cycle. Note that 

the data for 0 and 0.23 hours are the same for the two cycles (Error bars denote +/- one standard deviation). 

φT: Total porosity; φR: Resin porosity; φI: Inter-laminar porosity; φF: Fiber tow porosity. 
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The initial total porosity (ΦT) of the as laid up laminate is 33%. Once room temperature debulk 

starts, porosity decreases up to four hours, after which it stays constant at 19%. Fiber tow 

porosity (ΦF) is the largest contributor to the total porosity and shows a decrease from 20% to 

15% between 0.23 and four hours but is approximately constant after four hours. Fibre tow 

porosity is reduced via two mechanisms: tow compaction and resin infiltration. The resin 

viscosity of MTM45-1 is high at room temperature (~ 104 Pa.s), resulting in minimal resin 

infiltration into the fibre tows at room temperature. This suggests that fibre tow compaction is 

the main mechanism by which the fibre tow porosity is reduced during the room temperature 

debulk (Figure 5-7 a). The relationship between fiber tow porosity, fiber tow compaction and 

resin infiltration is studied in more detail in section 5.3.3. Inter-laminar porosity (ΦI) is the 

second largest contributor to the total porosity. It decreases from 12.5% to 4.5% during 0.23 

hours of debulk and reaches a 3.5% plateau value after four hours. After lay-up, prepreg layers 

are loosely in contact with each other and there is a fair amount of entrapped air between them. 

Inter-laminar voids are adjacent to fiber tows and are in contact with interconnected network of 

dry fiber tows (Figure 5-6 a). Thus vacuum application can relatively quickly remove much of 

the entrapped air and make prepreg layers better conform to each other, reducing inter-laminar 

porosity. Because of the stiffness of the inter-woven fibre tows and the patchy resin application 

on the prepreg surface some of the inter-laminar voids will remain after a room temperature 

debulk and will not be filled in with resin or fibres until the resin viscosity is lowered during heat 

up. Note that even if most air molecules are removed after debulk, there will still be an inter-

laminar void until resin and/or fibres flows into the void. The amount of resin porosity (ΦR) is 

small (less than 0.2%) and approximately constant during the debulk process. Resin voids can 
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only be evacuated through gas diffusion which is a slow process at room temperature (see 

section 7.3.2).  

 

5.3.1.3 Porosity Evolution during Heat-Up and Cure 

The next processing step after a room temperature debulk is heat up and cure. The first cure 

cycle studied consists of a 0.23 hour debulk at room temperature, a 0.5˚C/min ramp to 80˚C, a 20 

hour hold at 80˚C, a 1 hour hold at 180C and cool down to room temperature. Figure 5-7 b 

shows the evolution of porosity and void morphology during this cure cycle. The laid up sample 

(0 hr) has about 33% total porosity, consisting of fiber tow voids in the partially impregnated 

fiber tows (20%), large inter-laminar voids (12.5%) and a small amount of resin voids (< 0.2%). 

After a 14-minute (0.23 hr) room temperature debulk under vacuum, the total void content 

decreases to about 26%, mainly due to a reduction in the inter-laminar voids. As the temperature 

is increased the total porosity (ФT) decreases, with a fairly rapid decrease in the first two hours 

during the temperature ramp, and becomes about 6% after 2 hours into the heat-up.  At four 

hours, the total porosity is less than 0.4 %. Inter-laminar voids and fiber tow voids reach their 

minimum values (< 0.3%) after two and four hours, respectively. Reduction of inter-laminar 

voids can be due to Darcy evacuation through the interconnected network of fiber tow voids. 

Inter-laminar voids are located adjacent to fiber tows and can connect to their dry core through 

the un-impregnated zones between them or coalescence with them as the resin viscosity drops 

[98]. Resin porosity is very small throughout the process (< 0.2%) and decreases as the 

temperature increases. This decrease can be due to diffusion evacuation of resin voids as 

diffusion becomes faster at higher temperatures. It can also be due to coalescence of resin voids 

with low pressure fiber tow voids [98]. With the current cure cycle, the void morphology is fixed 
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long before gelation (18.5 hours). The continuous decrease of inter-laminar, fibre tow, and resin 

voids with time, suggests the absence of significant off-gassing.  

 

5.3.1.4 Void Distribution during Heat up and Cure  

The spatial distribution of voids in-plane and through thickness was evaluated based on optical 

micrographs. During the long room temperature debulk the distribution of voids was uniform 

throughout the laminate. In the 80˚C cure cycle voids are uniformly distributed up to two hours. 

After two hours a gradient starts to form both in-plane and through-thickness (Figure 5-8). The 

void distribution through the thickness is illustrated by comparing the porosity in the half of the 

laminate adjacent to bag versus the half adjacent to the mould. Figure 5-8 shows how the ratio of 

the voids on the mold side to the bag side evolves during the cure cycle. At the beginning of the 

process this ratio is approximately one, which means that the void distribution is uniform. At two 

hours the void content on the mold side is twice that on the bag side and about 4.5 times that on 

the bag side at the end of the cure cycle. A similar but less pronounced behaviour is seen in the 

in-plane direction. Figure 5-8 shows that the void distribution in-plane is uniform up to two 

hours into the cycle. At two hours the porosity in the end sections is less than that in the middle 

section of the laminate. The data shows that porosity gradients are formed towards the vacuum 

boundaries. Studies by other students in our group have shown that larger gradients are expected in 

thicker parts. Hsiao et al. [12] have also reported the presence of an in-plane void gradient with 

respect to the vacuum source. A potential linkage between porosity gradients and gas 

permeability of the laminate is discussed in section 5.3.2.2. 
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Figure 5-8 Evolution of porosity distribution during 80 ˚C cure cycle, a) Through-Thickness, b) In-Plane 

(Error bars denote +/- one standard deviation). 

 

5.3.1.5 Effect of Temperature and Humidity on Porosity Evolution 

To understand the effect of temperature and humidity on porosity evolution, two more cycles 

were studied. The first study compares the porosity evolution during an 80˚C cure cycle with a 

120˚C cycle. The second study compares the porosity evolution in two series of laminates 

conditioned at ambient (23%) and 75% relative humidity during a 120˚C cure cycle. Figure 5-9 a 

to c shows the evolution of different types of porosity during 80˚C and 120˚C cure cycles. 
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Figure 5-9 a to c) Effect of cure cycle hold temperature (120 ˚C vs. 80 ˚C) on the evolution of different types of 

porosity. d to f) Effect of relative humidity on the evolution of different types of porosity in a 120 °C cycle 

(Error bars denote +/- one standard deviation). 
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Figure 5-9 (a to c) shows that the porosity evolution in 80˚C and 120˚C cycles is very similar. 

There is no evidence of appreciable off-gassing in the 120˚C cycle compared to the 80˚C cycle, 

confirming that OOA prepregs are intentionally made with low volatile content resin systems to 

prevent off-gassing and porosity [99]. Another source of off-gassing is moisture in the prepreg, 

controlled by the relative humidity of the air during handling and lay-up. It has been reported 

that increasing moisture content results in higher porosity levels in OOA prepregs [7, 13]. 

Grunenfelder et al. [7] reported 75% relative humidity as the threshold at which porosity levels 

are higher than the acceptable limit by common aerospace standards. In this study the evolution 

of voids in a series of laminates conditioned at 23% (ambient) and 75% relative humidity were 

studied (Figure 5-9 d to f).  

 

A difference in the initial porosity of as-laid up and debulked samples at the two humidity levels 

was observed. The difference is believed to be related to the differences between applied forces 

and tack levels during manual lay-up or potential material variability along the roll. During 

heating the total porosity of the 75% humidity conditioned laminates is higher than that for the 

ambient conditioned (23%) laminates and they reach zero porosity later in the cure cycle than 

their ambient conditioned counterparts. The main difference between the two laminates is the 

amount of fiber tow voids during heat up and early in the hold. By increasing the humidity level 

from ambient to 98%, the final porosity or porosity of a fully cured laminate is also increased to 

5.7%. The majority of porosity resides in the fiber tows (Figure 5-10 b). Samples conditioned at 

98% RH do not have well-controlled moisture content due to potential effects of water 

condensation. For this reason, no void evolution study is done for this humidity level. However, 
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porosity data for fully cured laminate are included to illustrate the adverse effect of large 

amounts of moisture. 

 

 

Figure 5-10 Effect of humidity on porosity of fully cured samples. a) RH = 75% (zero porosity), b) RH = 98% 

(5.7% porosity). 

 

Kardos studied growth of spherical resin voids via diffusion of resin moisture into them [35]. 

This study shows that increasing the moisture content increases the content of fiber tow voids but 

it does not affect the resin voids significantly. Kardos assumed that the resin voids were 

surrounded by an infinite amount of pressurized resin (as in a fully impregnated prepreg) 

whereas in the current case the fibre tow voids provide a connected porous network with low gas 

and water vapour pressure, likely creating a greater driving force for moisture diffusion into the 

fibre tow voids rather than into the isolated resin voids. Note that in this study the porosity level 

reaches zero before the resin gels (at about 4.5 hours) and we obtain a cured laminate with very 

low porosity despite conditioning at 75% relative humidity. For humid laminates with larger and 

more complex geometries it can be challenging to evacuate entrapped air and moisture before the 

system gels or the gas transport mechanism cease to be effective. It becomes essential to 
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understand the timescale of relevant transport mechanisms in order to manufacture more 

challenging laminates with low porosity. 

 

5.3.1.5.1 Off-Gassing during the Cure Cycle 

Off-gassing or out-gassing during the cure cycle is one of the potential sources of porosity. It is 

believed that OOA prepregs are designed to have minimum volatile content to reduce porosity 

[26]. The moisture content of the prepreg is known as another source of off-gassing, which is 

controlled by the relative humidity of the prepreg during storage and lay-up. Researchers have 

shown that increasing moisture content, results in higher porosity levels in OOA prepregs [7, 

13]. The current study shows that increasing the relative humidity of the laminates from ambient 

humidity to 75% and 98% results in an increase in porosity. Thermo gravimetric (TGA) analysis 

is performed to evaluate prepreg off-gassing during the cure cycles used in this study. The TGA 

study is done for samples conditioned at 31% (ambient) and 75% relative humidity and three 

different cycles (Figure 5-11).  
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Figure 5-11 a) Temperature-time cycles; Weight loss during different cycles, b) at RH = 31% (ambient) and 

c) at RH = 75%. 

 

Figure 5-11 a shows the mass loss of 31% (ambient) and 75% humidity conditioned samples 

during different cycles. The mass loss increases as the temperature is increased and reaches a 

plateau in the temperature range of 140 °C to 200 °C. Samples conditioned at 75% humidity 

show higher mass loss compared to their 31% (ambient) conditioned counterparts (0.36% vs. 

0.25% at their maximum plateau). The type of the off-gas is not directly measured in this study, 

however the amount of off-gas suggests that moisture is the main constituent. The initial 

moisture content of the prepreg used in this study at room temperature is in the range of 0.15% 
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and 0.32% for ambient and 75% relative humidity conditioned samples [35,12]. The amount of 

mass loss during the cycles used in this study is slightly higher than the initial moisture content 

of these samples (0.25% and 0.36% respectively). This difference is expected as the initial 

moisture content of the laminates is measured at room temperature, while in the current study the 

temperature goes up to 200 °C. This increased temperature provides the required energy for 

removing the water molecules that are harder to remove [100]. The non-linearity of these graphs 

at around 60 °C suggests a shift from the removal of free to bound water, followed by boiling at 

100 °C [100]. 

 

 

Figure 5-12 a) Effect of relative humidity (23% vs. 75%) on porosity evolution in a 120˚ C cycle, b) effect of 

relative humidity (31% vs. 75%) on the weight loss in 120˚C cycle and 200 ˚C ramp. 

 

The effect of relative humidity on the porosity evolution in a 120 °C cycle is shown in Figure 5-

12 a. During heating the porosity of the 75% humidity conditioned laminates is higher than the 

ambient conditioned (23%) laminates. The higher amount of off-gas from the 75% relative 

humidity conditioned samples during the cure cycle is likely the cause of the higher porosity 
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(Figure 5-12 b). Note that the TGA test is performed under ambient pressure and laminates 

processed under a vacuum bag, undergo a different pressure condition. 

 

5.3.1.6 Effect of Gas Evacuation Direction on Porosity Evolution 

In this section the effect of gas evacuation direction or breathing direction on void evolution 

during the cure cycle is studied. Figure 5-13 shows porosity evolution in laminates with different 

sealing configurations. In group (a), samples are able to breath from both the edge and surface, 

while in group (b) and (c) breathing is limited to either edges or surface. The results show that 

regardless of the sealing configuration a porosity free laminate is achieved at the end of the cure 

cycle and that all types of porosity follow a decreasing trend. After room temperature debulk the 

inter-laminar voids decrease to 4%, 7% and 9% in configurations (a), (b) and (c) respectively. 

The lowest porosity value in configuration (a) (edge and surface breathing) is likely due to 

availability of both in-plane and through-thickness gas evacuation in this sealing configuration. 

Inter-laminar voids decrease to values smaller than 1% in an hour. Fiber tow voids start at about 

20% in as-laid up laminates and remain almost constant during the short room temperature 

debulk (0.23 hr). Once the heated cycle starts, porosity follows a decreasing trend and reach 

values around 1% after 4 hours. The differences in evolution of fiber tow porosity for different 

sealing configurations seem to be correlated to the variations in the tow minor dimensions for 

corresponding condition (Figure 5-13 d). Note that at two hours, the porosity of the laminate 

with configuration (c) (surface breathing) is about 4% lower than the laminate with configuration 

(a) (edge and surface breathing). This behavior cannot be explained and this data point is 

considered to be an outlier. More repeats of this test is needed to ensure the validity of this data 
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point. Resin voids have small values, lower than 0.2 %, throughout the entire cycle in all sealing 

configurations. 

 

 

Figure 5-13 Effect of breathing direction on void evolution during an 80 °C cure cycle. a) total porosity, b) 

fiber tow porosity, c) inter-laminar porosity, d) tow minor dimension.  
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5.3.2 Gas Flow Rate and Permeability Studies 

 

5.3.2.1 Gas Flow during Long Room Temperature Debulk 

The flow of gas out of the laminate during a long room temperature debulk was measured with a 

gas flow sensor (Figure 5-14), despite the very small gas flow compared to the sensivity of 

available flow sensors. The data is therefore only qualitative and can not be used for quantitative 

analysis. After about two hours the gas flow reaches a plateau (≈ 0.0093 L/min), which suggests 

that gas evacuation has occurred mainly during the first two hours and the plateau flow after that 

is an artifcat caused by a small leak or bias in the gas flow sensor. In section 5.3.1.2 it is shown 

that during a 13.5 hour room temperature debulk porosity does not change by increasing the 

debulk time from 4 to 13.5 hours. These observations suggest that in this study both gas removal 

and porosity reduction occurs in the early hours of the debulking process (< 4 hours).  
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Figure 5-14 a) Flow rate measured during a 10 hour room temperature debulk. b) magnification of early 

hours of debulk (The flow rate plateau (0.0093 L/min) is indicated on the magnified graph). The red color 

shows the area under the graph. The black color shows the fluctuating data points due to the noisy signal in 

this low flow regime. 
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The volume of the gas removed during the debulk test is estimated by measuring the area under 

the flow diagram to be about 0.48 × 10-3 m3 at ambient conditions (≈ 5.76 × 10-1 gr) (Figure 5-14 

b). This measured amount is almost one order of magnitude more than the amount of gas 

expected in the laminate (details in Appendix G  ). This discrepancy may be due to air entrapped 

in vacuum hoses, consumable, etc. 

 

5.3.2.2 Gas Permeability during Heat-Up and Cure 

Permeability is a measure of the ability of a porous material to transport gases via Darcy flow 

and is a function of porosity, surface area and tortuosity [46]. During the cure cycle the porous 

structure of the laminate changes which affects the permeability of the laminate. Figure 5-15 

shows the measured gas permeability in-plane and through-thickness through-out an 80˚C cure 

cycle. Also shown is the relative amount of volumetric gas flow, Q, in-plane and through 

thickness, accounting for permeability, distance to the vacuum port and available cross-sectional 

area of the flow. 
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Figure 5-15 a) MTM45-1 resin viscosity, b) In-plane and through thickness gas permeability and c) 

Calculated gas flow ratio throughout an 80˚C cure cycle. Flow and permeability values below detectable limit 

(Q ≈ 0.006 L/min, K (In-Plane) ≈ 10-15 m2, K (Through-Thickness) ≈ 10-17 m2) are assumed to be effectively 

zero. (Error bars denote +/- one standard deviation). 

 

The in-plane permeability is maximum (≈ 1.5 × 10-13 m2) at the beginning of the process, which 

is within the range of the in-plane permeability values reported in literature for other prepreg 

systems (10-12 – 10-15 m2) and close to the theoretical in-plane permeability (Appendix E) [11, 49, 

53]. The in-plane permeability decreases during the heat up and becomes effectively zero after 

two hours. The minimum measurable in-plane and through thickness permeability are about 10-15 

m2 and 10-17 m2 based on the minimum measurable flow rate in the test set-up (≈ 10-7 m3/s = 
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0.006 L/min). Flow and permeability values under this limit are assumed to be effectively zero 

and are shown with dashed line in Figure 5-15. For more information about the detection limit of 

the mass flow sensors used in this study refer to Appendix F. The through thickness permeability 

is significantly smaller than in-plane and has three distinct stages. In the first stage (0 - 2.23 

hours), it decreases during the initial compaction of the laminate and becomes very small in one 

hour. The second stage (2.23 - 4.23 hour) starts at the end of the temperature ramp, when the 

resin viscosity becomes minimum (≈ 100 Pa.s), and the through thickness permeability starts to 

increase rapidly. The permeability reaches its maximum (≈ 2 × 10-16 m2) early in the hold (4.23 

hours), after which it decreases and becomes zero again (5.23 hours). The permeability tests are 

performed by creating a temporary one atmosphere pressure gradient across the laminate. The 

prepreg morphology with pin holes at warp/weft intersections (Figure 5-6 b) and the observation 

that the through-thickness permeability is maximum at minimum viscosity, suggests that low 

viscosity resin is pushed aside by the air to create gas transport pathways through thickness. To 

confirm this, a permeability test was performed under a continuous one atmosphere pressure 

gradient across the thickness (see Appendix A, Figure A-3). It is shown that under this condition, 

large pinholes are formed at warp/weft intersections (Figure 5-16). A similar behaviour for 

through-thickness permeability of prepregs and their relation to resin viscosity during processing 

has been reported by Tavares et al. and Louis et al. [11, 51].  
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Figure 5-16 Pin holes formed at warp/weft intersections when prepreg is subject to permeability testing when 

resin viscosity is low. 

 

The relationship between in-plane permeability and fiber tow porosity is shown in Figure 5-17.  

When porosity is high permeability is high and when the porosity is less than 6%, the 

permeability becomes effectively zero. This suggests that below 6% porosity the pores are no 

longer interconnected and gas transport via Darcy flow is no longer possible. It has to be noted 

that a 6% threshold refers to the average porosity. The standard deviation at this porosity level is 

about 2%. Because of the variability of fiber tow porosity along the length of a fiber tow, the 

interconnectivity of the gas path out of the laminate will stop before the average porosity is zero. 

Figure 5-17 also shows the relationship between through-thickness permeability and fiber tow 

porosity. The figures clearly show that through-thickness permeability is not controlled by fiber 

tow porosity but by other air transport paths. In a complex porous medium, the fluid is not 

flowing in the entire pore space and an “effective porosity” can be defined as volume fraction of 

the porosity in which flow occurs [101]. Microstructural observations (Figure 5-6 c) showed that 

inter-laminar and resin voids are isolated from each other while fiber tow voids are more or less 
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continuous in the plane of the laminate.  This implies that fiber tow voids, i.e. the non-

impregnated dry core of the fiber tows, provide the required interconnected pathway for in-plane 

gas transport. The proximity of the inter-laminar voids to the dry fibre tows (Figure 5-6 a) allows 

them to be evacuated via the fibre tows. Figure 5-7 b shows that the inter-laminar voids 

disappear before the fibre tow voids, supporting that the entrapped gas is evacuated via the fibre 

tows. 

 

Vacuum applied at the perimeter of the laminate can reach different points of the laminate and 

remove air through these dry regions of tows as long as they are open and interconnected [39, 

96]. It is therefore critical to keep these vacuum channels open until sufficient amount of gas has 

been removed from the laminate. Viscosity is of one the main factors that control the infiltration 

rate of fiber tows with resin [9]. When the resin viscosity drops the fiber tow voids close off. By 

postponing the drop in viscosity, fiber tow voids may stay open for a longer time, which can be 

achieved by decreasing the ramp rate or adding an intermediate dwell at a lower temperature 

[95].  
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Figure 5-17 Relationship between fiber tow porosity and a) in-plane permeability, b) through-thickness 

permeability. 

 

The void distribution study showed that the void distribution is uniform throughout the laminate 

in the early stages of the cure cycle, but that after two hours a gradient start to form in both 

thickness and in-plane directions (Figure 5-8). This is also the time when the in-plane 
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permeability becomes zero and the through thickness permeability starts to increase (Figure 5-

15). This suggests that when the in-plane pathways have been closed off because of resin 

infiltration of the fibre tows, the preferential pathway out for any remaining gas is through 

thickness, facilitated by the low resin viscosity. Ridgard et al [95] have also reported the 

existence of “some degree of through thickness movement of entrapped air” with the same 

prepreg and processing method.  

 

The time required for removing a specified mass fraction of gas in a porous laminate with a 

constant permeability during a room temperature debulking can be estimated by the following 

equation developed by Arafath et al. [34]:  

𝑡 ≈ 𝜑0( 𝜇
𝑃0

𝐿2

𝐾
) �− 1

0.9
𝑙𝑛 � 𝑚

𝑚0
��

1
0.6   (5-2) 

Where: t: time, φ0: initial volume fraction of porosity, µ: gas viscosity, L: distance to vacuum 

port, P0: initial gas pressure, K: prepreg permeability, m: mass of gas in laminate, m0: initial 

mass of gas in laminate.  

 

This equation can be used for one dimensional Darcy flow of gas in a porous medium at constant 

temperature and permeability. Using the measured in-plane permeability after a room 

temperature debulk (~ 9.61 × 10-14 m2) gives us a conservative estimate of gas remaining in the 

laminate after a certain debulk time. If it is assumed that any gas remaining in the laminate after 

debulk will equilibrate with liquid resin at one atmosphere of pressure, the mass ratio m/m0 will 

equal the final porosity ratio in the cured laminate. For example, if the initial porosity is 35% and 

the desired final porosity is < 1%, m/m0 in eq. (5-2) should be less than 1/35 ≈ 3%. Using this 
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approach, about two minutes of debulk is required to achieve a porosity of 0.3%, which is the 

observed value for the cured laminates in this study (see section 5.3.1.3). Given that the debulk 

time in the cure cycles used are about 14 minutes or more, it can be assumed that the prepreg is 

fully evacuated during the debulk stage and there is full vacuum in the interconnected pore 

space. Debulk time requirements are discussed in detail in Chapter 7. 

 

5.3.2.2.1 Through Thickness Permeability of Bagging Materials (Brick and Release 

Film) 

The through-thickness permeability of brick and non-perforated release film during the 80 °C 

cure cycle is measured to ensure their permeability is not limiting the transport of gas in the 

measurement system (Figure 5-18). 

 

 

Figure 5-18 Through thickness permeability of laminate, brick and release film during 80 °C cure cycle. 
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Figure 5-18 shows that permeability of brick and release film is almost constant during the cure 

cycle. Permeability of brick is about 1.7 × 10-14 m2 and is always significantly (~ 2 orders of 

magnitude) higher than laminate permeability. Thus it can be deduced that brick permeability is 

not limiting the gas transport in through-thickness laminate permeability tests. On the other hand, 

permeability of release film is about 1.8 × 10-19 m2 and much lower than laminate permeability. 

The lower permeability of the release film will not limit the gas transport in the set-up used for 

measurement of laminate through thickness permeability (Figure 5-3). In the laminate through-

thickness permeability measurement set-up, the edges of the release film are free and not sealed 

with tacky tape, unlike the release film test set up. Also, the peel ply strips - extending from 

laminate top surface towards breather cloth – act as a gas transport pathways between laminate 

and breather [52]. The good performance of the combination of release film and peel ply strips 

for gas transport is also confirmed in brick test, as high flow rates (maximum flow rate = 3 

L/min) was measured in this test. 

 

5.3.3 Fiber Bed Compaction and Resin Infiltration 

Fiber bed compaction and resin infiltration are two important factors that affect void morphology 

during the process. If the gas pressure in the porous medium is lowered due to gas evacuation 

there will be a net pressure on the fibre tow acting to compact it. Low gas pressure inside the 

porous medium will also cause a pressure gradient across the resin front promoting resin 

infiltration into the pore space. The time scales for resin infiltration of the pore space are large at 

room temperature due to the high viscosity of the resin (~ 104 Pa.s). When heat is applied the 

resin will readily infiltrate the pore space, provided that entrapped air has been removed and the 

pore space is under low pressure. 
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Evolution of fiber tow voids is evaluated using fibre tow compaction data from this study and a 

resin infiltration model developed for the same prepreg system by Centea et al. [9]. This model 

predicts the degree of resin impregnation (β) in a single cylindrical rigid fiber tow in OOA 

prepregs (eqs. 5-3 and 5-4). 

𝛽 = 1 − �
𝐴𝑓

𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑤
= 1 − 𝑅𝑓

𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑤
    (5-3) 

𝑑𝛽
𝑑𝑡

=  𝐾
𝜇𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑤

2  �1−𝑉𝑓�
( 𝑃∞−𝑃𝑓

(1−𝛽) ln� 1
1−𝛽�

)   (5-4) 

Where Af (m2): cross sectional area of un-impregnated section of circular tow, Atow (m2): total 

cross sectional area of circular tow, Rf (m): circular radius of resin flow front, Rtow (m): outer 

radius of circular tow, t (s): time, K (m2): transverse tow permeability, µ (Pa.s): resin viscosity, 

Vf (-): fiber volume fraction, P∞ (Pa): resin pressure at Rtow, Pf (Pa): resin pressure at Rf. 

 

Predictions from this tow infiltration model are compared to measured values of fiber tow 

porosity (dry section of the tow). The input parameters used are same as the ones used in original 

reference [9] and are listed in Table 5-4. The parameter β is one when the tow is fully 

impregnated with resin. 

 

Table 5-4 Tow impregnation model parameters [9] 

Parameter  
Rtow (m) 1.27×10-4 
K (m2) 10-15 
µ (Pa.s) Same viscosity model and input parameters as reference [9] is used. 
Vf  0.74 
P∞ (atm) 1 
Pf (atm) -0.176 [9] 
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Fiber bed compaction is characterized by measuring the evolution of the fiber tow geometry 

during the process. Fiber tows have a nearly elliptical cross section and their geometry can be 

represented by the minor and major axis of an ellipse. Measurements show that the major axis of 

the fibre tows, which are located in the plane of the prepreg, is almost constant (2.145 ± 0.024 

mm), whereas the tow minor axis serves as a good measure of fibre tow compaction. The 

parameter εT, transverse tow compaction, is used to represent the compaction of tow, εT is zero 

when tow is not compacted: 

𝜀𝑇 = 𝑎0−𝑎𝑖
𝑎0

      (5-5) 

Where ai: tow minor axis at time i, a0: tow minor axis for an un-compacted tow 

 

 

Figure 5-19 Evolution of fiber tow porosity (ΦF), tow compaction (εT) and resin infiltration (β) during a) long 

debulk and b) 80˚C cure cycle. Error bars denote +/- one standard deviation. 
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Figure 5-19 and Figure 5-20 show the evolution of the fibre tow porosity (ΦF), resin infiltration 

(β) and tow compaction (εT) for the cycles discussed in section 5.3.1. In the long debulk cycle 

there is a drop in ΦF in the (0.23 – 4 hour) time interval. This drop can be described by 

compaction of the fiber tows (εT), as the infiltration degree (β graph) is not changing 

significantly at this time interval due to the high viscosity of the resin at room temperature (≈ 104 

Pa.s). During the 80 ˚C cure cycle ΦF continuously decreases and reaches a very small value at 

four hours. Fibre tow measurements and calculations of resin infiltration show that both factors 

have a role in ΦF evolution. In the first hour, the rate of infiltration is slow and fiber bed 

compaction is largely responsible for the ΦF reduction. At two hours, when the resin viscosity 

gets closer to its minimum and fibre tow compaction has almost stopped, and resin infiltration is 

the main cause of reduction of fibre tow porosity. 

 

 

Figure 5-20 Comparison of fiber tow porosity (ΦF) and tow compaction (εT), evolution at different 

temperature cure cycles and relative humidity levels. Error bars denote +/- one standard deviation. 

 

Figure 5-20 shows the effect of cure cycle temperature and relative humidity on the evolution 

of ΦF and εT. Fiber tow infiltration (β) is not presented in Figure 5-20 as it is identical to 
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Figure 5-19 b in all cases. The infiltration model does not include effect of humidity and 

consequently β calculated from this model is not affected by a change in humidity. However, 

note that moisture absorption affects resin properties such as viscosity and gel time. 

Grunenfelder et al. [7] showed that in the MTM44-1 (ACG) epoxy resin, gel time decreases 

from about 2.5 days at 50% relative humidity down to about 2 days at 90% relative humidity. 

Figure 5-20 shows that both ΦF and εT in the 80 ˚C cycle are very close to their counterparts 

in the 120 ˚C cure cycle. Thus the hold temperature does not significantly affect the evolution 

of fiber tow voids or fibre tow compaction. Figure 5-20 b shows the effect of humidity level 

on fiber tow porosity and compaction. Figure 5-9 e shows that the fiber tow porosity is higher 

for laminates with higher humidity. The same trend is found in measurements of tow 

compaction (εT). This suggests that higher humidity increases the gas pressure inside the fiber 

tows and slows down tow compaction and void removal.  

 

The laminates in this study were small and flat, and not surprisingly, the end result was always 

porosity free laminates. However, the observed void evolution patterns give good insight into the 

governing transport mechanisms and how the observed results are expected to scale with 

laminate size and process conditions. Chapter 7: will address the topic of size scaling in detail. 

 

5.4 Summary 

The main findings in this chapter are: 

• In partially impregnated prepregs voids can be divided into three distinct groups: inter-

laminar, fiber tow and resin voids, all with different origins and evolution pattern during 

processing. 
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• For the OOA prepreg studied, room temperature debulk decreased porosity from 33% 

down to about 20% in four hours and further debulking did not reduce the porosity of the 

uncured prepreg. 

• In an 80˚C cure cycle, the initial porosity was 33% but decreased to less than 0.3 % after 

four hours, well ahead of resin gellation time for the cure cycle used. 

• Increasing the hold temperature from 80˚C to 120˚C did not affect the porosity evolution 

for this prepreg system. 

• Increasing the relative humidity of the laminates from 23% (ambient) to 75% resulted in 

an increase in porosity during the cycle but the final porosity was zero in both cases. 

However, increasing the relative humidity to 98% increased final porosity to about 6%. 

• Increasing the relative humidity from 31% (ambient) to 75%, increases the amount of off-

gassing throughout the cycle. 

• It is possible to obtain void free laminates regardless of gas evacuation direction (in-plane 

versus through-thickness) in small flat laminates of 127 mm × 127 mm × 4 mm. 

• The gas evacuation direction does not significantly affect void evolution during the 

process (in small flat laminates of 127 mm × 127 mm × 4 mm). 

• Laminates are permeable both in-plane and through-thickness. The maximum in-plane 

permeability is approximately three orders of magnitude higher than the maximum 

through thickness permeability and permeability in both directions vary during the 

process.  The majority of gas transport occurs in-plane during debulk. However, later in 

the process, when in-plane permeability is zero due to resin infiltration of the dry fibre 

tows, the main gas transport path is through-thickness. 
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• There is a direct relationship between fiber tow voids, i.e. the non-impregnated core of 

the fibre tows, and in-plane gas permeability. Partially impregnated tows act as vacuum 

channels and facilitate gas removal in this prepreg system. The vacuum channels are open 

and effective until they are closed off by low viscosity resin flow at a total porosity level 

of about 6%. 

• A void gradient starts to form with higher porosity on the mold side and in central regions 

of laminate after two hours of processing, illustrating the effect of through-thickness gas 

transport on void removal. 

• Laminate permeability, fiber bed compaction and resin infiltration all play an important 

role in porosity evolution in this prepreg system. It is shown that in high viscosity regions 

as during the room temperature debulk, the evolution of fiber tow voids are mainly 

controlled by fiber bed compaction. However during the cure cycle, both fiber bed 

compaction and resin infiltration affect evolution of fiber tow voids. 

• The above statements are valid for small flat laminates (127 mm × 127 mm × 4 mm) used 

in the current study and the results may be different for large complex parts as the time 

scale for gas evacuation in the in-plane direction is very different from through-thickness 

direction due to permeability anisotropy (Chapter 7:). 
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Chapter 6: Effect of Vacuum Release Time on Final Porosity during Heated 

Cycle  

6.1 Introduction 

Vacuum evacuation of entrapped air is the main means of porosity reduction in OOA processing 

of prepregs. This chapter investigates the effect of vacuum release time on porosity. This is 

important for understanding the effect of bag and tool leaks during processing.  

 

6.2 Methods  

 

6.2.1 Materials 

MTM45-1/CF2426A prepreg manufactured by ACG (now Cytec) was used in this study. 

MTM45-1 stands for the toughened epoxy matrix and CF2426A for the five harness (5HS) 

woven carbon fiber fabric with 6K tows. The resin content of this prepreg is 36wt% and the 

fabric areal density 375 𝑔𝑟
𝑐𝑚2. The prepreg roll used in this study was MTM45-1/5HS-Thin 

referring to prepreg initial thickness (see section 4.2.1). 

 

6.2.2 Sample Preparation 

The main goal of this study was to study the effect of vacuum time on porosity throughout the 

heated portion of the process. For this purpose a series of laminates were made by releasing the 

vacuum at different times during the process (Figure 6-1). Each laminate consisted of 8 prepreg 

layers of 127 mm × 127 mm. Laminates were debulked and vacuum bagged according to the 

manufacturer’s recommendations (see section 4.2.2) [52]. The vacuum bagged laminates were 
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placed in an Autoclave (American Autoclave C. model number: AAC4866-R10-NB231) for the 

cure process. The samples can be cured in an oven, however because a suitable size oven was not 

available at the time of this study, samples were cured in an un-pressurized autoclave with one 

atmosphere bag pressure (same condition as an oven). The cure cycle consisted of a 0.5 ( °𝐶
𝑚𝑖𝑛

) 

heat up ramp to 80 °C, a 20 hour hold at 80 °C, followed by a two hour post cure at 180 °C. Full 

vacuum (absolute pressure < 4.0 kPa) was applied during a portion of the cure process. 

Laminates were made by releasing the vacuum at different times during the process, but letting 

the samples continue to full cure through the complete temperature cycle (Figure 6-1). The 

vacuum was released after 0 (as-laid up), 0.23 (debulked), 1.23, 2.23, 4.23, 6.23, 16.23 and 22.23 

hours during the process. Three replicate samples were made for each vacuum release time. 

 

 

Figure 6-1 Processing cycle; Vacuum is released at time t, while the temperature cycle is continued to the end 

of the cycle.  
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6.2.3 Void Characterization 

Void characterization was done via optical microscopy imaging and area fraction measurements. 

(for comparison of optical microscopy versus camera measured porosity refer to Appendix H  ). 

The typical steps in optical microscopy method are sample surface preparation, image 

acquisition and image analysis. Surface preparation and image acquisition was done using the 

procedures described in section 4.2.3. The “Image J” software was used for image analysis [85]. 

Porosity is defined as area fraction of voids in a cross section. Three groups of voids are 

identified: inter-laminar, fiber tow and resin voids. In order to measure the area of voids, the first 

step is to identify the pixels corresponding to voids. In this study the black pixels are considered 

to be voids. The illumination setting was chosen such that voids were black, thus by selecting 

zero threshold, a black and white binary image was created (Figure 6-2 b). At this stage the noise 

should be removed from the binary image. Noise was mainly created as a result of imperfect 

sample preparation which produced black features with the same color as voids (e.g., stains, 

scratches). Black areas smaller than 130 µm2 (equivalent to a 13 µm circular void), were 

considered to be noise and were removed automatically. The critical 130 µm2 area was chosen 

based on experience. In most of the cases, black areas smaller than this were due to noise, 

including stains, scratches and fibre breakage. In some cases noise was removed manually. After 

noise removal the image is ready for final measurements (Figure 6-2 c). The area, major and 

minor axis of voids were measured using the “analyze particle” and “fit ellipse” commands of 

the “Image J” software. Using “fit ellipse” command, the void is approximated as an ellipse and 

the aspect ratio is defined as the ratio of ellipse major axis to minor axis. The area fraction for 

each type of voids was calculated individually and added together to give the total void volume 

fraction or porosity of the sample. Applying this procedure for inter-laminar and resin voids is 
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relatively straight forward, whereas quantification of fiber tow voids needs more explanation. 

First, it was assumed that area of parallel and perpendicular fiber tows and their corresponding 

voids are equal (based on measurements). This allows us to quantify the fiber tow voids based on 

perpendicular fiber tows, which makes the procedure more feasible and robust. Second, a total of 

twenty tows were randomly selected and their average void area was generalized to the whole 

cross section. This generalization was done based on the total number of fiber tows, which 

contain voids, in the cross-section. The coordinates of the voids were used to study the 

distribution of the voids. The geometrical features of the tows (area, major and minor axis) were 

also studied using the “fit ellipse” command in the Image J software. 

 

 
Figure 6-2 Image analysis steps for inter-laminar voids, a) original image, b) binary image, c) binary image 

after noise removal (ready for measurement). 

 

6.2.4 In-Plane Permeability Measurement and Resin Infiltration 

In-Plane permeability measurement was done to study gas transport in laminates with different 

porosity levels. This was done using the in-plane permeability measurement test set-up described 

in section 5.2.5. Permeability measurement was performed for samples vented after 2, 4 and 8 

hours. In the cases where the digital mass flow sensor was maxed out (maximum flow rate = 1 
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L/min), the flow rate was measured using the large glass ball rotameter (37288, Omega 

engineering Co.) (maximum flow rate =  14 L/min).  

 

Resin infiltration tests were done to investigate the connectivity of voids in a highly porous 

sample with high permeability (vacuum release time = 4 hours). This was achieved by 

infiltration of the porous sample with a low viscosity color enhanced resin (Epo-color, Buehler 

Co.) under a one atmosphere pressure gradient (Figure 6-3). Once the infiltrated resin was cured, 

samples were cut along the flow direction and the cross-section and were examined using the 

same optical microscope (Nikon EPIPHOT 300) and imaging method mentioned in void 

characterization section. Imaging was done in both bright-field and dark-field modes as the Epo-

color resin has a high contrast with the epoxy matrix in the dark-field mode, thus the infiltrated 

resin can be distinguished from the epoxy matrix easily. 

 

 

Figure 6-3 Set up used for resin infiltration test. 
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6.3 Results and Discussion 

 

6.3.1 Effect of Vacuum Release Time on Porosity 

Releasing the vacuum in early stages of the process results in highly porous and thick samples 

(Figure 6-4). Inter-laminar voids are the main contributor to the total void content of these 

samples. These large inter-laminar voids are likely created as a result of an elastic rebound of the 

fiber bed because of the release of vacuum pressure. After six hours, the porosity reaches a 

minimum plateau value and porosity is not affected if vacuum is applied beyond six hours into 

the cure cycle. The results from this test can be used to optimize the vacuum application time for 

a cure cycle and also to predict the porosity in the case of a bag leak or sudden loss of vacuum 

during the process. 

 

 

Figure 6-4 a) Thickness and porosity vs. vent time, b) Porosity Type vs. vent time. Porosity is less than 0.3% 

at 6.23 hours and not visible on the graph. 
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Figure 6-5 Optical microscopy image a) vent time: 0 hour, b) vent time: 8 hours. 

 

6.3.2 Effect of Vacuum Release Time on Void and Tow Geometry 

The aspect ratio (major axis divided by minor axis) is used to characterize the shape of the voids. 

A value of one indicates a circle and a higher value indicates an elongated shape in the in-plane 

direction. Figure 6-6 a shows the change of aspect ratios for the different types of voids during 

the process. All types of voids become rounder with time. The change in aspect ratio for fibre 

tow and resin voids is small whereas there is a large reduction in the aspect ratio of inter-laminar 

voids up to eight hours, after which the aspect ratio reaches a plateau value. A driving force for 

making voids rounder with time is minimization of the surface energy of the voids. Due to their 

location and origin, the aspect ratio of resin voids is lower than for the other types of voids and is 

almost constant during the process. 

 

The fiber bed compacts under vacuum during the cure cycle. Fiber bed compaction can be 

quantified by evaluating the geometry of fiber tows. The aspect ratio of the fiber tows increases 
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as they become compressed and more elongated during the process (Figure 6-6 b). The minor 

axis decreases continuously throughout the process, but the major axis stays almost constant over 

time. During the process the geometry of the tows changes due to the extraction of gas out of 

them and impregnation with resin. The relationship between fiber tow compaction and fiber tow 

porosity during the process is studied in section 5.3.3. 

   

 

Figure 6-6 Void and tow geometry, a) void aspect ratio, b) tow minor and major. 

 

6.3.3 Effect of Vacuum Release Time on Permeability 

In-Plane permeability measurements are performed to investigate gas transport of laminates with 

different porosity levels (Table 6-1). 

 

Table 6-1 Permeability measurements of the laminates vented after 2.23, 4.23 and 22.23 hours 

Vent Time (hr) Φ (%) In-Plane Permeability 
(m2) 

Velocity (m/s) Reynolds Number 

2.23 24.21 2 × 10-11 2.1633 0.64 
4.23 19.07 2 × 10-11 2.1690 0.65 
22.23 0.39 01 01 - 
1 At this level of permeability, the gas flow rate is below detectable limit (< 6 mL/min) 
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Results show that the permeability of high porosity samples (19% - 24%) is 2 × 10-11 m2 and the 

permeability of low porosity sample (0.39%) is effectively zero. The high permeability of high 

porosity samples is due to the presence of an inter-connected network of large inter-laminar 

voids in these samples which is visualized by infiltration of resin into this continuous network 

(Figure 6-7). The absence of a porous network in the low porosity sample (0.39%) results in zero 

permeability.  

 

 

Figure 6-7 a) Resin infiltrated network of interconnected inter-laminar voids (vent time: 4 hours). High 

magnification images b) bright field image, c) dark-field image. 

 

The Reynolds number (Re) is generally used to determine the boundary between turbulent and 

laminar flow regimes. The Reynolds number associated with the flow condition in the high 

porosity samples in this test was investigated due to their high permeability value (2 × 10-11 m2) 
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and potential presence of turbulent flow. The permeability related Reynolds number is defined as 

follows [44] 

𝑅𝑒 =  𝜌𝑣√𝐾
𝜇

      (6-1) 

Where ρ (kg/m3): gas density, 𝑣 (m/s): gas velocity, 𝐾 (m2): gas permeability and µ (Pa.s): gas 

viscosity. 

 

The transition from laminar to turbulent flow regime occurs in the Reynolds number range of 1 

to 10 [44]. The Reynolds number for the current flow conditions is about 0.65 (Table 6-1), 

indicating that the flow is close to the laminar-turbulent transition regime. The air viscosity at 

ambient condition is 1.82 × 10-5 Pa.s and its density is 1.2 kg/m3. The air flow velocity is 

estimated for a one atmosphere pressure gradient over the short 0.051 meter flow distance in this 

test (section 7.3.2).  

 

6.4 Summary 

The main findings of this chapter are: 

• Porosity decreases as the vacuum time increases.  

• Releasing the vacuum in the early stages of the process (< 6 hours) results in high 

porosity samples (20% - 28%). An inter-connected network of inter-laminar voids makes 

up the majority of the porosity in these samples. 

• Releasing the vacuum after 6 hours into the cure cycle does not affect the void content. 
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Chapter 7: Time Scales for Gas Transport and Vacuum Debulk in Out of 

Autoclave Processing of Prepregs 

 

7.1 Introduction 

The evolution of porosity in OOA processing of prepregs is a complex phenomenon which 

involves interaction of mechanisms such as gas transport, resin transport, cure, heat transfer, and 

fiber bed compaction. A better understanding of void formation, void evolution, void removal, 

and the process parameters that drive these phenomena is required to better mitigate porosity in 

large complex parts. Most OOA prepregs are partially impregnated to allow for gas transport and 

air removal. Initial porosity values are often around 25-35% due to partial impregnation of the 

fibres but the requirements on cured laminates are often less than 2% porosity, which requires 

that most of the entrapped air needs to be removed or dissolved during the process. 

Figure 7-1 shows a schematic of gas transport and porosity in these material systems based on 

laboratory studies of porosity evolution (section 5.3.1.2 and 5.3.1.3). The as laid-up laminate has 

a porosity around 30% because of the partial impregnation of the prepreg plies and the air gaps 

formed between plies during lay-up. Before heating up and curing the laminate, the laminate is 

typically subject to a room temperature vacuum debulk for a few hours with the purpose of 

removing entrapped air from the laminate. During this vacuum debulk, significant amounts of air 

is removed from the laminate but the porosity (volume fraction void space in the laminate) only 

drops slightly, mainly due to fibre bed compaction as the air pressure inside dry fibre tows and 

within gaps in the laminate is lowered. At the end of the room temperature debulk there is still a 

lot of void space inside the laminate but the air pressure is now very low so when the laminate is 
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heated up, the resin viscosity drops and the resin readily flows into the evacuated void space and 

a laminate with low final porosity is achieved. Given the great importance of gas removal to 

achieve low porosity levels, the aim of this chapter is to better understand the gas transport 

processes and in particular the time scales associate with gas transport in order to be able to 

predict the required debulk time to achieve a specified porosity level. 

 

 

Figure 7-1 Schematic of gas removal and porosity (ϕ) evolution in processing of OOA prepregs (section 5.3.1).  

 

In OOA prepregs, gas transport can occur through diffusion or momentum transport. Momentum 

transport is typically described by Darcy flow through porous medium [45] and is evaluated 

through Darcy’s law and permeability measurements [51]. The anisotropic nature of prepreg gas 

permeability, in-plane and through thickness, has been studied via both pressure decay [10, 49, 

51] and steady state flow [11, 34, 39, 54, 74, 102] measurement techniques. Several researchers 

have studied air and moisture diffusion in epoxy prepregs and have developed models that 

predict void growth and collapse via diffusion based on processing parameters such as pressure 
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and temperature [42, 7, 35, 43]. Diffusion coefficients for species of importance in epoxy 

prepregs, such as moisture and nitrogen, are reported to be in the range of 10-13 to 10-9 m2/s under 

atmospheric pressure and for typical temperature ranges seen in prepreg processing [42, 35]. In 

gas transport studies related to prepreg processing to date, either diffusion or Darcy flow have 

been studied. However, an improved understanding of the relative efficiency of these two 

transport mechanisms during OOA processing is required to develop better guidelines for 

process design and ultimately quantitative models that can predict porosity under industrial 

process conditions. This study is limited to the role of gas transport on porosity reduction. Effect 

of factors like resin impregnation, compaction and void migration on porosity removal in OOA 

prepregs has been presented in the recent literature [71, 98, 103].  

 

7.2 Methods 

 

7.2.1 Materials 

Two different forms of the OOA carbon/epoxy prepreg material MTM45-1, a five-harness satin 

(5HS) weave and a unidirectional (UD) tape, were used in this study (Table 7-1). Two different 

rolls of the five-harness satin fabrics were used and as the degree of resin impregnation and 

therefore initial thickness and porosity was quite different, the two rolls are referred to as “Thin” 

and “Thick”, respectively.  
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Table 7-1 Specifications of the MTM 45-1 (ACG) prepreg forms used in this study 

Name Weave 
pattern 

Reinforcement Resin 
Content 
(wt%) 

Areal 
Density 
(gr/m2) 

Ply thickness (mm) Initial 
porosity 
(φ0) (%) After 

debulk1 
After cure 

MTM45-1/ 
5HS 
“Thin” 

5HS  HTS40 E13  36 375 0.46 0.395 16.7 

MTM45-1/ 
5HS 
“Thick” 

5HS  HTS40 E13  36 375 0.53 0.395 33 

MTM45-1/ 
UD 

UD GA045  32 149 0.18 0.15 202 

5HS = Five harness satin weave; UD = Uni-directional; All reinforcements were in 6k tows.  
1 After 7 minutes of debulk for each four layers 
2 Estimated based on thickness measurements 
 

7.2.2 Laminate Preparation 

Effect of the gas transport direction on porosity was evaluated by making samples with different 

sealing configurations from three types of prepreg (Table 7-1). Flat square 5HS laminates were 

made of 8 layers of 127 mm × 127 mm prepreg (cured ply thickness (CPT) ≈ 0.39 mm), and uni-

directional laminates were made of 18 layers of 127 mm × 127 mm prepreg (CPT ≈ 0.15 mm, 

[0]18), to compensate for the smaller ply thickness. The final thickness of 5HS and UD laminates 

was about 3.2 mm and 2.8 mm respectively. A thick 90 layer uni-directional laminate, [0]90, was 

also made for thickness comparison purposes (127 mm × 127 mm × 13.5 mm). A room 

temperature debulk (laminate held under full vacuum under a vacuum bag at room temperature) 

was performed for half an hour. After that, the laminates were prepared using three different 

sealing configurations: surface and edge breathing, edge breathing only and surface breathing 

only. Details of sample preparation and cure cycle (80 °C cure) are described in section 5.2.3 

(Figure 5-1). Once cured, laminates were post cured at 180 °C for 2 hours (heat up at 0.3 °C/min 

and cool down at 2 °C/min).  
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7.2.3 Characterization of Voids and Porosity 

The void content or porosity of the laminates was quantified by measuring the void area fraction 

of sectioned laminates using optical microscopy. All laminates were cut and their whole cross 

section was prepared for optical microscopy using standard grinding and polishing steps 

described in ASTM E2105 [83]. A mosaic image was taken from the entire cross section at 100X 

magnification using a Nikon optical microscope (EPIPHOT 300) and the Clemex software 

(vision PE 6.0). The Image J software [85] was used for measurement of the area fraction of 

voids from the mosaic images. Two to three replicate laminates were analyzed for each data 

point of MTM45-1/5HS-Thin and Thick laminates and one for MTM45-1/UD laminates. 

 

7.2.4 Permeability Measurements 

Permeability tests were performed to evaluate the air permeability of the MTM45-1/5HS-“Thin” 

prepreg during room temperature vacuum debulk and during heat-up and cure. Permeability 

measurements were performed both in-plane and through thickness as described in section 5.2.5. 

The measured permeability values for MTM45-1/5HS-“Thick” are taken from the study in 

section 5.3.2.2, using the identical test set-up and the UD permeability is estimated based on 

measurements on another partially impregnated UD prepreg [34]. 
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7.3 Results and Discussion 

 

7.3.1 Effect of Breathing Direction on Final Porosity 

The porosity of cured laminates with different sealing configuration was determined via optical 

microscopy. Measured porosity and optical micrographs for these samples are shown in Figure 

7-2 and Figure 7-3. The initial porosity of these samples is in the range of 15 to 30% depending 

on the prepreg type (Table 7-1). Despite high initial porosity, Figure 7-2 shows that the final 

porosity can be reduced down to less than 2% regardless of the sealing configuration used during 

debulk and cure. Laminates made of 5HS-Thick prepreg, with highest permeability, have the 

lowest porosity under all breathing conditions. The other two prepreg systems, 5HS-Thin and 

UD, have higher porosity when sealed at the edges (c), compared to samples that can breathe 

from the edges (b) or on all sides (a). Optical micrographs of edge sealed samples are shown in 

Figure 7-3 b and d. Both these samples have higher porosity on the mould side than the bag side, 

where vacuum is applied. This observation of a porosity gradient towards a vacuum source, has 

been reported previously in section 5.3.2.2. 

 

To study the effect of thickness, a thick laminate was made from MTM45-1/UD prepreg. The 

length and width of this laminate is equal to other UD laminates (≈ 127 mm × 127 mm), but its 

thickness is five times higher (13.5 mm versus 2.8 mm). This laminate was cured with all sides 

breathing, configuration (a), and had less than 0.01% porosity after cure. This is similar to its 

thinner counterpart when breathing was allowed in all directions, configuration (a), Figure 7-2. 

However, porosity of thick laminate is lower than its thinner counterpart (φ ≈ 0.45%) when it is 

able to only breath in the, low permeability, through –thickness direction (configuration (c)).  
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These results show that both in-plane and through thickness gas transport are important in these 

prepreg systems as void reduction can be achieved via gas evacuation in both directions. 

 

 

Figure 7-2 Effect of sealing configuration and breathing direction on porosity (φ) (Error bars denote +/- one 

standard deviation). 
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Figure 7-3 Cross sectional optical microscopy images of samples presented in Figure 7-2: (a) 5HS-Thin – 

Surface and Edge Breathing (no porosity gradient); (b) 5HS-Thin – Surface Breathing Only (porosity 

gradient); (c) UD – Surface and Edge Breathing (no porosity gradient); (d) UD – Surface Breathing Only 

(porosity gradient). 

 

7.3.2 Time Scales for Gas Transport during Processing of Small Flat Laminates 

Approximate time scales associated with molecular diffusion and Darcy flow of dry air during 

room temperature debulk, heat-up and cure are determined for the manufactured 127 mm × 127 

mm × 8 layers (≈ 4 mm) laminates made of 5HS-Thick prepreg. Determination of approximate 

time scales for different transport mechanisms during the process elucidates the effectiveness of 
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different transport mechanisms in achieving a low porosity laminate. Time scales are determined 

based on standard one dimensional Darcy flow and Fickian diffusion. 

 

Gas advection in porous medium is widely analyzed using Darcy’s law [44], which states that the 

superficial gas velocity (v) is directly proportional to the gas permeability of the porous medium 

and the pressure gradient of the gas phase in the direction of the flow. In one dimension, this can 

be expressed 

𝑣 =  − 𝐾
𝜇

𝑑𝑃
𝑑𝑥

      (7-1) 

Where 𝐾 (m2): gas permeability, µ (Pa.s):  gas dynamic viscosity, P (Pa): gas pressure, 𝑥 (m): 

distance. 

 

For Darcy’s law to be applicable, the gas flow needs to be laminar. The Reynolds number (Re) is 

generally used to determine the transition from turbulent to laminar flow regimes in the high 

permeability range and the “Klinkenberg effect” is used to study the boundary between laminar 

and molecular flow in the low permeability range. The permeability related Reynolds number is 

defined as follows [44] 

𝑅𝑒 =  𝜌𝑣√𝐾
𝜇

      (7-2) 

Where ρ (kg/m3): gas density, 𝑣 (m/s): gas velocity, 𝐾 (m2): gas permeability and µ (Pa.s): gas 

viscosity. 

 

The transition from laminar to turbulent flow regime occurs in the Reynolds number range of 1 

to 10 [45]. The Reynolds number for the current flow conditions is of the order of 10-4 using 
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equation (7-2) with the input values listed in Table 7-2, indicating that the flow is laminar. The 

air viscosity is assumed to be constant at 1.82 × 10-5 Pa.s and the slight variation within the 

temperature range of this study (≈ 20 °C - 80 °C) is considered [45]. The air flow velocity is 

approximately 0.01 m/s for a one atmosphere pressure gradient over the short 0.064 meter flow 

distance in this study (Figure 7-4).  

 

Table 7-2 Input parameters for calculation of the Reynolds number and time scales for Darcy flow and 

diffusion. 

Parameter Symbol Value 
Density ρair 1.2 kg/m3  

(T = 20 °C, P = 1 atm) 
1.1 kg/m3  
(20 < T (°C) < 80, P = 1 atm)1 

Permeability Kair 1.5 × 10-13 m2 [section 5.3.2.2] 

Viscosity µair  1.82 × 10-5 Pa.s 
Air velocity 𝑣air  0.01 m/s 
Diffusion Coefficient DN2 in epoxy  10-11 - 5×10-10 m2/s [42]  

(20 < T (°C) < 80, P = 1 atm) 
Henry’s Constant KH (N2 in epoxy)  4.83 MPa.m3/kg [42] 

(T = 40 °C, P = 1 atm) 
1 Average density in the temperature range. 

 

In Darcy flow it is assumed that the flow velocity is zero at the interface between the fluid and 

the porous medium. However, in low permeability medium or at very low gas pressures, slip 

phenomenon occurs, which is due to free molecular flow (Knudsen diffusion) and results in 

higher velocity and permeability than predicted by Darcy’s law [44, 46]. This phenomenon is 

known as the “Klinkenberg effect”. Klinkenberg derived an expression relating the effective 

permeability of gas (𝐾) in the Knudsen regime to the liquid permeability (𝐾𝑙) or permeability for 

the no slippage condition [44]: 

𝐾 =  𝐾𝑙(1 + 𝑏
𝑃�

)     (7-3) 
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Where, 𝑃� (Pa) is the average gas pressure and 𝑏 is the Klinkenberg coefficient. The Klinkenberg 

coefficient is specific to each gas, temperature and porous medium. Heid et al. [44] developed 

the following correlation (7-5) for the Klinkenberg coefficient of air at 25 °C in a low 

permeability porous medium (10-12 – 10-17 m2), which is representative of the current conditions.  

𝑏 = 0.11𝐾𝑙
−0.39     (7-4) 

Where 𝐾𝑙 is in m2 and 𝑏 is in Pascals. 

 

Equations (7-3) and (7-4) are used to evaluate the presence of slip conditions in this study. The 

minimum permeability measured in this study is of the order of 10-17 m2, and the pressure varies 

in the range of zero to one atmosphere. Under current conditions the slip effect can increase 

effective air permeability of this system by a factor of five at most. As the majority of gas 

transport will occur at much higher permeability under Darcy conditions, the “Klinkenberg 

effect” is not included in the following time scale calculations. 

 

Considering the geometry of the simple flat laminate in Figure 7-4, the time scale for Darcy flow 

can be approximated as 

𝑡 ≈  ∆𝑥
𝑣

       (7-5) 

where ∆x is the distance traveled and v the average velocity.  

 

By substituting the velocity from equation (7-1) into equation (7-5) we get the following 

expression for the time scale of Darcy flow in the x-direction, under a constant pressure gradient 

of ∆𝑃 over the flow distance ∆𝑥  
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𝑡𝐷𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑦  ≈  𝜇
𝐾

∆𝑥2

∆𝑃
     (7-6) 

 

Equation 7-6 will be used to estimate the Darcy flow time scale in the in-plane (IP) and through 

thickness (TT) directions during a long room temperature debulk and during a heated cure cycle 

(Figure 7-5). The permeability K required in eq. (7-6) is taken from permeability evolution study 

on the same prepreg system where the permeability was measured as a function of time during a 

long temperature debulk and heat up, see section 5.3.2.2 (Table 7-3).  

 

Table 7-3 In-plane and through thickness permeability of MTM45-1/5HS – Thick during the process. 

Processing Stage Processing 
Time (hr) 

Temperature 
(°C) 

In-plane Permeability 
(m2) 

Through thickness 
Permeability (m2) 

Long Debulk 0 20 1.56×10-13 2.26×10-16 
0.23 20 9.61×10-14 8.67×10-17 
4 20 5.96×10-14(1) 5.38×10-17(1) 
13.5 20 5.82×10-14(1) 5.27×10-17(1) 

     
Cure 
Cycle 

Debulk 0 20 1.56×10-13 2.26×10-16 
0.23 20 9.61×10-14 8.67×10-17 

Ramp 0.73 35 5.66×10-14 4.89×10-17 
1.23 50 1.07×10-14 1.98×10-17 
1.73 65 3.87×10-15 1.96×10-17 
2.23 80 2.63×10-15 1.95×10-17 

Hold 3.23 80 02 2.20×10-16 
4.23 80 02 4.05×10-16 
5.23 80 02 7.49×10-18 
6.23 80 02 02 
22.23 80 02 02 

1 Data from [11] 
2At this level of permeability, the gas flow rate is below the detectable limit (< 6 mL/min).  
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Figure 7-4 Geometry, flow distance, pressure and concentration boundary conditions used in the time scale 

study. 

 

Another potential means of gas transport in this system is the molecular flow or diffusion of 

gaseous species under concentration gradient through the epoxy matrix. Fick’s first law of 

diffusion in the 𝑥 direction is written as [40]  

𝐽 =  −𝐷 𝑑𝐶
𝑑𝑥

      (7-7) 

Where 𝐽 (kg/m2s): diffusion mass flux, 𝐷 (m2/s): diffusion coefficient, 𝐶 (kg/m3): concentration 

and 𝑥 (m): distance. The average velocity is  

𝑣𝑥 =  𝐽
𝜌
       (7-8) 

Where 𝜌 (kg/m3) is the density of diffusing gas. 

 

Having the diffusion velocity (𝑣𝑥), the time scale for gas diffusion in the x-direction, under a 

constant concentration gradient ∆𝐶 over the diffusion distance of ∆𝑥 can be approximated as 

𝑡𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓  ≈  𝜌
𝐷

∆𝑥2

∆𝐶
      (7-9) 
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At gas-liquid interfaces, Henry’s law relates the concentration of the dissolved gas in the liquid 

phase to its partial pressure, when the concentration of the diffusing gas is low in the liquid phase 

[40] 

𝐶 =  𝑃
𝐾𝐻

       (7-10) 

Where 𝑃 (Pa): partial pressure of the gas at the interface, 𝐶 (kg/m3): concentration of gas in resin 

at the interface, 𝐾𝐻 (Pa.m3/kg): Henry’s constant (a temperature-dependent empirical constant). 

 

In this study it is assumed that the gaseous phase is air and the presence of other constituents 

such as water vapor is neglected. The equilibrium concentration of air dissolved in the resin at 

the interface with the gaseous phase adjacent to it can be estimated using Henry’s law. 

Substitution of 𝐶 from equation (7-10) into equation (7-9) gives the following expression for the 

diffusion time scale 

𝑡𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛  ≈  𝜌𝐾𝐻
𝐷

∆𝑥2

∆𝑃
     (7-11) 

 

We can now use the developed expressions for Darcy flow and diffusion, eqns. (7-6) and (7-11), 

to calculate the approximate mass transport time scales for the laminates made in this study. We 

will evaluate gas transport in two directions, in-plane Δx = L and through-thickness Δx = T 

(Figure 7-4). It is assumed that the gas pressure inside the laminate is equal to resin pressure and 

constant at one atmosphere and that the pressure is zero atmospheres at the laminate boundaries, 

giving a constant ΔP of one atmosphere in the time scale calculations, which defines a lower 

bound for the time scale. In general, the applied pressure (one atmosphere) is shared by resin and 

fiber bed. Xin et al. [104] monitored resin pressure during the processing of a net resin prepreg 
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system under atmospheric compaction pressure and showed that resin pressure stays constant and 

about 0.5 atmosphere throughout the process. The gas permeability of the laminate is varying 

during room temperature debulk and cure, according to direct gas permeability measurements on 

the laminate (Table 7-3). In calculating the diffusional time scale, Henry’s constant is taken as 

4.83 MPa.m3/kg [42] and the diffusivity of nitrogen (as the main constituent of air) in the epoxy 

resin as 10-11 – 10-10 m2/s [42]. The input data for the calculations are summarized in Table 7-2. 

The diffusional time scale was only calculated for diffusion through the thickness of the laminate 

as this gives the shortest time scale. For diffusion, the laminates were simply treated as being 

composed of homogenous resin with the same diffusivity in all directions. For Darcy flow, time 

scales were calculated both for in-plane and through-thickness gas transport as they are very 

different. The results of these calculations during an extended room temperature debulk and 

during heat up and cure are shown in Figure 7-5. 
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Figure 7-5 Time scales for gas transport via Darcy flow and diffusion during a) Long room temperature 

debulk; b) 80 °C cure cycle. The calculations were made for laminates with L ≈ 64 mm, T ≈ 4 mm (Figure 7-

4). The red line represents a reference time of one hour. TT = Through-Thickness, IP = In-Plane. 
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Figure 7-5 a shows that during the long room temperature debulk the time scale associated with 

diffusion through the thickness of the laminate is of the order of 104 hours. Diffusion is therefore 

not an effective means of air removal during the room temperature debulk stage. The time scales 

associated with air transport via Darcy flow is 10-3 hours in the in-plane direction and 10-2 hours 

in the through-thickness direction. This shows that Darcy flow is a viable gas transport 

mechanism during room temperature debulk and that for the laminate size in this study, in-plane 

Darcy flow is the main gas removal mechanism during room temperature debulk. The time scale 

for diffusion is constant in Figure 7-5 a because all properties in eq. (7-11) are assumed constant 

during the debulk phase. The time scales for Darcy flow however are increasing with debulk 

time as the gas permeability is reduced due to a compaction of the laminate during debulk [21]. 

 

Figure 7-5 b shows the approximate time scales for gas transport during a heated cure cycle. The 

time scale for diffusion through the thickness of the laminate decreases from 104 hours at room 

temperature to 102 hours at 80°C due to the temperature dependence of the diffusivity D [42]. 

Despite this decrease, diffusion does not provide an effective means of air transport given the 

timescale of the cure cycle. The time scales for Darcy flow, both in-plane and through thickness, 

start at the same level as for the room temperature debulk but increases with temperature as the 

resin heats up and flows into the pore spaces of the laminate, reducing the gas permeability. At 

the end of the heat-up ramp the time scale for in-plane Darcy flow becomes infinite as the gas 

permeability in-plane becomes effectively zero (section 5.3.2.2). However, Darcy flow in the 

through thickness direction is still possible due to the increased through thickness gas 

permeability at this stage of the process (5.3.2.2). Through-thickness Darcy flow will cease to be 
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effective at about 5 hours, when the through thickness gas permeability becomes zero (Table 

7-3). 

 

Figure 7-5 suggests that under the conditions of this study, gas transport occurs mainly via Darcy 

flow as the time needed for diffusion of air through the laminate is too long given the time scale 

of this process. During the room temperature debulk and the temperature ramp section of the 

heated cycle, Darcy flow in both in-plane and through thickness are viable transport 

mechanisms. In the early stages of the hold period (2.23 – 5.23 hours) the only viable air 

transport mechanism is Darcy flow in the thickness direction and after that period no effective air 

transport mechanism is available (5.3.2.2). It should be noted that the long time scales associated 

with gas diffusion in this study are specific to diffusion of air in epoxy. The time scale of 

diffusion of other species may have shorter or longer time scales depending on their solubility 

and diffusivity in epoxy. Water, for example, has higher solubility in epoxy than air, which 

results in higher concentration gradients and shorter diffusional time scales. Grunenfelder et al. 

[7] and Kay et al [13] both have shown that the moisture content of the laminate can have a 

pronounced effect on the porosity of OOA laminates, and that moisture transport in these 

systems are important.  Another point that needs to be emphasized is the importance of diffusion 

distance. While diffusion of air through the whole thickness of laminate (T ≈ 4 mm) is evaluated 

to be infeasible due to long time scales, air diffusion can be feasible over short distances such as 

through a thin resin film. An example is the time scale of air diffusion from a resin void towards 

a low pressure interconnected porous network (Δx ≈ 200 µm), which is about an hour and can be 

considered as a viable gas transport mechanism during the hold stage.  
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The time scale analysis presented in Figure 7-5 is applicable for the small laminate geometry 

shown in Figure 7-4 (L ≈ 64 mm, T ≈ 4 mm). In section 5.3.1.3 it is shown that the final porosity 

of samples with this geometry, subject to the described processing conditions, is less than 0.3 %. 

However, the sample geometry has a significant effect on the timescale for gas transport. 

Equations 7-6 and 7-11 show that the time scale for gas transport increases quadratically with 

transport distance, suggesting that much longer times must be allowed for gas removal when 

processing large laminates. In the following section the effect of sample size on gas transport in 

flat, square laminates is investigated. 

  

7.3.3 Effect of Size on Time Scales for Gas Transport  

Part geometry and part complexity play an important role for the effectiveness of gas transport 

during the process. In a complex layup with ply-drops and gaps, caul-sheets and complex 

bagging, the pathways through which gas transport occur are more tortuous and complex than for 

simple flat laminates. A critical aspect is the distance any trapped or generated gas has to travel 

to escape the laminate [13]. The longer the transport distance the slower the transport process. 

Consequently, it is challenging to remove the gas out of large complex parts and produce void 

free structures as the critical transport distances typically scale with part size for these material 

systems [105, 106, 107]. 

 

The samples analyzed in the previous section were very small, lab scale specimens. In this 

section, the effect of length and thickness on the time scales of gas transport via diffusion and 

Darcy flow during three different stages of the process is evaluated: long room temperature 
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debulk, heat up ramp, and 80 °C hold. The Darcy and diffusion time scales (equations 7-6 and 7-

11) are written in terms of sample length L and thickness T in Table 7-4. 

 

Table 7-4 Time scale approximations with respect to laminate size (L: half of total in-plane length, T: 

thickness). 

Time scales 
Darcy Flow Diffusion 
In-Plane Through-Thickness Through-Thickness 
𝜇

𝐾𝐼𝑃

𝐿2

∆𝑃
 

𝜇
𝐾𝑇𝑇

T2

∆𝑃
 

𝜌𝐾𝐻

D
T2

∆𝑃
 

KIP = In-plane permeability, KTT = Through-thickness permeability. 

 

The average input parameters used for each stage of the process are listed in Table 7-5. All 

calculations are done based on the presence of a one atmosphere pressure difference over the 

transport distance. 

 

Table 7-5 Average input parameters for each processing stage used in the scale up study 

Parameter Symbol Long debulk 
13.5 hours at 20 °C 

Heat up ramp 
20 °C to 80 °C 
at 0.5 °C/min 

Hold at 80 °C 
2 – 5 hours 

Diffusion Coefficient [42] DN2 in epoxy (m2/s) 2 × 10-11  1.2 × 10-10  5 × 10-10 
In-Plane Permeability [section 
5.3.2.2] 

KIP (m2) 9.3 × 10-14  2.38 × 10-14  2.59 × 10-15 

Through-Thickness Permeability 
[5.3.2.2] 

KTT (m2) 1.2 × 10-16 2.9 × 10-17  1.32 × 10-16  

 

Figure 7-6 shows the effect of laminate length (L) and thickness (T) on the time scales for the 

different transport mechanisms during the three stages of the process: long debulk, heat up ramp, 

and 80°C hold. In the length study (Figure 7-6 a, c and e), the thickness of the laminate is fixed 

at 10 millimeters and the length varies from 0.1 to 1 meter and in the thickness study (Figure 7-6 

b, d, f), the length of the laminate is fixed at one meter and the thickness varies from 10 to 50 
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millimeters. Note that L represents the transport length which is half of the total in-plane length 

(Figure 7-4). 
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Figure 7-6 Effect of laminate geometry, length L and thickness T, on time scales for gas transport at different 

stages of the process a, b) debulk, b, d) ramp and e, f) early temperature hold. IP = In-Plane, TT = Through-

Thickness. 
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The feasibility criteria for effective gas transport is defined to be a time scale of less than one 

hour as indicated with a red line in Figure 7-6. During the debulk stage (Figure 7-6 a,b), Darcy 

flow is feasible over the entire size range (L ≤ 1m, T ≤ 50 mm). However, the dominant flow 

direction changes from in-plane to through thickness for laminates longer than 0.3 m (T = 10 

mm). The opposite change in the preferred flow direction occurs as the thickness passes 35 mm 

(L = 1 m). Similar trends can be seen during the heat up ramp (Figure 7-6 c, d). During the heat 

up ramp, the average permeability decreases in both directions, which results in longer time 

scales than during the debulk stage. Consequently, in-plane Darcy flow is only feasible for 

laminates shorter than 0.7 m (T = 10 mm) and through- thickness Darcy flow is only feasible for 

laminates thinner than 25 mm. During the early hold stage, Darcy flow in the in-plane direction 

is not viable and the only feasible means of gas transport is Darcy flow in the thickness direction. 

Figure 7-6 shows that regardless of the processing stage, Darcy flow is the only feasible gas 

transport mechanism in this size range (L ≤ 1 m, T ≤ 50 mm) as the required time scale for air 

diffusion is too long.  

 

7.3.4 Guidelines for the Required Debulk Time to Achieve a Defined Porosity Level 

Having established the importance of Darcy flow for gas transport in this material system we 

will now develop guidelines for the required debulk time to achieve a defined porosity level. The 

analysis in the previous section focused on approximate velocities and time scales for gas 

transport but did not account for the decrease in gas pressure and increase in transport time as the 

gas is progressively removed from the laminate. A more comprehensive study of gas transport in 

prepreg systems has been performed previously [34]. The study considered one-dimensional 

Darcy flow of an ideal gas through a medium with constant porosity, which is a good 
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approximation of the current material system during a room temperature debulk. By performing 

an empirical fit to a numerical solution of the resulting non-linear differential equation, an 

explicit relationship between debulk time t and mass of gas m remaining in the laminate can be 

established [34, 108] 

𝑡 ≈ �𝜇
𝐾

∆𝑥2

∆𝑃
� 𝜑0 �1.11 ∗ 𝑙𝑛 �𝑚0

𝑚
��

5
3   (7-12) 

Where: t: time, 𝜑0 (-): initial volume fraction of porosity, µ (Pa.s): gas viscosity, ∆𝑥 (m): 

distance to vacuum port, P (Pa): gas pressure, K (m2): prepreg permeability, m (kg): mass of gas 

in laminate, m0 (kg): initial mass of gas in laminate.  

 

Note the similarity of eq. (7-12) with the simplified time scale equation for Darcy flow, eq. (7-6). 

As gas is removed via Darcy flow, the pressure drops and the rate of gas removal decreases, 

which is reflected by the logarithmic term in eq. (7-12). The remaining mass m of gas in the 

laminate is proportional to the integral of the gas pressure over the transport length and is 

therefore a measure of the average gas pressure at that time [34]. We can use eq. (7-12) to make 

a conservative estimate of the final porosity in the laminate. By assuming that the gas 

permeability is constant during the vacuum debulk, the porosity (volume fraction of pore space 

in the laminate) is the same at the end of the debulk as it was at the start. The difference is that 

the gas pressure p inside the pore space is now significantly lower than the one atmosphere at the 

start. If it is assumed that no more gas evacuation occurs after the end of the room temperature 

debulk and the resin when heated up flows into the partially evacuated pore space until the resin 

pressure equilibrates with the gas pressure in the pores we get the following relationship between 

gas mass (m) and porosity (𝜑) using the ideal gas law: 
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      (7-13) 

 

Substituting into eq (7-12) we have 

𝑡 ≈ �𝜇
𝐾

∆𝑥2

∆𝑃
� 𝜑0 �1.11 ∗ 𝑙𝑛 �𝜑0

𝜑
��

5
3   (7-14) 

 

This expression can be used for one dimensional Darcy flow of gas in a porous medium at 

constant permeability and temperature. The measured permeability after a room temperature 

debulk (Table 7-5 and Table 7-6) gives us a lower bound on the permeability and a conservative 

estimate of gas remaining in the laminate after a specified debulk time t. 

 

Equation 7-14 can be used to create simple debulk time maps that can aid the practitioner in 

selecting  the appropriate debulk time for achieving a specific target porosity (φ) based on part 

geometry (L, T), prepreg permeability (in-plane and through-thickness) and initial porosity (φ0). 

A debulk map that indicates the maximum sample geometry (L*, T*) that can be made with a 

target porosity of less than 2% for different debulk times is shown in Figure 7-1. To achieve a 

conservative map that is valid for all prepregs used in this study, the minimum permeability and 

maximum initial porosity measured for the prepregs are used in creating this map ( 

Table 7-1 and Table 7-6). The map for each debulk time consists of a horizontal line that 

represents the maximum laminate thickness T* that can be evacuated in the through-thickness 

direction to the extent that a final porosity of less than 2% is achieved and a vertical line that 

represents maximum laminate length L* that can be evacuated in-plane to achieve a porosity 

level of less than 2%. The maximum allowable laminate size L*, T* increases as the debulk time 
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increases in Figure 7-7. With the current simplified one-dimensional gas transport model, no 

coupling between in-plane and through-thickness transport is considered. Figure 7-7 shows that a 

0.5 hour debulk is sufficient to evacuate any laminate that is 3.7 mm or thinner via through-

thickness gas transport and shorter than 0.21 m (2L ≈ 0.42 m) via in-plane gas transport. In most 

practical cases, the laminate can breathe both in-plane and through-thickness and it is sufficient 

that only one laminate dimension is less than the critical dimensions L*, T* to achieve a low 

porosity laminate. 

 

 

Figure 7-7 Debulk maps showing the maximum part size (L*, T*) for achieving a porosity level of less than 

2% for a specific debulk time based on eq. (7-14). 

 

Also plotted on the debulk map are the experimental porosity results from the samples made with 

different breathing conditions and prepregs presented in Figure 7-2, which all were debulked for 

0.5 hours and had a porosity level of less than 2%. These samples are represented as three groups 

which had the same length L but different thicknesses, T = 2.8 mm, 3.2 mm and 13.5 mm. All 
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thin laminates presented in Figure 7-2 (T = 3.2 or 2.8 mm) fall in the lower left corner of the 

map, and have dimensions that are smaller than both L* and T* for a 0.5 hour debulk. The 

laminate with higher thickness (13.5 mm) have an in-plane length less than L* but thickness 

greater than T*. As this laminate was allowed to breathe in-plane the expected porosity level is 

less than 2% which was confirmed experimentally. All samples are expected to have porosity 

less than 2% according to the debulk map (equation 7-14) which is in agreement with the 

measured porosity of these laminates (Figure 7-2). This is not a particularly discriminating 

validation of the debulk map and the predictive capabilities of eq. (7-14) given the limited range 

of sample dimensions in this study, but it serves as a starting point for a more knowledge-based 

approach to processing of OOA laminates. 

 

Table 7-6 Prepreg permeabilities after room temperature debulk1 

Fabric Name KIP (m2) KTT (m2) 
MTM45-1/5HS - Thin [39] 3.1 × 10-14 2.97 × 10-18 
MTM45-1/5HS - Thick [section 5.3.2.2] 9.61 × 10-14 8.67 × 10-17 
MTM45-1/GA045 - UD [34] 10-14 10-17 
1 After 7 minutes debulk for each four layers 

 

7.4 Summary 

Time scales for air transport via diffusion and Darcy flow were investigated during room 

temperature vacuum debulk and heat up for laminates made of MTM45-1/5HS OOA prepreg. It 

was shown that diffusion of air in epoxy, through the laminate thickness, is not an effective 

means of air transport in order to remove porosity for these material systems and process 

conditions due to the large time scales associated with molecular diffusion. On the other hand, 

air transport via Darcy flow is highly feasible and can occur both in-plane and through-thickness, 
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generally with shorter time scales in the in-plane direction. Experiments with laminates that were 

sealed at the edges so that gas transport was restricted showed that low porosity laminates can be 

achieved even if in-plane air transport is prevented and the laminated can only breathe through-

thickness. 

 

The effect of laminate size on the time scales of gas transport was examined and it was shown 

that the time scales for both diffusion and Darcy flow increases quadratically with distance to the 

vacuum source. Consequently, by changing laminate geometry, the time scale for in-plane and 

through-thickness air transport is strongly affected and larger laminates require much longer 

debulks to achieve low porosity. 

 

To aid the practitioner in selecting appropriate room temperature debulk times to achieve low 

porosity laminates, a simple debulk map based on one-dimensional Darcy flow and measured gas 

permeability of the prepreg laminates were developed. The debulk maps guides the user in 

determining the minimum required debulk time to achieve a low porosity laminate for a given 

length, thickness and material system. The created debulk map confirmed the low porosity levels 

found in the samples made in this study but further validation is required to determine the 

applicability of these simple maps for larger and more complex laminates. 
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Chapter 8: Summary, Conclusions, Contributions and Future Work 

The main objective of this work was to study the evolution of voids during OOA prepreg 

processing. The majority of the study was done on MTM45-1/5HS prepreg from the ACG 

Company (now Cytec) and optical microscopy was used as the main void characterization 

method. Gas transport during the process was measured via permeability testing. The following 

sections present a summary, main conclusions and contributions from this study as well as 

limitations and potential areas for future studies. 

 

8.1 Summary  

This is a summary of our current understanding of void evolution and gas transport in OOA 

processing of MTM45-1/5HS laminates. Multiple phenomena including gas transport, resin 

infiltration and fiber bed compaction control porosity reduction. Figure 8-1 shows the potential 

void sources and sinks in a vacuum bagged laminate. Void sources include entrapped air, off-

gassing and leaks, and void sinks include gas removal and void shrinkage or dissolution. The 

focus of this study was on entrapped air as a void source and gas removal as the predominant 

void sink. The insert in Figure 8-1 shows the void morphology of laminate on the micro-scale. 

Voids are categorized into three groups:  

1- Fiber tow voids:  The un-impregnated sections of the fiber bed that form the 

interconnected porous network in the in-plane direction. OOA prepregs are intentionally 

made partially impregnated format to give an interconnected porous network that 

facilitates gas removal and void reduction during the process. 

2- Inter-laminar voids: The entrapped air between the plies during lay-up. 

3- Resin Voids: These voids are formed in resin during resin mixing stage of prepreging 
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Figure 8-1 Void sources and sinks in a vacuum bagged laminate. Void morphology of a laminate before 

processing, 1) fiber tow voids, 2) inter-laminar voids and 3) resin voids. Note that void morphology changes 

during the process. 

 

To reduce porosity the gases inside the voids should be removed. Gas transport occurs through 

advection or diffusion mechanisms (see section 7.3.2). Pressure gradient provides the required 

driving force for gas transport, under which gas flows towards the closest point with minimum 

pressure. 

 

The gas inside the fiber tow voids can be removed via advection as this type of void is part of the 

interconnected porous network through which advection occurs. Inter-laminar voids are adjacent 
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to the fiber tows and can potentially connect to their inter-connected porous network through the 

dry un-impregnated zones between them (see Figure 5-6 a) or coalescence [49]. Resin voids can 

be evacuated only through diffusion as they are surrounded with resin, unless they coalesce with 

interconnected porous network [49]. Note that these statements are based on the morphology of 

the prepreg studied. 

 

Figure 8-2 shows the relative changes of the three types of porosity at different points in the cure 

cycle and Table 8-1 presents a summary of the corresponding void reduction mechanisms. 
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Figure 8-2 Relative porosity at different points in the cure cycle. This graph is created based on the data in 

Figure 5-7 from the void evolution study on MTM45-1/5HS laminates (127 mm × 127 mm × 8 layers).
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Table 8-1 Summary of porosity reduction mechanisms in Figure 8-2. Note: Pressure state is assumed, not measured. 
Long Debulk Point in the cycle Comment 

“0” “1” 
Fiber Tow 
Voids 

Pressure 
(atm) 

≈ 11 ≈ 0 Air Darcy flow reduces pressure inside fiber tows which leads to fiber tow compaction. 

Relative 
Porosity (%) 

≈ 100 ≈ 75 Reduction due to fiber bed compaction. No significant resin flow due to high viscosity (see section 5.3.3). 

Inter-
laminar 
Voids 

Pressure 
(atm) 

≈ 1 ≈ 0 Air Darcy flow reduces pressure inside inter-laminar voids as they are connected to fiber tow voids because 
of patchy resin film application (see Figure 5-6 a).  

Relative 
Porosity (%) 

≈ 100 ≈ 30 Same mechanism as fiber tow voids. Inter-laminar voids reduce faster than fiber tow voids because of low 
resistance to collapse from fibre bed. 

Resin 
Voids 

Pressure 
(atm) 

≈ 1 ≈ 1 Pressure inside resin voids does not change. Resin voids are isolated and their pressure can only be reduced 
through diffusion, which is a slow process at room temperature (see section 7.3.2). 

Relative 
Porosity (%) 

≈ 100 ≈ 90 Resin voids stay almost constant. 

Hold Point in the cycle  
“1” “4” 

Fiber Tow 
Voids 

Pressure 
(atm) 

≈ 0 ≈ 0 Darcy flow further reduces the pressure inside fiber tows (if not already fully evacuated). Pressure 
reduction continues as long as fiber tow void network is interconnected2 and connected to vacuum source. 
Increased temperature lowers resin viscosity and promotes resin infiltration into fiber tows. Resin 
infiltration continues until void pressure equilibrates with resin pressure3 and surface tension. 

Relative 
Porosity (%) 

≈ 75 ≈ 1.5 Reduction due to both fiber bed compaction and resin viscosity drop and infiltration of fiber tows (see 
section 7.3.2).  

Inter-
laminar 
Voids 

Pressure 
(atm) 

≈ 0 
 

≈ 0 
 

Pressure continues to drop as long as inter-laminar voids are connected to interconnected porous network 
and voids not fully evacuated. After that, void pressure equilibrates with resin pressure3. 

Relative 
Porosity (%) 

≈ 30 ≈ 2.5 Reduction due to the same reasons as fiber tow voids, with the difference that they do not benefit from 
capillary forces for resin infiltration. 

Resin 
Voids 

Pressure 
(atm) 

≈ 1 
 

≈ 0.5 – 13 
 

Pressure inside voids equilibrates with resin pressure3. 

Relative 
Porosity (%) 

≈ 90 ≈ 5 Reduction due to diffusion of gases from resin void towards interconnected porous network or coalescence 
with it [49]. At the heated portion of the process, the diffusion coefficient is increased an order of 
magnitude due to temperature increase with facilitates porosity reduction. 

1 It is assumed that at initial state the whole system is equilibrated at one atmosphere pressure. 
2 Gas permeability measurements show that the in-plane interconnected porous network is open during 0 to 2 hours of process and through-thickness network is    
open from 0 to 5 hours (see Figure 5-15). 
3 Resin pressure depends on the distribution of applied pressured between resin and fiber bed. Xin et al. [104] monitored resin pressure during the processing of a 
net resin prepreg system under atmospheric compaction pressure and showed that resin pressure stays constant and about 0.5 atmospheres throughout the process. 
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Feasibility of gas removal using advection and diffusion mechanisms can be evaluated by 

comparison of their corresponding time scales. In chapter 7, simplified time scales associated 

with these two mechanisms were developed (see section 7.3.2): 

𝑡𝐴𝑑𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  ≈  𝜇
𝐾

∆𝑥2

∆𝑃
           (7-6) 

      𝑡𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛  ≈  𝜌𝐾𝐻
𝐷

∆𝑥2

∆𝑃
         (7-11) 

Where µ: gas dynamic viscosity, K: gas permeability, ρ: density of diffusing gas, D: gas 

diffusion coefficient, KH: Henry’s constant, x: distance, P: gas pressure. 

 

Gas transport distance, permeability, diffusion coefficient and solubility (KH) affect the time 

scale. These parameters change during the process as the microstructure of the material evolves 

(e.g., porous network, cure reaction). In Chapter 7 (section 7.3.2) the time scales associated with 

air advection and diffusion in flat laminates were investigated. In summary, time scales for air 

diffusion through the whole laminate thickness are large and it is not an effective gas transport 

mechanism, while air transport via Darcy flow has short time scales and is highly feasible. 

However, diffusion over shorter distances such as between a resin void and a dry fiber tow (~ 

200 micron) has a much smaller time scale and is viable mechanism, particularly when the resin 

is heated and diffusivity is increased. 

 

Most of the experimental results presented in this thesis are based on small flat laminates (127 

mm × 127 mm × 4 mm) made from MTM45-1/5HS prepreg. As it is mentioned in Future work 

(section 8.3) it would be interesting to study the effect of part complexities (length, tight 

curvatures, pad ups, etc) as well as prepreg characteristics (fiber bed architecture, resin 
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chemistry, etc) on the generality of the results of present study. In this thesis an understanding of 

the underlying mechanisms that control porosity evolution has been developed as well as tailored 

methods for measurement of porosity and permeability applicable to any prepreg material. 

Factors such as pressure distribution in resin and gas phases, gas permeability and resin 

infiltration are known to be the key parameters in void evolution and their role is discussed in 

this thesis. By understanding the effect of geometrical complexities, material characteristics and 

other variables on these three underlying key factors, a basic knowledge of the porosity evolution 

under each specific condition can be established. 

 

8.2 Conclusions and Contributions 

Below is a brief summary of the main conclusions and contributions of this work. 

 

a. Void Characterization of Partially Cured Laminates 

Sample preparation techniques were developed to enable the use of optical microscopy 

and density methods for porosity determination in uncured and partially cured prepreg 

samples. In the optical microscopy method, partially cured samples were infiltrated with a 

low viscosity mounting resin to support the soft matrix during cutting and surface preparation 

steps. In density tests the surface of partially cured samples was coated with a thin 

polyurethane coat to prevent the penetration of water into the exposed areas. The porosity 

results from these methods are in good agreement with each other, with deviations of less 

than 1% absolute for partially cured samples. 
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It was also shown that laminate thickness can be used for approximate calculations of 

porosity in no-bleed prepreg systems. The porosity results from this non-destructive and 

robust method deviate less than 5% absolute compared to porosity measurements from 

optical microscopy and density methods. 

 

b. Porosity Evolution during the Process and Effect of Processing Parameters 

The void morphology of prepreg laminates was examined in detail using optical microscopy. 

Three distinct groups of voids were identified in the studied material system: inter-laminar, 

fiber tow and resin voids, and their evolution during different processing conditions was 

investigated. The 80 °C MRCC cure cycle was chosen as the baseline of this study and the 

effect of vacuum time during debulk, heating cycle, gas evacuation direction, hold 

temperature and relative humidity on porosity evolution was studied. The baseline, 80˚C cure 

cycle, consists of a 0.23 hour room temperature debulk and heated cycle at 80 °C. In this 

cycle, the initial porosity was 33% but decreased to less than 0.3 % after four hours, well 

ahead of the gellation time. It was shown that increasing the vacuum debulk time decreases 

porosity to a limited extent and further debulking does not reduce the porosity of the uncured 

prepreg at the end of debulk. The effect of vacuum time was also studied during the heated 

section of the processing cycle and it was shown that porosity decreases as the duration of 

vacuum application increases. It was shown that releasing the vacuum in the early stages of 

the process (< 6 hours) results in high porosity samples (20% - 28%), whereas, releasing the 

vacuum after 6 hours into the cure cycle does not affect the void content. Investigation of the 

effect of gas evacuation direction (in-plane versus through-thickness) revealed that gas 
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evacuation can be achieved in both cases and void free laminates can be obtained regardless 

of gas evacuation direction. 

 

Increasing the hold temperature from 80˚C to 120˚C did not affect the porosity evolution for 

this prepreg system. Increasing the relative humidity of the laminates from 23% (ambient) to 

75% resulted in an increase in porosity during the cycle but the final porosity was zero in 

both cases. However, increasing the relative humidity to 98% increased final porosity to 

about 6%.  

 

c. Main Mechanisms Controlling Void Evolution during Processing of MTM45-1 OOA 

Prepregs 

Porosity evolution under different processing conditions was investigated. Laminate 

permeability, fiber bed compaction and resin infiltration were shown to play important roles 

in porosity evolution in the MTM45-1 prepreg system. Fiber bed compaction is the main 

mechanism that controls the evolution of fiber tow voids when resin viscosity is high such as 

during a room temperature debulk. During the cure cycle, both fiber bed compaction and 

resin infiltration affect evolution of fiber tow voids. It was shown that gas permeability in 

both in-plane and through-thickness affect void evolution and that it is possible to obtain low 

porosity laminates even when the in-plane air transport is prevented and the laminate can 

only breathe in the through-thickness direction. 
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d. Permeability Evolution and Relationship with Porosity 

Permeability evolution during processing was studied in-plane and through-thickness. It was 

shown that in-plane permeability is about three orders of magnitude higher than through-

thickness permeability at its maximum. Permeability in both directions changes during the 

process. The majority of gas transport occurs in-plane during debulk, whereas later in the 

process during heat up, in-plane permeability becomes effectively zero and leaves through-

thickness as the main gas transport direction. 

 

A direct relationship between in-plane gas permeability and fiber tow voids, i.e. the non-

impregnated core of the fiber tows was identified. This observation confirms the concept of 

Engineered Vacuum Channels (EVACs) in OOA prepregs. Partially impregnated tows act as 

vacuum channels and facilitate gas removal in this prepreg system. The vacuum channels are 

open and permeable until they are closed off by the flow off low viscosity resin at a porosity 

level of about 5%. 

 

The effect of through-thickness gas transport on void removal was demonstrated by 

manufacturing low porosity laminates where gas transport was restricted to the thickness 

direction and the formation of a void gradient in the thickness direction was observed.  

 

e. Permeability Testing  

Continuous measurement of permeability in the low viscosity region of the resin changes the 

porous structure and consequently permeability of the tested sample. This influence can be 
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lowered by interrupted and discrete measurement of permeability, which is a better 

representative of permeability during actual processing conditions. 

 

f. Importance of Darcy Flow in Gas Evacuation  

Due to the importance of gas transport in void removal, time scales of gas transport via 

Darcy flow and diffusion mechanisms during vacuum debulk and heat up was studied for 

MTM45-1/5HS prepreg. It was shown that time scales for air diffusion through the laminate 

thickness are large and that air diffusion is not an effective gas transport mechanism for this 

material system and process condition. Air transport via Darcy flow however has short time 

scales and is highly feasible. Gas transport via Darcy flow occurs in both in-plane and 

through-thickness directions, generally with shorter time scales in the in-plane direction. It is 

also shown that laminate size (length and thickness) affects the gas transport time and the 

dominant gas transport direction. The time scale increases quadratically with distance to the 

vacuum source.  

 

Permeability measurements and time scale calculations showed that gas evacuation via Darcy 

flow during the room temperature debulk has the shortest time scale for gas removal. Thus in 

order to achieve low porosity it is critical to remove the gases from the laminate during this 

step of the process. To aid the end user in selecting an appropriate required debulk time to 

obtain a low porosity laminate for a given size and prepreg system, simple debulk maps 

based on one-dimensional Darcy flow and measured gas permeability of the prepreg 

laminates were developed. 
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g. Batch to Batch Variably of Prepreg 

Two different rolls of MTM45-1/5HS prepreg was used in this study. The initial ply 

thickness, porosity, surface morphology and permeability of these prepregs are different 

from each other, whereas the final cured ply thickness is the same. These differences can 

be a source of uncertainty and variability in porosity control of large complex parts.  

 

8.3 Future Work 

 

a. Scale up to Industrially Relevant Structures 

The experimental results presented in this study were from lab scale flat laminates (127 

mm × 127 mm × 4 mm). These results provide a basic fundamental understanding of the void 

evolution process. However they may not be directly applicable to industrial cases due to the 

extra complications such as distance to vacuum (part size), ply drop offs, pad-ups, gaps, caul 

sheet, inserts, sandwich cores, moisture, tight radii and bridging which can affect gas 

transport, consolidation phenomena and consequently porosity. 

 

b. Investigation of The Effect of Prepreg Characteristics on Porosity 

The primary prepreg used in this study was MTMT45-1/5HS prepreg from ACG Company (now 

Cytec) and some experiments were done on MTM45-1/Unidirectional prepreg. It is necessary to 

evaluate of the generality of the results of this study by performing tests on a wider range of 

prepreg systems. Parameters of interest include fiber bed geometry, resin viscosity, resin content 
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and prepreg impregnation level and pattern. Evaluation of differences between performance of 

autoclave and out of autoclave prepregs is another field of interest. 

 

c. Through-Thickness Gas Evacuation 

This study showed the viability of gas evacuation in the through-thickness direction. Through 

thickness permeability of prepregs is in general a few orders of magnitude less than in-plane 

permeability because of the resin film method used when making prepregs.  However gas 

evacuation in the through thickness direction is more scale independent and offers two important 

advantages, shorter distance to the vacuum source and larger flow area. Through-thickness 

evacuation is also of special interest in gas evacuation of honeycomb core structures. Thus it is 

beneficial to study enhancement of gas evacuation in the thickness direction by use of breathable 

consumables on top and bottom surfaces of the parts or design of prepregs with high through 

thickness permeability. 

 

8.4 Broader Implications 

This study showed that achieving low porosity in OOA laminates is mainly about mass transport. 

First, removal of entrapped air within and between plies, and second, infiltration of the evacuated 

void space by resin. Without removing the entrapped air, sufficient resin infiltration will not 

occur to achieve low porosity laminates. Both air and resin transport is predominantly driven by 

Darcy flow. To achieve complete removal of entrapped air it is important that a continuous 

porous gas transport network remains open until gas evacuation is complete. This requires that 

the prepreg is partially impregnated and that the resin viscosity is high enough that it does not 
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flow into the evacuated voids space until gas removal is complete. There is a trade-off in terms 

of the degree of resin impregnation of the prepreg. A low degree of resin impregnation gives 

higher permeability and better gas transport but a higher bulk factor which causes problems with 

wrinkling and bridging in curved laminate areas. To achieve low porosity laminates it is 

important to ensure that there are continuous path ways for gas transport all the way out to the 

vacuum system, which emphasizes the importance of lay-up details such as ply drops and the 

details of the bagging system. By using the developed understanding of gas transport and 

porosity, and quantifying the laminate gas permeability and porosity with the methods proposed 

in this thesis, the gas evacuation and porosity reduction process of complex laminates is 

amenable to analysis and numerical prediction. This work will serve as a foundation for a 

predictive capability of porosity in configured composite structures. 
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Appendices 

 

Gas Permeability Measurements Appendix A  

 

A.1 Introduction  

The ability for gas transport in prepregs can be evaluated by measuring gas permeability of a 

laminate throughout the process. In permeability measurement the sample is typically subjected 

to forced air flow. This forced air flow can change the microstructure of the sample by displacing 

the resin when the viscosity is low and the resin is mobile. The change in porous microstructure 

can affect the permeability measurements, meaning that the test measurements can be influenced 

by the testing technique itself. Tavares et al. [51] reported an increase in prepreg permeability 

when the measurements are taken frequently during the low viscosity range. Louis [11] and 

Hsiao [74] also measured a sudden increase in permeability during heated permeability tests 

which is attributed to test artifacts. To determine if permeability measurements are representative 

of actual processing conditions, a clear understanding of the potential detrimental testing effects 

is required.  

 

In this study the effect of test technique on microstructure and permeability of the test sample is 

studied. Permeability measurements in continuous and interrupted modes are performed and the 

void morphology of the test samples is characterized using optical microscopy. For 

determination of the potential detrimental test effects, the results of these tests are compared to a 

sample cured under manufacturer recommended cure cycle (MRCC), in the absence of any 

forced air flow. This study is done in both in-plane and through thickness. 
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A.2 Methods 

A.2.1 Material 

MTM45-1/5HS-Thick prepreg was used in this study (see section 4.2.1). 

 

A.2.2 Permeability Measurements 

Interrupted permeability measurements were done according to the procedures described in 

section 5.2.5. Continuous permeability tests were performed using the same test set up as the 

interrupted permeability test (section 5.2.5). In this test the air flow required for permeability 

measurements is generated by venting one side of the sample to the atmosphere, while the other 

end is held under vacuum. In the interrupted tests the sample was vented only at measurement 

times until the air flow reached a steady state condition (≈ 8 minutes) and was then put back 

under vacuum again. However in the continuous test, one side of the sample was continuously 

vented during the entire test and flow measurements were being recorded continuously. In this 

test a quasi-steady state assumption is made for air flow at each measurement time (Δt = 0.25 s).  

 

A.2.3 Void Characterization (Optical Microscopy) 

Void characterization and porosity measurement is done using optical microscopy and area 

fraction measurement (section 5.2.4). 
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A.2.4 Viscosity 

The resin viscosity during the cure cycle was calculated using the Raven software (version 3). 

The software uses cure kinetics equations based on extensive calorimetric testing [19]. 

 

A.3 Results and Discussion 

A.3.1 Continuous versus Interrupted Permeability Measurements 

Figure A-1b shows the measured gas permeability in the two test modes, continuous and 

interrupted, in both in-plane and through thickness directions. The detailed discussion of 

permeability measurement in the interrupted mode is presented in section 5.3.2.2. In this section 

the focus is on the results of "continuous tests" and the comparison with "interrupted tests". It 

can be seen that in-plane and through-thickness permeability decrease during the ramp in both 

interrupted and continuous tests. Permeability reduction during the first heat up ramp has been 

reported by other researchers [21, 51, 73, 74]. This reduction is believed to be due to infiltration 

of gas transport pathways in the porous prepreg with resin, as resin viscosity decreases during the 

ramp (Figure A-1a). Deviation of "continuous" from "interrupted" permeability starts at the 

beginning of the 80 °C hold, when the resin viscosity reaches its minimum. At this time, both in-

plane and through thickness "continuous" permeability sharply increase to values slightly higher 

than their room temperature values and stay constant to the end of cure cycle. This sharp increase 

in permeability during the minimum viscosity regime has also been observed by other 

researchers [21, 51, 74]. The increased permeability may be a result of the creation a connected 

network for gas transport in the sample. This network is created by continuous forced air flow 

through the sample during the low viscosity resin regime, when the resin is mobile. The final 
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microstructures of samples cured under continuous and interrupted flow were examined to 

confirm this (Figure A-3 and Figure A-4). In contrary to "continuous test", in "interrupted test" 

the final permeability of the samples is effectively zero. This is because in this test samples are 

under forced air flow for short periods of time for each measurement (8 min), as the flow 

measurements are taken discretely with minimum 30 minutes time intervals. Consequently the 

microstructure of tested sample is influenced to a lesser extent with this measurement method 

(Figures A-2 and A-3). 
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Figure A-1 a) Resin viscosity profile in 80 °C cure cycle, b) Continuous and interrupted permeability in in-

plane and through-thickness directions. Flow and permeability values below detectable limit (Q ≈ 0.006 

L/min, K (In-Plane) ≈ 10-15 m2, K (Through-Thickness) ≈ 10-17 m2) are considered to be zero. 
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Void morphology of samples cured under "continuous" and "interrupted" forced air flow is 

studied by optical microscopy. The porosity and void morphology of these samples in both 

through-thickness and in-plane tests are shown in Figures A-2 to A-4. 

 

 
Figure A-2 Comparison of porosity of samples that have undergone interrupted and continuous permeability 

measurements with as laid-up and MRCC cured samples. The as laid-up sample is not cured whereas the 

other three samples are fully cured. 
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Figure A-3 Cross sectional optical micrograph of through-thickness permeability sample under "continuous" 

and "interrupted" measurement methods. Cross sections perpendicular and parallel to flow are considered. 
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Figure A-4 Cross sectional optical micrograph of in-plane permeability sample under "continuous" and 

"interrupted" measurement methods. Cross sections perpendicular and parallel to flow are considered. 
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It can be seen that after both continuous and interrupted tests, the final porosity is higher than a 

sample that is cured under the manufacturer’s recommended cure cycle (MRCC) without any air 

being forced through it during cure (Table A-1). This indicates that both these test methods 

increase the void content of test samples by pushing air through them, which is the requirement 

of permeability measurement. However the "continuous test" method affects the microstructure 

and permeability of tested samples more than the "interrupted test". "Continuous test" results in 

higher final porosity and permeability values compared to "interrupted test". Comparison of the 

optical micrographs of samples from these two tests shows that the continuous sample has a 

more porous microstructure than the interrupted sample (Figures A-3 and A-4). This observation 

is in agreement with the high final permeability values of continuous samples compared to the 

“zero” permeability in interrupted samples.  

 

Table  A-1 Porosity and permeability of as laid up, continuous, interrupted and MRCC samples 

Sample φ (%) KIn-Pl (m2) KT-T (m2) 
As-laid up 33.24 1.56 × 10-13 2.26 × 10-16 
Continuous (In-Pl) 12.65 6.9 × 10-13 NA 
Continuous (T-T) 9.81 NA 6.15 × 10-15 
Interrupted (In-Pl) 8.34 0 NA 
Interrupted (T-T) 1.25 NA 0 
MRCC cured 0.3 0 0 
 

Despite that the final porosity of continuous samples is about one third of as-laid up samples, 

their permeability is higher than them (Table A-1). Figure A-2 shows that in as laid up samples 

the porous microstructure mainly consists of fiber tow voids while in the continuous test inter-

laminar voids are in majority. This observation shows that the inter-connected network of inter-

laminar voids is more efficient in gas transport than fiber tow voids. The reason behind this is 

that permeability does not only depend on porosity but also on tortuosity, pore size distribution, 
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connectivity of pores, and specific surface [45, 46]. The lower efficiency of fiber tow void 

network is likely due to factors such as smaller pore size, higher tortuosity and specific surface 

than a network of inter-laminar voids. 

 

A.3.2 Spatial Variation of Porosity in Samples Subjected to Permeability Testing 

The porosity of all samples in this study was investigated at cross-sections perpendicular and 

parallel with respect to the gas flow direction in the permeability test. The primary goal is 

determine if there is a spatial or directional effect on the porous structure (Figures A-3 and A-4). 

Figure A-5 shows that porosity in parallel and perpendicular cross-sections with respect to the 

gas flow are in close agreement for all samples.  
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Figure A-5 Comparison of sample porosity in perpendicular and parallel directions to the gas flow for 

samples subjected to permeability testing.  

 

A.4 Summary 

• The porous structure and the permeability of a sample is influenced by permeability 

measurement when taken continuously during the low viscosity region. This influence 

can be reduced by interrupted and discrete measurements of permeability. Interrupted 

measurement of permeability is more representative of the permeability during actual 

processing conditions. 
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• Continuous application of air flow during permeability test forms an interconnected 

network of inter-laminar voids. This is true for both in-plane and through-thickness 

directions. 

• A sample with a lower porosity can have a higher gas permeability due to a less tortuous 

porous network.  
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Modified Through-Thickness Permeability Test Set-up and Comparison of Appendix B  

MTM45-1/5HS Thin and Thick Prepregs Permeability  

 

B.1 Modified Through-Thickness Permeability Test Set-up 

The through-thickness permeability test set-up is described in detail in section 5.2.5. This set-up 

is a slight modification with respect to the original test set-up used in previous work in our 

research group [11, 12]. This modification was performed to prevent excessive resin bleed from 

laminate into adjacent consumables (Figure B-1).  Excessive resin bleed during the cure cycle 

can alter sample microstructure by creation of resin starved regions and thus affect the 

permeability test results. In the modified test set up a perforated release film layer was placed 

between the sample surfaces (top and bottom) and the adjacent consumables (glass fabric and 

brick) to minimize resin bleed (Figure B-1). 

 

The through thickness permeability of laminates made of 5HS-Thin prepreg were measured with 

the original test set-up (one repeat) and the permeability of 5HS-Thick made laminates (section 

5.3.2.2) were measured using the modified set-up (three repeats). 
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Figure B-1 Through-thickness permeability test set-up. a to c) original set-up, d to f) modified set-up. 

 

B.2 Results and Discussion 

Permeability evolution during processing of MTM45-1/5HS-Thick laminates is studied in 

section 5.3.2.2. Figure B-2 compares the permeability of 5HS-Thick and Thin laminates during 

the cure cycle. The in-plane permeability of both prepregs is measured using the same test set-

up. Through-thickness permeability of 5HS-Thin prepreg is measured with the original test set-

up and the 5HS-Thick prepreg is measured with the modified test set-up. 
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Figure B-2 Permeability of 5HS–Thick and 5HS–Thin prepregs during 80 °C cure cycle. 

 

The initial in-plane permeability of the 5HS-Thin prepreg is about half an order of magnitude 

less than for the 5HS-Thick prepreg. The lower permeability of the 5HS-Thin prepreg can be due 

to the higher degree of resin impregnation, which reduces the available dry fraction of the fiber 

tows that facilitate in-plane permeability. The resin and fiber contents of 5HS-Thick and Thin 

prepregs are equal but their initial per ply thickness is different (0.53 mm vs. 0.46 mm). This 

suggests that the Thin prepreg has a higher resin impregnation factor than the Thick prepreg. The 

in-plane permeability of both prepregs decreases and becomes effectively zero after two hours of 

processing.  
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The initial through-thickness permeability of 5HS-Thick prepreg is on the order of 10-16 m2, 

while 5HS-Thin prepreg has effectively zero permeability. The reason behind this difference 

may be that 5HS-Thin has a tighter weave and lower number of pinholes than 5HS-Thick 

prepreg (Figure B-3). The through-thickness permeability of both prepregs increases as the cure 

cycle gets close to the hold temperature and the minimum viscosity resin region and then reduces 

back to small values later during the hold stage. The through-thickness permeability of 5HS-Thin 

prepreg is at its maximum about two orders of magnitude higher than 5HS-Thick prepreg. The 

increased permeability of 5HS-Thin prepreg may be due to creation of large resin starved regions 

as a result of excessive resin bleeding in the original test set-up and consequently facilitation of 

gas transport.  

 

 

Figure B-3 Pinholes in a) 5HS-Thick prepreg, b) 5HS-Thin prepreg.  Pinholes are marked with green border. 
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Prepreg Surface Morphology Appendix C  

Three OOA prepregs were used in this study MTM45-1/5HS-Thick, MTM45-1/5HS-Thin and 

MTM45-1/UD (see section 7.2.1). The surface morphology of the un-cured prepregs were 

investigated with Nikon Stereo Microscope (SMZ745T) and Keyence digital microscope 

(VHX1000) in reflection and transmission light modes (Figure C-1). 
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Figure C-1 Surface morphology of prepregs used in this study, a to f) MTM45-1/5HS – Thick, g to l) MTM45-

1/5HS – Thin, m to r) MTM45-1/UD. Top and bottom surface of prepregs before and after roller application 

(a - d, g – j, m – p). Prepreg layer under light reflection and transmission modes (e – f, k – l, q – r). 
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Out of autoclave prepreg manufacturers employ different impregnation strategies, however they 

all impregnate the fiber preforms partially [23, 24]. Some prepregs are impregnated with resin on 

both sides while others are impregnated on one side or with a perforated pattern [23, 24]. The un-

impregnated zones of these prepregs are dry pathways through which entrapped gases can be 

evacuated from the prepreg resulting in low porosity [28, 29]. In Figure C-1, images of both top 

and bottom surfaces of the prepregs are shown. Visual examination of these images suggests that 

resin distribution and content is different on both sides of the prepreg and the bottom side has 

higher resin content. This observation is more clear in the case of one sided tacky UD prepreg 

which is dry on the top surface and has a uniform resin film on the bottom surface. The fabrics 

are two sided tacky with a non-uniform and patchy distribution of resin that leaves the depressed 

regions of prepreg surface dry. The images before and after application of roller to prepreg 

surface are shown in Figure C-1. The depressed sites after roller application are the potential 

locations for air entrapment and formation of inter-laminar voids during the lay-up. It can be 

seen that MTM45-1/5HS - Thick prepreg has the highest number of depressed sites and the 

MTM45-1/UD prepreg has almost none of them. MTM45-1/5HS – Thick and Thin prepregs 

have same resin content of 36wt%. Comparison of the images after roller application suggests 

that Thick prepreg has a lower fiber impregnation factor as it seems to have more resin content 

on the surface. This observation is in agreement with the higher initial thickness per ply of 

MTM45-1/5HS – Thick (0.53 mm) compared to MTM45-1/5HS – Thin (0.46 mm) (measured 

after 7 minutes of debulk for every four layers).  

 

Light reflection and transmission images of the prepreg surfaces are shown in Figure C-1. In 

fabrics, the bright points located at intersections of warp and fill tows are pinholes. It can be seen 
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that MTM45-1/5HS –Thick has a more open structure and higher number of pinholes compared 

to MTM45-1/5HS – Thin. A prepreg with more open microstructure has likely higher through-

thickness permeability [109]. The bright lines that appear in the light transmission image of the 

uni-directional prepreg are spaces between carbon fiber tows that are filled with resin. The fill 

fibers in the uni-directional prepreg are proprietary thermoplastic fibers that are intended to hold 

the prepreg together during lay-up and handling [110]. 
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Autoclave Prepreg vs. Out-of-Autoclave Prepreg Appendix D  

 

D.1 Introduction 

It is generally believed that OOA prepregs have design features such as partial impregnation of 

the fiber bed, low volatile content and modified resin viscosity that enable them to give low 

porosity under atmospheric compaction pressure [26]. Autoclave prepregs that are commonly 

cured under high compaction pressures (e. g., 6 atm) are expected to give higher porosity than 

their OOA counterparts, if cured under atmospheric compaction pressure. In this study an 

autoclave prepreg (3900-2/T800H) is cured under atmospheric compaction pressure to 

investigate its performance in terms of porosity. 

 

D.2 Methods 

D.2.1 Material 

The prepreg used in this study is 3900-2/T800H (BMS8-276) from Toray composites. This fabric 

prepreg has a plain weave with 35wt% resin content [111]. 

 

D.2.2 Sample Preparation 

Two laminates were made in this study. The first was only debulked at room temperature and the 

second was cured. The laminates were made of 8 layers of 127 mm × 127 mm prepreg and were 

bagged and debulked with the same procedure used for the MTM45-1/5HS laminates (section 

4.2.2). The second laminate was cured under full vacuum (absolute pressure < 4.0 kPa) with the 

cure cycle shown in Table D-1. 
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Table D-1 3900-2/T800H cure cycle [111] 

Heat up ramp 
(°C/min) 

Hold Cool down ramp 
(°C/min) Temperature (°C) Time (min) 

1.5 180 130 2 
 

D.2.3 Optical Microscopy Imaging and Void Characterization 

The porosity of the laminates was quantified by measuring the void area fraction of sectioned 

laminates using optical microscopy. Both laminates were cut and their whole cross section was 

prepared for optical microscopy using the procedures described in section 4.2.3. A mosaic image 

was taken from the entire cross section at 100X magnification using a Nikon optical microscope 

(EPIPHOT 300) and the Clemex software (vision PE 6.0). The Image J software [85] was used 

for measurement of the area fraction of the voids from the mosaic images. 

 

D.2.4 Thickness Measurement 

The thickness of the samples was measured with a Pro-Max digital caliper from the Fowler 

company (accuracy: 0.02 mm). The reported thickness of each laminate is the average of twelve 

measurements. Measurement points were located 25.4 mm away from the laminate edges. 

 

D.3 Results and Discussion  

Figure D-1 shows the microstructure of the laminate before and after cure. The debulked 

laminate is highly porous (φ ≈ 18%, based on thickness measurements), however it gave zero 

porosity after the cure. The initial and final thickness of the laminates is listed in Table D-2. This 

result is somewhat surprising and contrary to the expectations from AC prepregs. However, this 

study was limited to small flat laminates and it is possible that in the case of more complex 
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geometries, OOA prepregs show superior performance over their AC counterparts under vacuum 

bag only and atmospheric compaction cure. 

 

 

Figure D-1 Optical micrograph of a 3900-2/T800H laminate after debulk (a, b: bright-field and c, d: dark-

field) and after cure (e, f: bright-field). 

 

Table  D-2 Laminate thickness before and after cure 

  Debulked Cured 
Thickness (mm) Average 2.18 1.78 
 STDEVA 0.02 0.01 
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Theoretical Estimation of Laminate Permeability Appendix E  

In this section the theoretical in-plane permeability of the laminates in this study is estimated 

based on models available in the literature and compared to experimental measurements (Figure 

5-15).  

 

The in-plane permeability of the laminate can be assumed equal to the permeability of its dry 

section (Figure E-1 and equation E-1). In OOA prepregs the fiber tows are partially impregnated 

and thus have a dry and permeable core. The parameter β is used to describe the impregnated 

fraction of tows (section 5.3.3).  

𝐾𝐼𝑃−𝐿𝐴𝑀 = 𝐴𝑇𝑂𝑊(1−𝛽)
𝐴𝑇𝑂𝑇𝐴𝐿

×  𝐾𝐼𝑃−𝑇𝑂𝑊   (E-1) 

Where KIP-LAM (m2): laminate in-plane permeability, KIP-TOW (m2): permeability of dry tow along 

the fibers, ATOTAL: total cross-section area A TOW: area of fiber tows in the laminate cross section, 

, β: tow impregnation factor (0 ≤ β ≤1), β = 0: no impregnation, β = 1: fully impregnated tow. 

 

 

Figure E-1 Schematic of laminate cross-section. 

 

The permeability of an array of aligned cylindrical fibers for flow along the fibers can be 

estimated from the analytical equation proposed by Gebart [112]:  
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𝐾𝐼𝑃−𝑇𝑂𝑊 =  
8𝑅𝑓

2

𝑐
(1− 𝑉𝑓)3

𝑉𝑓
2     (E-2) 

Where KIP-TOW (m2): permeability of dry tow along the fibers, Rf (m): fiber diameter, Vf: volume 

fraction of fibers in the tow, c: shape factor (depends on fiber arrangement, e.g., quadratic (c = 

0.57), hexagonal (c = 53)). 

 

Table E-1 Input parameters used for KIP-LAM estimation 

Rf (µm) [86] Vf ATOW/ATOTAL  β0
1 

7 0.74 0.27 0.2 
1Initial β at ambient condition [9] 

 

Assuming quadratic fiber arrangement and the input parameters listed in Table E-1, the in-plane 

permeability of a dry tow in our system is about 2.2 × 10-13 m2. The input parameters in Table E-

1 are taken from another study on the same prepreg system [9]. The area fraction of fiber tows is 

assumed to be half of the prepreg fiber volume fraction (0.54) as half of the tows are 

perpendicular to flow direction and do not contribute to the in-plane permeability [52]. Using 

equations E-1 and E-2 and the input parameters listed in Table E-1, the in-plane permeability of 

laminate at ambient condition is estimated to be 4.7 × 10-14 m2. This value is close to the 

experimental measurements for laminate in-plane permeability at ambient condition for MTM45-

1/5HS-Thin (3.83 × 10-14 m2), but is lower than the MTM45-1/5HS-Thick (1.56 × 10-13 m2) roll. 
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Mass Flow Sensor Calibration and Detection Limit Appendix F  

 

F.1 Mass Flow Sensor Calibration 

Flow rate data was measured using electronic mass flow sensors in this thesis. However the 

original data is in the form of a voltage. The voltage data is converted to flow rate using a 

calibration curve provided by Convergent Manufacturing Technologies (Figure F-1). The mass 

flow sensor used in this study was on loan from Convergent Manufacturing Technologies 

(CMT). 

 

  

Figure F-1 Digital mass flow sensor calibration curve provided by Convergent. 

 

In order to ensure the validity of the calibration curve, the flow rate from the mass flow sensor 

was compared with flow rate readings from rotameter. This test was done by putting the 

rotameter in series with two mass flow sensors and measuring the flow rate by both devices. 

Different flow rate levels were achieved by a flow regulator valve, placed between two mass 
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flow sensors (Figure F-2). The mass flow sensor on the vent side of the valve was named “vent” 

and the one on the vacuum side was named “vacuum”. The rotameter was placed on the vent side 

as it can only be used at ambient pressure. The voltage readings of the mass flow sensors were 

recorded by a DAQ system (NI 9205) and lab view software. The voltage readings were then 

converted to flow rate using the calibration curve in Figure F-1. Rotameter readings are done 

visually by reading the scale at which the rotameter glass ball is located at each flow rate. The 

corresponding flow rates for each scale were determined using the calibration curve provided by 

the manufacturer, Figure F-3. A small glass ball rotameter (17190) is used for low flow rates 

(maximum flow rate = 300 mL/min) and a large glass ball rotameter (37288) is used for higher 

flow rates (maximum flow rate = 14 L/min). The measurement range of the mass flow sensor is 

zero to one liter per minute. 

 

 

Figure F-2 Flow rate measurement set-up.  
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Figure F-3 Rotameter calibration curve (Omega engineering company). 

 

The comparison of the flow rates from rotameter versus mass flow sensors are shown in Figure 

F-4. As mentioned earlier, in this test two mass flow sensors are used one on the vacuum side 

and the other on the vent side. The readings of these two sensors should be equal as they are 

mass flow sensor and thus their performance should not depend on pressure (vacuum vs. vent).  

 

 

Figure F-4 Flow rate: mass flow sensor versus rotameter. 
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 Figure F-4 shows that the flow rates obtained from the mass flow sensors are in close agreement 

with the rotameter, as the slope of the linear fit is close to one. Figure F-5 also shows close 

agreement between the flow rates recorded by mass flow sensors on vacuum and vent sides. In 

the current study the flow rate readings of the vent side sensor is used for calculation of 

permeability in all permeability measurement tests (laminate, consumables, in-plane and through 

thickness). 

 

F.2 Mass Flow Sensor: Minimum Detectable Flow Rate  

A minimum meaningful flow rate can be defined for the mass flow sensors. This is done by 

measuring the flow rate using the permeability test set-up with a "zero porosity cured laminate" 

and "closed valve" (flow regulator valve in Figure F-2) as samples. These two sample types are 

chosen because they are expected to give zero flow rates. The summary of these measurements 

are shown in Table F-1. The geometry of the cured samples is the same as the geometry of the 

laminates used in the permeability tests. 

 
Table  F-1 Mass flow sensor minimum flow readings 

Sample Test set-up/sample 
code 

Q (mL/min) 
Rotameter Mass flow sensor (Vent) (mL/min) 

 average 
Closed flow 
regulator valve 

NA 0 1.139042 NA 

Cured laminate In-Plane Test 
Test 1 (4/4/2013) 0 1.944765 1.797414 
Test 2 (28/3/2013) 0 2.002707 
Test 3 (26/3/2013) 0 1.444769 
Test 4 [74] NA 2  
Through-Thickness Test 
Test 1 (12/3/2013) 0 6.652544 4.00543 
Test 2 (3/4/2013) 0 1.358316 

Release film 
(Teflon) 

19/3/2013 0 6.514597 
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Table F-1 shows that the minimum flow rates are slightly different based on the test set-up. It is 

about 2 mL/min for the in-plane set-up and 6 mL/min for the through thickness set-up. Based on 

these values flow rates lower than 6 mL/min are considered below the detectable limit of the 

mass flow sensors in this study. It is not known whether this minimum limit is due to device 

limitation or set-up issue, e.g. a micro leak. It has to be noted that even with the "closed valve",  

which is the simplest set-up without any tacky tape sealing involved; still a 1 mL/min flow is 

reported instead of zero flow. The rotameter reports no signal because of lack of sensitivity.   

 

F.3 Summary 

• The flow rate readings by mass flow sensors and rotameters are in agreement. 

• The flow rate readings by mass flow sensors placed on the vacuum and vent sides are in 

agreement. In this study the flow readings on the vent side are used for permeability 

calculations.  

• The minimum flow rate that can be detected by the mass flow sensor is approximately 6 

mL/min. Flow rates lower than 6 mL/min are considered below the detectable limit of the 

mass flow sensors used in this study. 
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Comparison of the Gas Removed during Debulk Test with the Expected Gas Appendix G  

in the Laminate  

 

In this section the mass of the gas removed during the long debulk test (see section 5.3.2.1) is 

compared with the amount of gas expected in the laminate. The mass of the gas in the as laid-up 

laminate is assumed to be equal to the mass of air residing in voids plus the mass of moisture and 

nitrogen dissolved in epoxy. The presence of other gases in resin is neglected as OOA resin 

systems are designed to have negligible volatile content [27]. The ideal gas law is used to 

calculate the mass of the air in the voids.  

𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑟 𝑖𝑛 𝑣𝑜𝑖𝑑𝑠 = n × M𝑎𝑖𝑟    (G-1) 

Where m (kg): mass of air, n (mol): number of air moles, M (Kg/mol): molar mass of air.  

𝑛 =  𝑃𝑉
𝑅𝑇

      (G-2) 

Where P (Pa): pressure, V (m3): gas volume, R (J/Kmol): gas constant, T (K): temperature. 

 

The initial volume of gas inside the voids is equal to void volume and can be calculated based on 

the porosity of an as-laid up laminate (section 5.3.1.2): 

V = φT × VL      (G-3) 

Where V (m3): void volume, φT (%): total porosity, VL (m3): laminate volume. 

 

Using equations G-1 to G-3 and input parameters in Table G-1 the mass of air in voids is 

estimated to be about 2.8 × 10-2 gr. The mass of dissolved moisture and nitrogen in the laminate 

is estimated based on the closest concentration data in the literature (CN2 and CH2O in Table G-1). 

The total mass of gas in the as-laid up laminate is estimated to be about 4.9 × 10-2 gr (Table G-2). 
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The measured mass of the gas evacuated during debulk is about ten times greater than that 

estimated based on the initial mass of gas in laminate. This difference may be due to air 

entrapped in vacuum hoses, consumables etc. 

 

Table G-1 Input parameters used in estimation of gas mass in an as laid-up laminate.  

Volume of laminate (VL) (m3) 7.22 × 10-5 
Mass of laminate (mL) (kg)  0.078 
Porosity (φ) in as-laid up 0.33 
Fiber volume fraction (VF) [52] 0.54 
Air molar mass (Mair) (kg/mol) 0.02897 
Universal gas constant (R) (J/K.mol) 8.31446 
Air density (ρair) (kg/m3) (at T = 20 °C, P = 1 atm) 1.2 
Nitrogen concentration in epoxy (CN2 in epoxy) (kg/m3)  
(at T = 40 °C, P = 1 atm) [42] 

0.0207 

Moisture concentration in epoxy (CH2O in laminate) (wt%) 
(at T = 21 °C, RH = 22%) [35] 

0.027 

 

Table G-2 Mass of gas in as laid-up laminate versus gas mass measured by flow sensor during long debulk. 

Mass of gas (gr) in as laid-up laminate (gr) air in voids 2.8 × 10-2 
 N2 in epoxy 6.87 × 10-4 
 moisture in laminate 2.10 × 10-2 
 total 4.90× 10-2 
measured by flow sensor during 10 hour debulk (gr) 5.76  10-1 
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Void Area Fraction Measurement: Effect of Surface Preparation and Image Appendix H  

Acquisition Equipment 

Void characterization via optical microscopy (OM) and area fraction measurement is a well-

established method. However the required sample surface preparation for OM is laborious. In 

this study first porosity is measured with optical microscopy (see section 6.2.3) and then it is 

compared with porosity measured from images taken with a Nikon D100 camera from diamond 

saw cut cross-sections of the laminates. 

 

H.1 Void Characterization Method 

The laminates were cut with a diamond saw, using water coolant, along a line three centimeters 

from the laminate edge. Then the cross-sections were rinsed and dried. A Nikon D100 camera 

with 55-200 mm lens was used to take an image of the laminate cross-sections. The distance 

between sample cross-section and camera was 30 cm and the image was taken using a remote 

shutter (Figure H-1a).  

 

 

Figure H-1 Part of cross-section image (vent time = 0 hour), a) original image, b) binary image. 

 

The Image J software was used for image analysis and area measurements. Three image analysis 

procedures listed in Table H-1 were used for creation of the binary image of each cross-section. 
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Different image analysis procedures were used to evaluate the sensitivity of the porosity results 

to image processing steps (contrast improvement, noise removal and threshold selection). 

The void area (black features in Figure H-1b) was measured using the “analyze particle” 

command.  

 

Table H-1 Image analysis procedures used for creation of binary images using the Image J software. 

Procedure # Contrast  Noise Removal Threshold 
1 enhanced contrast NA 50 
 
2  

sharpen 
 &  
enhanced contrast 

 
despeckle 

 
48 - 52 

 
3 

enhanced contrast 
 or 
manual contrast 

NA  
50 – 70 

 

H.2 Results 

The porosity results measured with Nikon camera are compared with optical microscopy 

measurements (see section 6.3.1) in Figure H-2a. Porosity measured from camera images is 

considerably lower than optical microscopy (up to 15%). Three different image analysis 

procedures, different contrast enhancement, noise removal and threshold selection, were used to 

evaluate their potential effect on camera porosity measurements. Porosity quantified by these 

three procedures are similar, and the large discrepancy between the optical microscopy and 

camera results are due to image capture, not image processing. The difference is likely due to the 

poorer surface preparation (diamond saw cut) and low magnification (3.5X vs. 50X) used in the 

camera method. The study shows that proper surface preparation and optical microscopy 

imaging is required for accurate porosity measurement. 
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Figure H-2 a) Porosity from camera and OM images, b) original camera image, c) binary camera image, d) 

original OM image, e) binary OM image. 
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Thickness Rebound of Un-cured and Partially Cured Laminates Appendix I  

As discussed in section 4.2.2, in order to determine the porosity of “partially cured” laminates 

throughout the cure process a series of laminates were made by stopping the cure cycle at 

different times during the process (Figure 4-2 a) and evaluating the void morphology and 

porosity at that time in the process. After stopping the cure cycle, the laminates were cooled 

down using a fan. Some rebounding with time occurred in the as-laid up and debulked samples. 

Thickness measurements suggest that rebound can increase porosity by a maximum of 5% in two 

months in these laminates (Figures I-1 and I-2). However, rebounding was negligible for 

partially cured laminates. The thickness of the laminates was measured with Calliper (details in 

section 4.2.5). 

 

 

Figure I-1: Thickness rebound of uncured and partially cured laminates.  
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Figure I-2: Effect of thickness rebound of uncured and partially cured laminates on their porosity (porosity is 

estimated based on the thickness of the laminates (for calculation details refer to section 4.3.2)).  
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